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POINT 
EXPRESS YOURSELF IN !;![)(;§ - WRITE TO: VIEWPOINT, !fil!lJ{J!:!, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATt-I, BA 1 2BW (email : edge®luturene1,co,uil) 

IC":II he notion of removing the 

U testscreen mark worries me. 

Yes, games are emotional to play, 

but for the average, experienced 

gamesplayer, spending their hard

earned money on a game is an 

intense process. Magazine reviews 

provide a detailed evaluation of 

games, which the reader absorbs, 

but can rarely totally recall. Deciding 

between two or more similar games 

on the textual summaries alone 

would require a lot of backtracking 

and a very good memory. 

Basically, the overall mark 

provides a simple method of short

listing games that the reader is 

considering adding to their 

collection. Reviews of short-listed 

games are then re-read to make 

clear the minor differences between 

each title so that a final choice can 

be made. Alternatively, with no 

mark given, 1 can foresee that 

readers w ill read the review of each 

game on their initial list and would 

then record their own overall 

impression of the review which 

would be easy for them to 

understand. The games with the 

best overall impression would be 

short-listed and so on, as above. 

I ask you, what purpose would 

removing the mark serve? 

P Powell, 
via email 

r.;J oncerning your idea of 

1.::1 scrapping the ratings of the 

games you review, I like the idea a 

lot, but if you proceed I urge you to 

take more care when writing the 

reviews. For example when I read 

the review of Castlevania on the 

PlayStation, without a rating I would 

have no idea you liked it so much. 

Diskheady, 

via email 

r::I ince the creation of the 

1:::.1 develop section, Edge has 

consistently pushed the Playstation 

Net Yaroze as the only amateur 

console development system. I am 

sure you are aware of the existence 

of cartridge back-up devices for the 

Nintendo 64, which allow cartridge 

images to be run. These systems are 

currently far cheaper than the Net 

Yaroze, at around $220 (USD). 

Many times you have said that 

the days of the bedroom 

programmer are over, and yet the 

N64 and one of these systems 

provides the cheapest way for 

ambitious programmers to start 

working on consoles. Professional 

software development tools are 

freely available, since the 

commercial N64 development kits 

are actually based on GNU software, 

which may be freely copied and 

distributed. Although it is difficult, 

of it, maybe you could also write 

about the first N64 programming 

competition, which finished at the 

end of February. This event, which 

was organised by the Dextrose web 

site (http://www.dextrose.com) 

attracted ten entries, including 

Game boy and NES emulators, and 

several games and demos. The 

prizes on offer ranged from 

development systems for the N64, 

to t-shirts for every contender. 

I hope that in the future Edge 
will mention these talented coders 

in Develop, or maybe even publish 

Edge strongly opposes the use of copying devices, such as this Zip 
disk-based system, but underground programmers are finding good 
use for it. See the letter from Garth Elgar below 

·1 hope that in the future Edge will publish an article on 
'underground' console development 

and the young rising stars of it. After all, they are the 
next generation of programmers' 

and technical support is non

existent, many 'underground' N64 

coders are writing impressive 

programs and distributing them on 

the Internet. 

Your bias towards the Yaroze is 

understandable given the industry 

view of these N64 systems, but it is 

unfair that you are neglecting to 

report on the software development 

taking place using them. I note that 

you recently ran a Net Yaroze 

programming competition. While it 

will be interesting to see the fruits 

an article on 'underground' console 

development and its young rising 

stars. After all, they are the next 

generation of programmers. 

Garth Elgar. 
via email 

D feel that your response to my 

letter in E57 has missed the 

point. You state that console 

manufacturers would never produce 

NTSC-only machines (with PAL 

signal converters) as they would 

lose control over territorial lock-out. 

Why would this be the case? Just 

because all machines are NTSC 

shouldn't mean that the regional 

zoning couldn't be used as it is now. 

Steve House, 

via email 

Your point last issue in favour of all 

machines running NTSC titles, was 

that many imported games would 

be available months earlier than 

their PAL counterparts. It is territorial 

protection that stops Japanese and 

American versions of games from 

operating on European machines. 

Its continued use - which you now 

suggest - negates the above benefit 

of being able to obtain games in 

Europe sooner than they are now. 

Additionally, it is often the 

translation from Japanese that takes 

time to complete, and in Europe 

there are, of course, more 

languages than just English. So 

simultaneous international releases 

are unlikely in the foreseeable 

future. It's a nice idea, nonetheless. 

r:I allowing on from E57's 

I.II prescreen intro, I would like 

to make a couple of points. There 

are some great 'kiddy' games on 

the PlayStation, but having young 

children myself, I know that these 

titles don't really appeal in the same 

way as N64 games like Yoshi's 

Story, Diddy Kong Racing or Mario 

64 do. With these games in mind 

some adult gamesplayers are put off 

by the general cutesy look and feel 

of them, but these doubters should 

look beyond the glossy surface and 

find the true gems of gameplay that 

generally lurk beneath. The type of 

thing I'm writing about is often 

reported in Edge's N64 reviews. I 

would guess that Nintendo know 

that if they appeal to kids then the 

adults will follow - even if the kids 

are not the ones with the buying 

power (except maybe in Japan 

where games culture is different). 

Nintendo games are more 

expensive than the PlayStation's, 

and this must damage sales among 

adults who do not know much 

about lasting appeal. They might 

figure that the kid would rather save 

four weeks' pocket money for a 
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PlayStation game than six weeks' 

money for an N64 game. Moreover, 

if an adult is familiar with consoles 

they're more likely to buy their child 

the system with the type of games 

they want to play as well! 

I'm a PlayStation owner and I 

love it to bits, but there are real 

choices out there to consider. If 

certain people (myself included) 

like blood-and-guts games, that's 

fine, we have plenty of choice with 

our PlayStation without needing to 

fling out criticism on every aspect 

of N64. People don't have to listen 

to these poisoned minds who look 

at it only one way for some foolish 

reason. Gameplaying is meant to 

be fun, so enjoy it, don't get hung 

up on it! 

Mark McCullough, 

via email 

D am not sure I should be 

writing what amounts to the 

most anally retentive e-mail ever, to 

such a fine magazine, but in your 

retroview of Elite you foolishly state 

that your initial ship is a Viper. As 

I'm sure tens of people will want to 

point out, you start life in a Cobra 

Mark II - the Viper class is only 

available to the police. And as for 

your remark about the BBC micro 

not having any classic games - bah! 

Get your grandfather to tell you 

about a certain game called Exile. 

That was pretty unbelievable, 

as was Revs, Geoff Crammond's 

first effort. Anyhow, fine issue, 

much enjoyed. 

Robin Jubber, 

via email 
In hindsight, E47's comment about 

the BBC Micro perhaps doesn't hold 

that much water either - particularly 

when Edge already paid homage to 

Exile (Amiga version) back in E20 ... 

r.;:J omparisons between PC and 

L:J console games feature in most 

games magazines, including Edge. 

These correlations are at best futile, 

and in some cases border on being 

insulting. The PlayStation comes 

under most fire from such 

comparisons, but it seems that 

rarely is consideration given to the 

fact that when the machine was 

launched in 1994, the best PC 

available was a DX4/ 100 with 

16Mb of RAM. While the PlayStation 

has remained unchanged, the PC 
has been bombarded with a 

plethora of upgrades (although it 

is still ten times as expensive to 

buy). Edge should review games 

on an individual piece of hardware 

and rate them accordingly, not 

mark them down because some 

elements looked or sounded 

better on another format. Your 

testscreen for Codemaster's 

TOCA is a case in point, and 

represented in DMA's Grand Theft 

Auto in which you spend twenty 

minutes diffusing bombs in vehicles 

only to have the final car in the 

mission explode because it got 

caught up in traffic. Or perhaps the 

precept of fairness is upheld in the 

mission in which your huge tanker 

explodes after a few minor 

collisions. Additionally, Edge's 

review of GTA (E52) is misleading 

and inappropriate. You've become 

obsessed with small touches in 

games to the extent that they can 

make up for flawed gameplay. 

Other testscreens have also 

'In your review of GoldenEye you 
make much of small touches and fail to 

note the easy nature of the main game and the 
flawed nature of some of the levels' 

Quake 64 will suffer the same fate, 

no doubt. 

Jim Callagher, 

Buckinghamshire 

Edge's focus is on software, not 

necessarily the machine it is running 

on. If a title such as TOCA, or more 

poignantly, Grand Theft Auto, is 

more playable on a particular 

format then that will continue to be 

reported. The PlayStation has 

indeed proved to be a well-judged 

machine in technical terms, as has 

the Nintendo 64 - which retails in 

the UK for the same price as a 3Dfx 

card. Rest assured that the 

limitations of specific hardware are 

taken into account when reviewing 

games, but the presence of other 

versions must be recognised. 

r::I irstly, I would like to comment 

I.II on the risible Gameview piece 

in E56, in which Brian Baglow of 

DMA Design presented a critique of 

Crash Bandicoot 2. I am by no 

means a vehement supporter of 

Crash; I believe the game is great 

fun, although it suffers from the 

ubiquitous flaw of being far too 

easy. It was pretty entertaining to 

read Mr Baglow's declaration that 

the game is 'very harsh' and unfair. 

I suppose his idea of fair is 

been inaccurate. In your review of 

GoldenEye you make much of small 

touches and fail to note the easy 

nature of the main game and the 

flawed nature of some of the levels. 

Plus, Diddy Kong Racing is 

essentially an average racing game 

with undemanding, simple physics. 

It makes few demands on players' 

reactions but is good fun to play for 

two days, yet you gave it nine out of 

ten and raved about its design. 

Super Mario 6400 as featured in E57 

Rage Racer on the other hand is a 

real 'gamer's game'. Embellished 

with excellent physics and tracks, 

Namco's title is formidable, and yet 

scored only eight out of ten. 

These are only a couple of 

examples of the inane opinions 

Edge espouses at regular intervals. 

In your Fighters Destiny testscreen 

you write that beat 'em ups are 

simple games. I get the impression 

you're a bit crap at Tekken 3 - don't 

tell me, Eddy's your favourite 

character, right? 

James Craig, 

via email 

What? You feel all videogames have 

the 'ubiquitous flaw' of being too 

easy to complete, and yet you had 

difficulties with one of GTA's 

simplest missions (the tanker). As 

for GoldenEye Edge assumes you're 

talking about completing the single 

player game on 'agent' - and even 

this isn't that easy. Regarding Rage 

Racer's 'excellent physics', these 

now appear weak when juxtaposed 

with those in Gran Turismo. 

Perhaps you should experience 

a few more games before 

summarising Edge's opinions with 

such conviction. And conceptually, 

beat 'em ups are simple - but 

for proof that they are as deep as 

any other genre in terms of 

execution, see this issue's testscreen 

of Tekken 3 (p86} . 

r::I xcellent April Fool - except the 

1.:1 Mario image looks squashed 

and the Princess on the Luigi picture 

is the wrong way 'round. 

D 

Michael Fellows, 

via email 

must congratulate Edge on its 

pathetic April Fool's gag last 

issue; Super Mario 6400. Jeez lads, 

what professional graphics 

application did you use to create 

that stunning image? MacPaint? 

Paintbrush? And the statement that 

it was an add-on to the original was 

an over-sized dollop of disbelief on 

this already rather tasteless desert. 

Still, at least Edge tried. 

James Kenny, 

via email 
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CMtttin& Edg . 
The latest news from the w10f 

g 

Cutti~uffmg Ed; 

An hour before opening time 
and the queue stretched 
round the block (top). Game 
of the show, Metal Gear Solid 
looked stunning and proved 
immensely popular (above) 

e 
(:~.,tting ~dge 

TOI YO GA~/lE SHOVV 

Namco's imposing Game Show presence in the form of a massive stand (above), left little doubt about which game the 
company was there to promote. Punters queued in their hundreds to take part in the two Tekken competitions set up 

1:":11 he last week of March saw large crowds gather in and 
II.II around Tokyo's Makuhari Messe centre (a week after 
the AOU arcade exhibition). The venue played host to a total of 
147,913 attendees over the three days (including the Friday 
18,606 press and industry-only turnout), with the Saturday 
getting the biggest number of visitors (76,212). 

Utilising all of the centre's eight halls, the show was very 
much a Playstation event, with titles for the 32bit console 
representing 52.7 per cent (a 9.2 per cent increase over the 
same figure at the last TGS, in October) of the 470 software 
titles present from 93 exhibitors. Conversely, the Saturn 
saw its presence diminish by the level of the PlayStation's rise, 
to just 17 per cent. 

Yet this easily overshadowed the N64's measly 3.6 per 
cent appearance, which managed a 4.3 per cent drop from its 

already poor showing last October (with 4.1 per cent, even the 
Game Boy had more software on show). 

Although not as significant as the PlayStation's, the PC 
market's presence increased from 7.9 to 13.1 per cent 
although this wasn't enough to detract the Japanese from the 
console software - nearly all of the booths displaying Windows 
95 software were mostly deserted, although a few did stop 
to look at Square's deft Final Fantasy VII conversion. 

In terms of genres, the RPG and adventure markets 
witnessed a significant increase while most others remained 
stagnant with the exception of action titles, which were less 
evident than at the last TGS. 

The unmatched enthusiasm among Japanese players was 
again evident, with thousands of them having already made 
the 40 minute underground journey from the centre of Tokyo 

From left: Takara's Choro Q 64, complete with four-player mode, Bomberman War, the latest instalment from 
Hudson, the colourful Trap Gunner from Atlus and Human's unusual truck racing approach in Decotora 
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Although big and cuddly. not everyone felt completely 
comfortable about having their picture taken with Crash 

and lining the exhibition centre's sides in queues four or five 
deep, hours before the doors were due to open. However, 
that wasn't the last bit of standing in line they would engage in 
- with the majority of stands incorporating queuing sections, 
before the end of the event showgoers would have spent a 
substantial amount of the day's proceedings neatly lined up, 
waiting to play the latest titles. 

The most popular booth was undoubtedly Namco's. 
Indeed, the company's structural homage to Tekken 3 easily 
dominated the second hall and must have accommodated 
around 100 players at a time, desperate to try the developer's 
supreme fighting title, with a further 100 patiently queuing up. 

In another hall, Konami probably gave Namco a run for its 
floor space, with continuously-running Metal Gear Solid video 
footage and a row of Playstations which allowed players to get 
to grips with the game's first two levels proving massively (and 
understandably) popular. In keeping with Japanese efficiency, 
the first three players in the queue were given a sheet 
outlining the game's instructions so as to minimise precious 
playing time being wasted getting to grips with the complex 
nature of the controls. Providing quality backing to the 
publisher's astounding espionage romp were International 
Superstar soccer '98 (see p42), Pay Pay 2, the bizarre 
RakugaKids and a highly playable N64 baseball game, although 
GA.S.P!! Fighters' NEXTream was severely disappointing. 

occasionally, as in the case of Squaresoh, crowds were 
asked to queue just to get into the stand before repeating this 
procedure for a few minutes· worth of playtesting. Admittedly, 
with finished versions of Parasite Eve and the PlayStation Final 
Fantasy v re-release, as well as an impressive-looking arcade 
version of Ergeihz, getting the public's attention was hardly a 
difficult procedure, but the visually-impressive Brave Fencer 
Musashiden, the company's latest action-RPG, caused quite a 
stir among the Japanese gameplaying community. 

Aher the li kes of Namco et al, the smaller players grabbed 
whatever space was left over. SCEI probably managed more 
than most and whilst there was little in terms of new sohware 

NEWS 

The PlayStation dominated the three-day event, with most developers making most of 
their titles for Sony's machine. Enix's Bust A Move dancers were remarkable (top. left) 

on show, at least both Stolen Song (a music game in which 
players must take the role of the guitarist or drummer by 
hitting a plastic plectrum or right key at the right time) and 
Xi offered an enjoyable alternative to the endless sequels 
and role-playing titles. 

Indeed, few strayed from the proven formula. Tai to 
returned with Densha de Go 2, capcom displayed a booth 
full of X-Men derived beat 'em ups and Mega Man-related 
products. At least Hudson Soh's b.l.u.e. Legend of Water 
(see alphas on p32) provided some hope but there was li ttle 
else worth seeing except perhaps some of the many shows 
put on by exhibitors equipped with a stage. One of the most 
popular of these (among male players, at least) were the 
Tekken 3 girls who every hour would dance their way onto 
Namco's sizeable stand and put up a memorable display. 

Impressive too, were Enix's Bust A Move crew who, while 
video sequences of the game played behind them on a giant 
screen, repl icated the moves and character of their specific 
polygonal counterparts with amazing precision. 

Somehow, Edge cannot envisage the same 
happening at the next ECTS. £ SCEl's original and instantly 

playable Xi was a particular 
favourite with the crowd. The 
two day competition saw a 
four-year-old get the second 
highest score. Square operated 
the strictest queuing code of 
the show yet was still popular 

From left: PlayStation action from Koei's Destraga, an interesting Gran Turismo-esque approach to the racing 
world in the form of Genki's Kattobi Tune, Sol Divide from Atlus and the visually-impressive Koei RPG Ziff O'/1 

89 
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These are currently part of the 
64DD's startup sequence, after 
which Mario allegedly appears 
to play with the 3D N64 logo 

cutting Edge cuttings 

DOG NI TE 

rr,n ith N64 sales seriously lagging 
~ behind the PlayStation's in all 
territories other than the US, Nintendo of 
Japan has found itself in the difficult 
position of having to announce that both 
Zelda: Ocarina af Time and the 640D 
add-on device have been delayed. The 
new Zelda title has slipped from its previ
ous April release date to November, which 
will doubtless leave many gamesplayers in 
dispair, due to the huge anticipation that 
has mounted for Ocarina of Time. 

Other than media-appeasing comments 
from Nintendo Co. Ltd about design guru 
Shigeru Miyamoto (of Mario fame) wanting 
to perfect Zeldds gameplay, the actual 

DO 
reasons for the game's postponement 
are unclear. Edge isn't in the habit of 
speculating, but with the 640D also 
promised before the end of '98, the 
prospect of Zelda returning to the disk 
format that it was originally intended to 
inhabit, could be a possibility. 

Rumours are circulating in Japan that 
NCL founder Hiroshi Yamauchi and 
Miyamoto have been involved in a dispute 
over the game. It is thought that Miyamoto 
had been in favour of Zelda being a 64DD 
title throughout its development only 
swapping the code to run on cartridge at 
Yamauchi's insistance. If a reversal were 
implemented, Nintendo could find its 
programmers disgruntled at redoing previ
ously undone 640D code. However, the 
Mario creator has possibly convinced his 
boss that both Zelda and the 64DD add-on 
need the game to utilise the disk format 

Although frustrating, such a change of 
direction within NCL is conceivable: the 
64DD needs a killer app in order to sell, 
while Zelda would benefit from an increase 
in available storage space. While the 
creative Mario Artist titles (see E54) are 
welcome additions to the gaming world 
they would be unlikely to make the 640D 
a must-have accessory in Western markets. 
If Yamauchi is serious about fulfilling his 
promise to retire once the 64DD is 
established, then a strong software line-up 
for the periphal will be a prerequisite £ 
for him drawing a pension. 
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640D unravelled 
continuing the Nintendo tradition 
that the Japan-only Famlcom Disk 
System established In 1986, the 

64DD Is an add-on storage device 
for Nintendo's N64 console. Using 

bespoke magneto-optical dlskS, 

similar to lomega's successful Zip 

format, the DD can read up to 64Mb 
of data. Unlike the 650Mb CD-ROMs 

used by the PlayStatlon, around 
half of the space can be used as 
re-wrtteable storage. This recordable 

data system has the potential to 
open-up console game design to 
exciting new areas, though as with 

every piece of hardware, the quality 
of titles Is dependent on developers 
taking advantage of It. 

In an effort to appease frustrated fans, Nintendo has released new shots of the now postponed Zelda: 
Ocarina of Time. Most impressive - and intruiging - is the level set inside the belly of a beast (centre, top) 

After skimming through an early European 
v.ersion of Gran Turismo, Edge can report 
!mat the conver:si©n from NTS[ has been 
well-harndled - techJiiically,. Sadly, the now 
sp,eeded-up arcade mode is eurrentl~ 
fafi to.o f;ist, ruiJiling the game's realistic 
feel. Expect a firnal wpdate Aext isswe. 

Polys Entertainment the SCEI team 
responsible for creating Gran Turismo, 
has been granted full independent status. 
Now known as Polyphony Digital 
Entertainment the group is headed by 
Akira Sato, with (!;J producer ~zunori 
Yama~chi now executi\,e v.ic president 

Following its convention in Rome to 
encourage European N64 development 
Nintendo has announced the restructuring 
of its European operation. All EC 
distributors, including THE Games in the 
UK, will now report to the German based 
NoE company, rather than NCL in Japan. 
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SAT!· 

oa tona 2 

In a tiny arcade In ShlnJuku, Japan, 
the long-awaited Daytona 2 has 
made an appearance. Edge's Tokyo 

correspondent describes the game 
as 'astonishing', adding that It easlly 

surpasses Sega Rally 2. Up to 40 

vehleles are shown onscreen at 
once, and llke the ortgtnal Daytona, 

It dlsplays realtlrile racing damage, 

with detalls llke dented doors and 
crumpled bonnets. The famous 

rolllng starts have been retained, 

whlle the tracks are redolent of scud 
Race, based around amusement 
par1<s, waterfalls and futw1stlc Cities. 

Daylona 2 runs on the newly 
Improved Model 3 boanl. one of the 

most persistent of recent Katana 
rumours Is that It wtll only launch 
with the very latest arcade games, 

rather than older titles like Vlrtua 
Flghtsr 3 or Scud Race. The aim Is 

to gtve the machine a contemporary 

allure. If this strategy Is adopted 
then Daytona 2 Is very likely to be 

among the launch titles. 

Acclaim has acquired the license for the 
outrageous cartoon 'South Park', and 
Taito's Bust A Move 2, for the N64. How 
the company will convert 'South Park's 
- very - adult (and incredibly funny) 
humour to the N64 is a mystery, although 
it has until 1999 to work it out 

PE ULOJ! PEAD 

Sega will make a major announcement on Katana at this year's El 
show in Atlanta, revealing final hardware specs and its launch pricing 

r::::I ega is set to replace its ageing 
I.I Model 3 arcade board with a 
solution based on Videologic"s 
PowervR 3D technology, according to 
the latest rumours from Japan. 

Al legedly shifting ten million 
polygons per second. the new arcade 
board. codenamed Naomi, is several 
times more powerful than the existing 
Model 3 board. Four PowerVR 3D chips 
are said to be at the heart of the 
system, possibly teamed with multiple 
CPUs, which would be consistent with 
the system's alleged performance. 

With Sega 's Katana console also 
employing Videologic chipsets, the 
tanta lising prospect of a unified front in 
both the home and arcade seems a 
real possibility. Videologic has long 
been working on both arcade and 
console implementations of its 3D 
silicon, but it's been reluctant to 
provide firm details on anything other 
than its PowerVR second Generation 
hardware. Previously, some had linked 
Videologic's technology with Namco, 
which is yet to update its ageing 
System 22 board. 

impossible, with numerous insiders 
reportedly witnessing games in a fairly 
advanced state in Japan. capcom, 
Konami and Namco are reported to 
have Katana titles well into development. 

sources in Europe and the us have 
revealed that both continents' sales 
operations have earmarked some $100 
million for a 1999 marketing campaign. 
After the Saturn's lacklustre summer 
launch, Katana would possibly arrive 
as late as autumn, meaning another 
eighteen months before Sega fan s 
outside of Japan can fina lly replace 
their Saturns. The console is expected 
to debut in Japan this autumn. 

One of the most intriguing new 
Katana developments is talk of an LCD 
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screen built into the joypads. This might 
just provide data readouts from the 
memory cart - if Sega was to employ 
slot-in memory carts like Nintendo -
but it could also have more interesting 
uses. one source suggested the LCD 
screens would be fully programmable. 
This would enable them to be used as 
gameplay enhancements. maybe 
permitting players to secretly select 
moves in sports or strategy games or 
keep a player's remaining health secret 
in fighting games. 

Equally intriguing is the widespread 
belief that Katana will include a modem. 
This will enable multiplayer gaming 
(particularly appealing to American 
gamers) and might also offer other 
capabilities like Web browsing. If 
teamed with some sort of flash RAM, 
the system would also enable games to 
be expanded by downloading new 
patches - an ability touted as one of 
Nintendo's 64DD unique strengths. 

One thing is certain. Katana will 
employ the WinCE operating system. 
This has pleased several developers 
who are already working with the 
development kits. They suggest it will 
make porting games from the PC 
relatively easy. It could also mean that a 
modem would be provided, based 
around existing PC hardware. 

With the pick of both PC and Naomi
powered arcade games, Katana should 
muster up a better launch range than 
Saturn, regardless of the £ 
system's eventual specifications. 

Meanwhile, with the E3 show 
rapidly approaching, the Katana 
rumour-mill is going into overdrive. In 
the light of Katana's non-appearance at 
the Tokyo Game Show and sega 
booking massive amounts of floorspace 
at E3, the company now seems certain 
to demonstrate the console at the May 
show, at least behind closed doors. 
Playable games are by no means 

Although Sega remains tight-lipped about launch titles, a Sonic game 
would give Katana immediate appeal among hardcore company fans 

After a few years of poorly marketing its 
innovative Newton OS palmtop, Apple 
has now ceased supporting the system 
for good. However, the last Newton 
device to be produced, the curvaceous 
eMate laptop, is to play host to Apple's 
alternative to Windows CE; Mac OS Lite. 

The manufacturer of the Game.corn, Tiger, 
has been purchased by Hasbro Interactive. 
Following the sale, a host of new titles 
have been confirmed for the Game Boy 
rival, induding Konami's Castlevania and 
Capcom's Resident Evil 2. Further 
announcements are expected at B. 

Just prior to Edge going to press, it was 
reported on the Internet that Sega is 
hoping to release its new Katana console 
in Japan for under f 180. Sega will use 
the device's earlier Japanese release to 
bring down its manufacturing costs, 
before dropping the price for its US launch. 
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Competition Categories 
Best Game 

An award for the best completed piece of 

game software. This wi ll be an entire game 

or, at the very least, a segment or level which 

will stand alone and demonstrate all the 

features of a complete game. 

Best Artwork and Animation 

This must be interactive, computer-generated 

and might be expected to form part of a 

computer game. 

Best Game Design 

This wi ll include the following elements: 

Overall Concept, in 300 words; Gameplay 

as a walk-through of a level; Graphics, a 

description of the visual appearance of the 

characters and settings; Other areas, such 

as audio ideas, technology required and 

description of target audience. 

Best Audio 

Music or sound effects which demonstrate 

relevance to a new or existing computer 

game. 

Best Came Utility 

New software or technique which aids the 

development of a computer game. 

Best Overall Award 

Best UK Game Developer '98. This may cover 

any or all of the above areas and will be at 

the discretion of the judges. 

Shigeru Miyamoto has declined to develop a 
Star Fox 64 sequel. Although rumours have 
long existed of a possible sequel invoMng 
Fox Mdoud and friends, these have been 
quashed by Nintendo's recent anouncement 
that Miyamoto believes he has achieved 
everything he wanted with the N64 version. 
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co PETITION 
cash, careers and computer equipment are all up for grabs 

llr.'I nationwide competition has just_been launched to find 
W Britain's hottest new game designing talent. 

The competition, backed by an alliance of leading Scottish 
games developers and the Scottish Enterprise commission, 
offers £10,000 in prize money. More importantly, it will bring 
the winners into contact with some of Britain's hottest studios, 
including OMA Design and VIS Interactive. 

This cou ld wel l lead to jobs in the industry, according 
to VIS' Chris van der Kuyl . 'This is the primary reason for 
organising this competi tion,' he told Edge, adding jokingly, 
'Obviously, the very best entrants wi ll 'win' a job at VIS. 
The others wil l end up at OMA or someth ing.' 

There are five categories: Best Game, Best Artwork and 
Animation, Best Game Design, Best Audio and Best Game 
Utility. Each carries a prize of £1,000. There is also a Best 
overall Award, which wil l go to the very best entrant in any 
of the categories. This grand prize is worth £5,000. In addition, 
computing equipment will be donated to colleges or schools 
associated with winning entries. 

'This is a chance for anyone who thinks they have a good 
idea to take it forward,' says OMA Design's David Jones. 'The 
people who will enter this competition will be like me ten 
years ago, before I had realised I could actually make a career 
out of my hobby.' 

Although the competition originated in Scotland, it's 
open to anyone in the British Isles. The five games companies 
behind the competition (OMA Design, VIS Interactive, Inner 
workings, Red Lemon Studios and Visual Sciences) are all 
members of the loosely-affiliated Scottish Games Alliance, 
and see the competition more as an issue of ideology than 
nationality. 

'The Scottish Games Alliance is a unique body run in a 
unique way,' says van der Kuyl. 'Most of us come from similar 
'bedroom programmer' backgrounds' - back then you worked 
on most facets of the game yourself. These days, it's very 
difficult for someone with great ideas to get a job in the games 
industry, simply because it's now a very big and expensive 
business. While recognising that this has to be the way 
forward if we are to become an accepted form of mainstream 
entertainment, we'd like to create a few 'names' once again'. 

In the past, similar competitions have turned up some 
great talent. Andy Davidson originally submitted worms to 
an 'Amiga Format' competition, later developing the game 
with Team 17 for Microprose and releasing it to commercial 
success. Another 'Amiga Format' competition winner, 
Mike Diskett, went to work at Bullfrog, and recently 
co-founded his own development studio, Mucky Foot 
(which Edge visits on p44). 

Chris van der Kuyl says he would have loved to enter such 
a competition when he was a student. 'That way I would 
never have been forced to spend my formative years 
producing multimedia applications,' he says 'Oh, happy days. 
I would have spent my winnings back then on a wooden hoop 
to roll down the pavement. Today, I'd buy a Yaroze.' 

van der Kuyl stresses that those without Yaroze's or other 
equipment should sti ll consider entering. 'We don't expect 

hundreds of thousands of entries - purely because this is a 
very tough competition that requires vast specialist 
knowledge. However, I wouldn't want people to be put off 
because they don't have programming facilities at home or 
college. All entries are welcome, be they examples of 
individual programming or just potentially great game ideas.' 

• The Developer '98 competition is being run via the Internet. 
For more details, visit the competition homepage at 
WWN.gduk.co.uk. Edge will be looking at the Scottish 
games industry in more detail next month. For more on £ 
inf,Jtroting the business, see Coming Graduates on p66. 

DMA's David Jones is one of the brains behind the 
national Games Developer '98 competition 
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Capcom's Resident Evil 2 has sold in excess 
of three million units wortdwide after just six 
weeks of its release. Sales in Japan are 
amently reaching the two million mark with 
the title redimbing the charts and daiming 
fifth place, while US figures have reached a 
million and are expected to double soon. 

In a surprise move, Take 2 has acquired BMG 
Interactive. lhe deal gives BMG a 16 per cent 
stake in Take 2 while the latter takes control 
of BMG's European offices. However, 
unhappy with the takeover, long time BMG 
partner Oystal Dynamics has refused to sign 
its forthcoming titles to the US publisher. 

According to Sony, as a result of remarkable 
sales during 1997 and a particularly strong 
start to this year, the US PlayStation market 
recently reached the ten million mark. On a 
more global scale, Sony's likely net worldwide 
operating figures are expected to reach $3.84 
billion (£2.4 billion) for the current fiscal year. 
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~VOOD 2 
The benchmark 3D board just got better. But at what cost? 

""3 he next word in 3D technology 
U from 3Dfx, Voodoo2, has hit the 
shelves amid happy cheers and 
confused shrugs. With the powerful 
reputation of voodoo Graphics behind 
it, many PC gamers welcome the 
chipset for both the speed-burst it 
gives existing games, and the new level 
of performance it lays before games 
developers. Others aren't so sure. 

The voodoo2 chipset indeed packs 
a punch. In tests conducted on a 
reference board supplied by 3Dfx (the 
same card that has been distributed 
to games developers) Edge found 
voodoo2 easily capable of 
outperforming all currently available 
dedicated 3D graphics solutions. 
Meanwhile, the three manufacturers to 
sell identical voodoo2-based boards in 
the UK - Diamond Multimedia, Orchid 
Micronics and Creative Labs - are 
already reporting shortages. 

voodoo2 may be fast, but it's 
leaving a number of issues bobbing in 
its wake. The boards from the three 
suppliers may be the same, but 
voodoo2 does not treat all gamers 
equally. Those with 133MHz Pentium 
machines will see a relatively small 
framerate increase, while PII owners 
can expect Quake 2 to run at 60fps. 

Quake 2 is the quintessential 
game for voodoo2 customers 

Anyone opting for orchid 's Righteous 3D 2 will get a copy of the 
excellent Battlezone and Jedi Knight (OEM version) in the bundle 

Pentium II users will soon have 
other options, as the competing 3D 
companies like VideoLogic, Intel and 
NVIDIA bring out cards designed for 
Intel's Advanced Graphics Port (AGP). 
These combine 2D, 3D acceleration and 
video processing while voodoo2 
remains 3D-only, working through a PCI 
bus in conjunction with a 2D adaptor. 
3Dfx has stated that Voodoo2 wi ll not 
appear on combined 2D/3D cards, and 
being PCI it doesn't take full advantage 
of the AGP pipeline architectu re . 

Some think voodoo2 has come too 
soon. voodoo Graphics hasn't been 
pushed to its absolute limits by PC 
game developers, yet the replacement 
technology is already here. Edge put 
the point to 3Dfx's VP of R&D, Scott 
Sellers. who countered that in order to 

stay competitive in the PC arena the 
company must release products 
roughly every six months. Sellers also 
stressed that most 3D games coming 
this year will have been made primarily 
for Voodoo 1. 'It takes a solid year for a 
developer to actually take a piece of 
technology and see software that really 
takes advantage of it. 1998 wi ll largely 
see games that were designed with 
voodoo Graphics in mind,' he said. 

Gamers therefore have a whi le to 
decide whether or not to graduate to 
voodoo2. Alternatively, they could wait 
for 3Dfx's hitherto secret Banshee 
technology, which Sellers confirmed 
would be a chipset designed for AGP. 
'You'll see Banshee being the best of 
breed VGA, the best of breed 2D, and 
hopefully the best of breed 3D, too: he 
said. Expect Banshee this summer. 

EDGE test results · 
In the meantime, the 3D Blaster V2 

is available from Creative Labs for £180 
(8Mb) or £230 (12Mb). Diamond 
Multimedia offers the Monster 3D 2 at 
£180 (8Mb only), while Orchid sells the 
8Mb Righteous 3D 2 for £200 in a 
bundle including Incoming, Jedi £ 
Knight, Batttezone and G-Police. 

Pentium 
P166 

Pentium 
Pll266 

• 

Quake2 
800X600 

34fps 

49fps 

Despne having recently introduced its own 
3D accelerator chip, the 1740, Intel insists the 
recent sale of its interest in 3Dfx is unrelated. 
The chip manufacturer daims that its initial 
investment in 3Dfx stemmed from a desire 
to help grc:m the 3D accelerator market, 
something n has successfully achieved. 

Quake 2 
640X480 

36.Sfps 

53.Sfps 

FOrsaken 
640X480 

4Bfps 

59fps 

c.i.::u.i::.1,1,:.i.::i.::111o:•:.i.a&:1=iu=z...i::.i.::1 

UK codeshop Sensible Software (Cannon 
Fodder, Sensible Soccer), is up for sale. 
Over its long history, the Saffron 
Walden-based outfit has enjoyed relation
ships with several major industry players. The 
market's leniency towards corporate organisa
tions has been blamed for the move. 

Although distributed by Sony in Japan, the US 
and European publishing rights for Tenchu 
have been picked up by Activision. The 
company has also announced ~ will publish 
a remake of Atari's 1979 Asteroids title. 
Developed by Quickdraw Developments Ltd, 
the action occurs within a 3D environment 

NEWS 
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Future FX 

scott Sellers says the real challenge 
of 3D Is Just coming. TO create the 

current crop of accelerators, 

companies have so far taken 

existing methematlcal routines and 
wired them up In slllcon. In years 

to come, the challenge wlll be to 
come up with totally new routines -

or at least find ways to Implement 

existing Workstation technOlogles In 

realttme. 

Sellers said 3Dfx - looklng 
at true realttme antl-allaslng (as 

opposed to super-sampling), llghtlng 
and adding more speclal effects. 
Ughtlng Is partlcularly Interesting. 
Today, single llght-sources are 

used, whereas In real-llfe everything 
Is a potential source of llght. due 
to reflections. The only way of doing 

this today Is ray-tracing - far too 

laborlous to handle In real-time with 

current technology. 

In the States 3Dfx reports that 
around 30 per cent of 
customers buy two voodoo 
boards to use together in a 
single PC, which gives 
framerates up to 90fps - beyond 
most monitors' refresh rates 

After months of uncertainty, UK PS owners 
finally have the opportunity to get their hands 
on Sony's Dual Shock joypad. The pad will be 
launched to coincide with the PAL release 
of Gron Turismo, and owners of Japanese 
versions of the pad should be pleased to 
learn they're compatible with EU software. 
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(out there) 
REPORTAGE FROM THE PERIPHERY OF THE VIDEOGAMES INDUSTRY 

Chanel uber-babe Liz Hurley is currently 
favoured for the role of Lara Croft .. 

Lara lives 
_ First there was the game. Then there was another game. And there's 

sure to be another game. But before then, there'll be the movie. 

After months of negotiation, Lara Croft's cinema debut is finally 

confirmed. After Tomb Raider 2's consistent chart performance, 

Eidos has reached an agreement with Paramount Pictures to make 

the 'Tomb Raider' movie. Two producers have already been signed. 

'We are thri lled by the possibilities of this film project,' said Joe 

Goldwyn, president of Paramount Motion Pictures. 'We are 

confident that the pairing of Eidos, a leading company in the 

cutting-edge world of video games, and producers Lawrence Gordon 

and Lloyd Levin, will result in a ground-breaking live-action movie 

with worldwide appeal.' 

Gordon and Levin have a reasonably impressive track record. 

Between them the pair have produced over thirty films, most recently 

'Event Horizon' and 'Boogie Nights'. 

Anyone who's seen Robert Altman's 'The Player' wi ll know the 

most important part of selling a film is the 'pitch' - a brief summary 

which perfectly sums the fi lm up. Edge reckons 'Indiana Jones 

chases Liz Hurley in Khaki Shorts' should do it. But given its 

producers output, perhaps 'Sandra Bullock meets Marky Mark 

Wahlberg in a Trappist monestry' is a more probable outcome . 

.. . Edge still reckons Sandra Bullock would make a better job of it ... 

Pay check 

... in the forthcoming Tomb Raider movie 
from the producers of 'Boogie Nights' 

Does it pay to be a suit or a sci-fi T-shirt in the computer games industry? Surpisingly, a new report has concluded 

that the rewards are roughly equal. 

The survey was conducted by Answers Recrui tment for the games trade newspaper CTW. It reveals that a sales 

or PR executive can look to earn about f l 6,000 when starting out in the industry - about the same amount as a 

junior programmer or artist. 

After a couple of successful years, everyone's earning much more. National sa les managers, product managers 

and PR managers as well as programmers and producers can all bri ng in around £25,000. That's slightly less than 

experienced artists, who at the peak of their profession can expect to collect £30,000. 

Lead programmers can achieve sala ries of about f35,000, rising to fS0,000 for the nation's very best 

programmers. The same sa lary, roughly, as that boasted about by UK sa les directors at their local 'n itespots'. One 

difference comes in the form of benefits, with 'suits' far more likely to get perks like cars. On the other hand, most 

studios pay developers royalties these days, which make the actual business of producing games more lucrative -

provided they're making hits. Guru programmers might also consider 

the freedom to grow a beard an important benefit. 

But to climb to the very top, the 'Star Wars' paraphenalia and the 

Dilbert posters must go. A short back and sides, an Armani suit, a 

Dolce & Gabanna briefcase and the title of UK managing director 

commands up to f l 00,000 a year, not counting the hefty bonuses 

due if the grunts strike gold. Any programmer who wants to earn 

that through clever coding is going to have to look towards the west 

coast of America. Or the 'Hacker's Handbook' .. 
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Red Lotus: yet another giant leap for videogame character design ... 

Lotus design 
In light of the enormous exposure Core Design's Lara Croft character has 

sustained, it seems only fair that the latest digital damsel to be pushed by 

Eidos Interactive should be subject to similar scrutiny. Red Lotus, the female 

warrior character in Deathtrop Dungeon (testscreened in E57) is being used 

as a marketing tool in the same way as Ms Croft promoted Tomb Raider. 

Eidos has taken the indentical step of enrolling a real-life, curvaceous 

counterpart for Red Lotus, non other than cover girl Kelly Brook (below). 

Unfortunately for Eidos, its not-very-cunning plan is lacking in a couple of 

key areas. Other than Deathtrop Dungeon's gameplay falling noticeably short 

of Core's title, the design of Lotus herself is woefully amateurish. Lotus' 

misshapen figure and distorted facial detail are bad enough to warrant derision, 

while her ultra skimpy costume is just plain tack. Lara Croft may have paved 

the way for such half-hearted imitators, but at least she had integrity, man .. 

OUT THERE 

EDGE SINGLES OUT THE WINNERS 
AND LOSERS IN THE INTERMINABLE 

BATTLE FOR VIDEOGAME CRED 

GAME ON 
Aklhabara, Tokyo for being the videogaming equivalent of 

Mecca. Makes Tandy in the local precinct look a bit sad ... 

Konami's Metal Gear Solid. After playing the game at the Tokyo 

Game show, Edge can confidently say: Oh. My. God. 

The fake parking tickets sent out to promote Aero Gauge. Nice 

promotion, shame about the game - not even worth rounding-up. 

Capcom, for announcing its release of the original arcade code of 

Ghosts 'n' Goblins, Ghouls 'n' Ghosts, 1942 and 1943 for the 

PlayStation. Retrogaming just keeps on getting better. 

UK PlayStatlon release dates for finally starting to keep pace 

with their NTSC counterparts. Resident Evil 2 is out on April 30, 

Gran Turismo May 3 and Tekken 3 May 30. 

The increasing number of dodgy PlayStatlon releases, that are 

rushed onto shelves prior to reviews appearing. Anyone for Masters 

of Teras Kasi, Rascal, or VR Powerboat Radng? Thought not 

Midway's version of arcade Gauntlet on the Atari Greatest Hits 2 

compilation, for not supporting the PlayStation multitap. Sort it out 

The European Joumo who, after being told that Namco's Tekken 3 

team hadn't had a holiday since work started on the arcade version 

two years ago, asked: 'What can you tell us about Tekken 47 

Sony's initial alterations to the PAL version of Gran Turlsmo. Who? 

What? Why? Where? and How? all spring immediately to mind. 

Console mags packed with scantily-dad (and frankly, dodgy

looking) babes. If that's what you're after, buy a copy of 'Penthouse' 

- it's cheaper, sexier (and probably has better games <;overage). 

OAME OVER 

www.newman-haas.com www.psygnosis.com 
,,JI. " and "PJayStatlon·· are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. Cl 1998 Psygnosls Ltd. Psygnosls and the Psygnosls logo are TM or 9 Psygnosls Ltd. 

Developed by Sttldlo 33 (UK) Ltd In conjunction wilh Bizarre Creations. Newman Haas Is a trademark ol Newman Haas Racing. Real lracks and drivers appear under IJcence. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
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various artists 
Funkungfusion 

(NinIa Tune) 
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M D A 
A MEETING POINT FOR MEDIA CAPITALISING ON THE DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT REVOLUTION 

Nokia Game Phone 
It's a truth not universally acknowledged 

that only about 50% of mobile phone 

owners actually need the things - the 

rest buy them because they love 

technology and want something to play 

with. It was, of course, only a matter of 

time before a phone company actual~ 

realised this fact and exploited it. Hence 

the Nokia 6110 GSM, which comes with 

a bevvy of diverse extra features and 

three simple games (the titles 'Snake' 

'Memory' and 'Logic' may give scme idea 

of their rather modest stature) that can 

be played alone or against another 6110 

owner via infra-red link. 

If the games are of dubious 

entertainment value, scme of the Nokia's 

other features will prove far more useful. 

For stressed-out execs obsessed with 

managing incoming calls, for example, 

the 6110 gives a different ringing tone to 

different categories of numbers stored in 

the address book (sc it is possible to 

discern the importance of the call by its 

tone). It alsc offers a 'calender' function 

where important dates can be assigned 

an alarm If all this weren't enough, the 

casing is a glamorous, shiny blue which is 

more suited to gracing a slinky dress. 

Whether this is a recommendation or not 

is open to interpretation. 

£80-120 
Nokia 

Tet: 01480 434343 
Out now 

f there is anyone out there who still believes 

Ninja Tune is just an outlet for Coldcut, this 

mammoth double CD will put them in their place. 

Featuring over 20 artists, Funkungfusion ,s a mad, 

fresh and invigorating taster for one of the finest 

independent dance labels of the last decade. 

Slipping comfortab~ from the spot-on old skool 

electro of Chocolate weasel's 'Music for Body 

Lockers', to St Etienne-esque dreamy softbeats 

('Slipped Disc') and cool, smoky jazz ('River of 

Smack'), the compilation rivals Rebirth 7 for its 

sheer tripped-out inscuciance. Buy it for the 

samples, if nothing else. Magnificent. 

Sha rp SRS Plus Tel evision Range 
Few people are happy with a N set and 

a couple of speakers these days, but 

even fewer are prepared to invest in a 

true Dolby Digital set-up requiring full 

bandwidth rear speakers. AS a result, 

manufacturers every,vhere are 

desperately creating cheap 'home 

cinema' options which attecnpt to 

replicate true surround sound, with just 

the standard side-speakers and 

perhaps a subwoofer. 

Sharp's latest range-the 51, 59 

and 66 DSS05H NS - gets closer than 

Cocktails 
various Artists 

Recordings of Substance 

mos: to providing a cheap and effective 

home cinema experience. The 

company's Sound Retrieval System 

provides a believable '30' scund, and 

the central subwoofer (on~ available in 

the two larger sets) beefs up the bass. 

Picture quality is alsc modestly 

impressive and the auto tune feature 

makes each set easy to get up and 

running. Not the most glamorous Ns in 

history, but for users only just starting 

out on the road to audio visual nirvana, 

they're a welcome introduction. 

prices from £340 
sharp 

Tet: 0800 262958 
Out now 

drum'n'bass showcase from just the one 

label ought to be a pretty one-sided affair, 

but with artists as diverse as mood merchants 

Icarus and mad glam salesman James Hardway, 

'Cocktails' just about keeps fizzing away right 

through the sixty-seven minute running time. The 

aforementioned Hardway turns in scme reliab~ 

70S- tinged funk on 'Theo Steps In' and 'Illustrated 

Man', and 'The Odd Toot' provides some equally 

playful grooves to offset the weightier sounds from 

Nostramus and ex-Blame partner Justice. 

Always filmic, yet never formulaic, 'Cocktails' is 

an ideal peek at the state of the drum'n'bass art. 
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Nu Skool Breakz 
Various Artists 

Kickin 

n he resurgence of the breakbeat is one of the 

U best things to happen to the dance scene in 

ages, provding a welcome respite from those tired 

house patterns and at the same time providing a 

welcome link to the golden days of rave. 

It's that fresh, loose energy that Pilgrem has 

captured here, using nothing more than a pair of 

decks to seamlessly mix up some storming tracks. 

The names may be unfamiliar to most, but that's 

immaterial when the music is of this calibre, every 

single one of the twelve cuts possessing as much of 

an ear for melody as an eye for technology. The 

sound of genres colliding has rarely been so good. 

NUMEDIA 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH 

Philips Design Line Television 
Although 1V manufacturers invest a 
great deal of time and effort into refining 

picture and sound quality, they remain 

stubbornly conservative in the field of 

case design. Sleek black plastic is the 

current vogue, and 'MII no doubt remain 

in favour for many years, but Philips has 

decided to buck the trend 'Mth its new 

set, the 32PW1523C. While a 'powder' 

green 1V (with matching cabineij may 

not sound like the most attractive 

proposition, it's striking - if not to 

eve,yone's taste. 

Sharp HC4 50 0 Palmtop 
Technology is all about making things 

quicker and smaller. 'Nicer to look at' is 

important, but- in the adrenaline rush 

that is business in the nineties - quicker 

and srnalle• usually take prescience. 

This p•inciple has pushed the 

development of palmtop PCs into fast 

forward since the first units crept onto 

the shelves 18 months ago. Their 

diminuitive size enables true portability 

- unlike, say, a laptop-yet they still 

have most of the functionality of a 

desktop PC. 

Sharp has taken this a couple of 

steps further 'Mth the HC45000. Not 

only does this model feature a 256 

Kamikaze 
Icarus 

Recordings of Substance 

What's more impressive is that 

Philips hasn't merely dropped an old 

chassis into a new case. Boasting 

Philips' Crystal Clear 3 suite of picture 

enhancement technologies and a 

100HZ, 16:9 display, it also comes 

complete with the company's modestly 

named 'Incredible Surround' system 

which mimics a multi-speaker true 

surround set-up. 

Impressive though its credentials 

are, Edge wonders how many readers 

really hanker for a green 1V .. 

£2000 (with matching video) 
Philips 

Tel: 01816894444 
Out now 

colour screen and an impressive 16Mb 

RAM, it also comes equipped with a tiny 

digital camera that slots onto the side 

and takes 640x480 pictures. 

Its a dream come true for 

journalists, who can then send these 

pictures via email with their text. It may 

also prove popular with voyeurs (Edge 

really doesn't need to spell out how a 

tiny camera attached to the side of an 

innocent-looking portable computer 

could aid this type of individual). While 

the quality of the snapshots may not be 

up to much, the HC4SOO is certainly an 

impressive step in a fascinating new 

'quicker and smaller' direction. 

Sharp £800 
Tel : 0800 262958 

Out now 

tTJl hen a new drum'n'bass duo cite Frank 

W Zappa and Ornette Coleman as influences 

you Iust know they aren't about to go pop. so it 

goes 'Mth Icarus-the beautifully crafted 'Agua Para 

Mis Abuelos' hints at a lighter, more organic side, 

but its a grittier, urban noise that dominates on 

'Kamikaze', dissonant samples and clattering beats 

ensuring things never approach easy-listening 

territo,y. Unlike the Aphex Twin, Icarus don't 

challenge in a playful way. They just challenge; and 

while that ultimately makes Kamikaze a more 

mature endeavour, it's hard not to 'MSh for just a 

little light at the end of the tunnel. 
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The Lost World 
Although unlikely to be remembered as one or 

the great cinematic masterpieces or all time, 

Spielberg's collection or predictable set-pieces 

makes perfect home entertainment. 

The plot is unlikely to win any awards: four 

years on from his original disastrous dinosaur

breeding venture, John Hammond (a clearly 

desperate-for-cash Richard Attenborough) 

reveals that a whole set or genetically replicated 

creatures has been stomping freely all over a 

second island all along and the scene is set for a 

second catastrophe-filled episode. 

That the film lacks substance is not in doubt. 

It is, however, a marvellously entertaining 

spectacle. The quality or the CGI sequences is 

again ground-breaking - all of the dinosaurs look 

even more convincing than they did when 

confined within the electrified fences or the first 

Jura~c Parl<. Just as effective, though not so 

groundbreaking, is the DTS sound, though this is 

best heard on a full surround sound rig. 

Tne quality of the reproduction seNes to 

enhance to the effect. This is where the 

LaserDisc format excels, with a magnificently fine 

and detailed 1.85:1 framed image incorporating 

superb colour reproduction. The sound 

complements the visuals with a wonderfully 

dynamic stage (including a ridiculously deep bass 

extension) and likely to leave anyone who has 

only experienced the compressed VHS sound

track truly in awe or this format. 

Directed by Steven Spielberg 
Pioneer /Universal 

£30 

out now 

various 
Funk Electric 

(Hydrogen Oukebox) 

Music Studio 3.0 
PuNeyors or a wide range or music authoring 

software, Magix, has seen frt to expand the 

talents or its budget offering. Music Studio 3.0 is 
split into two parts-a 128-track MIDI sequencer 

and an 8-track hard disk audio recorder- but it's 

the MIDI sequencer that forms its most 

compelling attraction. It is both powerful and 

beguilingly easy to use, as well as being stacked 

with useful tools such as a virtual drum machine 

and what Magix calls a 'Piano Roll Edito(: the 

musical note equivalent of a drum machine. 

There's also enough fine control on offer in 

the MIDI sequencer to allow the creation of 

professional-quality tracks - including the 

concept of parent and child instrument patterns 

and superbly easy pitch-bend editing - and some 

handy high-end features in the audio recorder, 

too, such as a quantiser which can be used to 

clean up any hamfistedness which might creep 

into the user's MIDI keyboard playing. It's also 

possible to fiddle around with musical scores, 

should you so wish. And the software also 

includes a pretty decent mixer. 

In other words, it's the business -while it 

provides a graphk: illustration of why the musical 

community is so taken by MIDI, it won't put much 

of a dent in the wallet (particularly for those who 

already own a MIDI keyboard). Respect to Magix 

for that. At the plice, Music Studio 3.0 is a 

must-have for anyone with ambitions to take the 

music world by storm. 

Published by Magix 
Developed In-house 

£40 

Out now(PCl 

r:'I ased around the label's electro-flavoured 

l:J club night of the same name, this goodie 

bag of all things electronically funky is funher proof 

that the best current music is that with an 

appreciation of the origins of rave. Opener 

'Mercedes Bends' from Chamber illustrates the 

point perfectly, before giving way to Aux88's 

respectable remix of Laurent Garnier's seminal 

'Clispy Bacon' and other 303-spiked treats. These 

include old hand Loi Hammond, appearing in both 

Girl Eats soy and Drum Club guises. Only the 

overriding minimalism prevents it from impressing 

quite as much as 'New Skool Breakz'. 

Growing up Digital 
What scares parents most about the Internet - the fact that they 

don't understand it, or the fact that their children do? Indeed the 

Net Generation -the post-baby boomers who take technology 

for granted - now use PCs and web browsers in their schools, at 

home and in business, while their elders look on bewildered. This 

is the first generation to have a truly global perspective. A 

generation which will make the next century its own. 

So how Should such an important social Shift be discu~1 

Luckily Tapscott manages to avoid both the hyperbole of popular 

science and the stilted academic tone of a textbook, instead 

presenting the facts with the aid of over 300 net-gen interviews. 

Through debate with them, he dispels all the popular myths 

about the Internet and its effects on young pecple: for example, 

the tired idea that the WWW is addictive and filled with 

pornography is emphatically refuted. 

Timely and eminently readable, this is a tour de force which 

should be read by parents, teachers and policy makers alike. 

8-year-old Christoper Househ states, 'to rne, growing up digital 

means having fun while you're learning'. While a commendable 

ideology, Edge wonders if Christopher is simply chuffed that his 

parents haven't twigged that he can run GTA behind Netscape .. 

Disco 2000 
Not long after her original 'chemical generation' anthology, 

'Disco Biscuits', sarah Champion is back with another selection 

of shadowy tales penned by a broad selection of young visionary 

wordsmiths. AS the book's title suggests, the subject matter here 

is New Year's Eve 1999, but don't expect dream cruises, parties 

on Bondi beach or a night in front or Angus Deayton·s millennial 

knees up- this is dark territory taking in everything from religious 

cults and fetish queens, to netheads and, of course, drug crazed 

psychos. But what can one expect from a book which puts goth 

horror monarch Poppy Z Brite beside dystopian futulist Neal 

Stephenson and Ex-KLF frontman Bill Drummond? 

Beyond the narcotic histrionics however, lie some astute 

themes. Indeed, the popular idea that 2000AD will represent a 

huge shift in humanity's perception of the world is often explored 

in great depth here. Perhaps Douglas COupland and Douglas 

Rushkoff have the best grasp of what this mystical time means -

their writing always has a re'evant social context, ideally suited to 

the subject. However, as a vehicle for short fiction in general, the 

millennium proves a perfect vehicle. Everyone is thinking about 

it, everyone has their own ideas about it, but few will have have 

considered these bizarre scenarios. Read them and weep for the 

future. Or, at least, what's left of it. 
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DON TAPSCOTT 
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Don Tapscott 
Publisher: McGraw Hill 

ISBN: 0-07-063361-4 

Price: £17 

Edited by Sarah Champion 
Publisher: Hodder Headline 

ISBN: 0-340-70771-2 

Price: £7 

D sland Records' seventh foray into laid-back 

dance seems even more mellow than usual, 

perlhaps in an effort to counter the abundance of 

breakbeat compilations currently crowding record 

shops. What you get, then, is two CDs mrth of 

sultry, often experimental cuts, taking in the 

polished funk-jazz of Blaze's 'My Beat', the latin 

flavours of the Tala Quintet and a particularly chilled 

outing for Roni Size in the Shape of 'Ballet Dance'. 

Highlights though are ·contrazoom· a weird 

orchestral jazz work-out and Fused Up's dance 

reworking of the Coltrane classic, 'Impressions'. 

Even the packaging is chic. 

The Rebirth of Cool: Seven 
various Artists 

Island 
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EDGE'S EXAMINATION OF THE INTERNET AND ONLINE GAMING SCENE 

Players can customise their 
charader's physical appearance 

Asheron's Call 

rn ill Gates has scaled back his ambition to own the 
world. Instead, he's creating his own. 

Asheron's Call, which is being developed for 
Microsoft by Turbine Games, is a persistent online world in 
the mould of Ultimo Online and Meridian 59. Whi le those 
games have their had problems ( culminating in the lawsuit 
filed against Electronic Arts/Origin) they've also shown that 
graphical MUDs can work and turn in a profit. 

One of the biggest criticisms of these online games has 
been the difficulties faced by new players. Hunting for 
beetles and rabbits whi le avoiding murder by experienced 
players isn't much fun. Asheron 's Call will tackle this with a 
'big brother' system, in which new players will swear 
allegiance to older players in return for protection. 

There are no set rules - players offer their seivices to 
an older player and barter for what they get in return. This 
principle of strong incentives to co-operate or compete is 
Turbine Game's guiding light. As in Ultima Online, players 
are encouraged to specialize and work together, although 
there's no talk of ca rpenters or butchers as in Orgin's world. 

Graphically, Asheron's Coifs first- and third-person 
perspectives resemble those of 3DO's Meridian 59 

Asheron's Call also attempts to keep knowledge 
valuable. When someone makes a discovery in an on line 
game, it is usually broadcast. That's one reason why it's so 
hard to keep a game fresh - there are few secrets. Turbine 
Games is addressing this with an appeal to another base 
instinct: greed. Magic provides a good example of how this 
will work. All spells have a power rating, and whenever a 

player casts a spell, its power is weakend for everyone. If a 
new spell is discovered, it's logical to keep quiet. 

Perhaps the best reason to look out for Asheron's Call 
is its association with Microsoft; bad games can be brushed 
under the ca rpet but the stench of poor on line games 
tends to linger. The Ultimo Online farrago should provide a 
compelling reason for Microsoft to get it right first time. 

Asheron's Call is now in Beta test. A demo version is available from www.turbinegames.com/asherons-call. The game wi ll go 
live in the States via the Microsoft Gaming Zone in Summer. UK date release is stalled until the launch of a European server, 
w hich is currently sla ted for Autumn. The charging structure is as yet undecided. 

Flash Grandmaster 
ffl uake has its fi rst professional. 
Ii.I February saw Dennis 'Thresh' 
Fong (who has already won a 3 
Ferra ri 328GTS from id Software's 
John Carmack) win the first deathmatch 
Quake finals of the Professional 
Gamers League in Seattle. He 
pocketed $7,500 for his troubles. 

'Competing in, and winning, the 
first PGL championships was truly 

unforgettable,' said Fong. 'The 
competition, the venue, and the fans 
all combined to make this by far the 
most impressive computer gaming 
event I've ever seen.' 

To the surprise of many of those 
fans, the finals produced some 
excitement when his opponent, 
Reptile, actually beat him in an early 
round. The event was Webcast live, 

Webcast highlights from the Thresh versus Reptile PGL final. Dennis 
'Thresh' Fong is the psychopath dressed in the fetching green jumpsuit 

enabling some l 0,000 watching 
Quake players to roll their eyes and 
mutter: 'I could do better than that...' 

Sadly, as is so common in the 
sports world, the victory was marred 
by controversy. The furore centered 
around Fang's involvement with 
Gamer's Extreme, a company Fong 
set up with his brother last year, 
which was hired to assist with the 
administration of the PGL. Although 
Fong derived no unseemly benefits 
from his association with the 
company, he decided to act after 
complaints from other gamers. 

A company statement said: 'Mr. 
Fong has decided to renounce these 
shares in order to avoid any potential 
perceived conflict of interest in his 
newly chosen career path : full -time 
professional gamer and member in 
good standing of the PGL.' 

For more information on the Professional Gamer's League, visit the Web site at www.pgl.net. Sadly, there are no plans as yet to 
launch a European version of the competition. 



SWARMS OF EXOSKELETAL ALIENS ARE RIPPING 

A MERCILESS PATH OF ANNIHILATION THROUGH 

THE GALAXY. 

Your outposts have fallen - your dropzone just 

became the front line. Strap a Jet Pack onto your 

battle armour and select a lethal array of weaponry -

you and your squad are all that stand between 

Earth and the hordes of savage alien insects. 

"sit the new Outwars website to download a FREE trial version at 

www.mlcrosoft.com/uk/gameszone/ 

Dive Into the action. 
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Men are from Mars, Cirls 
are on Saturn 
Many Japanese game obsessives 

began 1998 pledging to meet more 

girls. It's April, and some wi ll have 

fu\fi led their resolutions already. 

'Virtual' women smile coquettishly 

from the shelves of Japanese game 

stores, boxed and badged as 'Girlfriend 
Simulators'. Having sold games for 

years with advertising artwork depicting 

shy, beautiful nymphets, certain 

sections of the game's industry have 

elected to cut out the middle-women 

and just sell the girls instead. 

Originating in PC sex and titi llation 

software, the new games have already 

found a platform on the Saturn and 

PlayStation. The most popular title is 

Sentimental Graffiti, from NEC 

lnterchannel. Released on January 

22nd, by the end of the month it had 

sold 159, 137 copies, a pretty good 

showing for a Saturn game these days. 

The roots of the game lie in l 997's 

'Sentimental Graffiti' Japanese 

animation show. 12 cute female pop 
stars from the 1V show swamped the 

media, appearing on 1V, speaking on 

the radio and giving concerts and 

merchandising sales all over Japan. In 

Akihabara, it's possible to find repl icas 

of their costumes in specialised shops. 

At first glance, Sentimental Graffiti 

looks like nothing special, consisting of 

simple 2D illustrations married to SNES 

RPG-style text messages. 
Rather, the game's popularity lies in 

its 'gamep\ay' as the slobbering gamer 

must hunt down 12 female characters, 

who represent the young popsters 

(their voices were provided by the 'real 

life' pop idols). Players have a wal let 

stuffed with cash, which they spend 

over the course of a year as they 
pursue the objects of their affection 

across Japan. When the money runs 
out, the journey ends, though a little 

Sentimental Graffiti is a pretty off-key kind of game, even given that it's being lapped up 
in Japan, a country where off-key simulators are currently exploding in popularity 
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The Sentimental Graffiti 1V show features 
the hugely popular 'Girlfriend Simulators' 

extra money can be obtained from 
taking part-time jobs along the way. 

Should any idol be foolish enough 

to part with her phone number, the 

player can even phone her up and 

hassle her some more. Using the 

unusual method of accessing various 

menus (rather than a well-worn copy 

of 'How to Win Any Womans Heart'), 

the eager lover can obtain a detailed 
profile of each potential date and 

expertly choose how he wishes to wine 

and dine them. He's even got a diary 

to keep track of every rendezvous. 
Sentimental Graffiti is bundled with 

a data CD-ROM containing extra 

illustrations of each idol and live 

footage from their concerts. With so 

much crammed into the package, 

these simulated gi rlfriends must be 

cheaper than their rea l-life £ Japanese counterparts ... 
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Late night TV debut for D2 
Warp's much hyped 02 has reared its head once again. This 

latest sighting came unexpectedly on Monday, March 2 1, at 

midnight, when trendy 1V show Tonight 2 on Channel 1 0 

broadcasted a special issue about music used in, and 

created for videogames. O2's creator, Kenji Eno, announced 

that he himself will be composing the music for 02 - he 

has a difficult act to follow in the form of accla imed 'The 

Piano' composer Michael Nyman, who created the music for 

Warp's previous Saturn adventure, Enemy Zero. 

Tonight 2 seized the opportunity to show the opening 

FMV movie of 02 to the Japanese public. 02 was originally 

developed for the Power PC-based M2 hardware, but fell into 

development hell upon the demise of Matsushita's much

maligned console technology. The official rebirth is now being 

forecast for May 23, when Eno will officially introduce his 

game to an eager throng of 5,000 people in a theatre in 

the heart of Tokyo. 
As reported in E56, 02 is widely rumoured to be headed for Sega's 
next console, Katana - after its initial destination of Matsushita's M2 

Top at the Shops Odd Men Out 
Edge charts the ten best-selling games in Japan over the past 12 

months, up until January 31 , 1998. The figures below show the 

dominance of the consoles in the Japanese market. (Figures 

courtesy of Digital Media Insiders). 

It's a difficult game predicting winners in the Japanese market. As 

usual, some of Europe's most popular titles have failed to impress, 

but who would have picked Mario Kart 64 to sell only a hundred 

thousand more copies than 0ensha de Co, Taito's coin-op train 

1. Derby Stallion ASCII, PlayStalion 

2. Final Fantasy VII Square, PlayStation 

l . Grand Turismo SCE, PlayStation 

4. Minna no Coll SCE, PlayStation 

5. Final Fantasy ladies Sqaure, PlayStation 

6. Bio-Hazard 2 Capcom, PlayStation 

7. Chocobos Mystery Dungeon Square, PlayStation 

e. Saga Frontier Square, PlayStation 

9. Pocket Monster Red Nintendo, Game Boy 

1 O. Pocket Monster Green Nintendo, Game Boy 

The Bold and the Beautiful 

sim conversion. (Total sales until January 30, figures courtesy of 

t,760,S64 Digital Media Insiders. Dates denote launch of title.) 
1,630,014 

1,S19,163 Mario Kart 64 Nintendo, N64 (14/ 12/1996) 

1,466,049 Densha de Co Taito, PlayStalion (1 6/12/ 1997) 

1,313,S70 Crandia Sega, Saturn (18/ 12/1997) 

1,293,976 Yoshi's Story Nintendo, N64 (2 1/12/1997) 

1,056,888 Diddy Kong Racing Nintendo, N64 (21/1 1/ 1997) 

l,019,90S Bakuhalsu Bomberman Nintendo, N64 (26/9/1997) 

1,011,905 V-Rally '97 Spike, PlayStation (08/0 1/1997) 

976,223 Nagano Hyper Olympics Konami, PlayStation & N64 (18/ 12/ 1997) 

742,792 

620,60S 

362,2 14 

224,864 

2 19,77 1 

198, 17 1 

60,289 

43,649 

1-
z 
w 
::iE 
z 

Toshinden creator Tamsoft is running a series of odd-looking adverts (below left) for its forthcoming polygon-based PlayStation RPG, Knight 
& Baby. Meanwhile SquareSoft's RPG-style adventure Parasite Eve exposes the shoddy efforts of Western female character designers with 
this ad featuring the game's beautiful female protagonist (below right). The game was well-received when it was released in late March 
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MY vision Is that gaming shoul 

T 
he Chairman of lnfogrames 
Entertainment, isn't an easy 
man to pin down. Forever 

moving and shaking, he's never far 
from his mobi le phone or the next 
hotel. In conversation, he's equally 
prone to wanderlust. His chirpy, 
compell ing rhetoric ranges freely over 
everything from branding strategies 
to the phi losophical meaning of 
games. Indeed, his enthusiasm for 
games is extremely rare in a man of 
his seniority, and sits uneasily with his 
reputation as a power businessman, 
intent on forging a European rival to 
Electronic Arts. 

Combining a global perspective 
with a grand vision, Bonnell excels at 
dinner conversation. Edge chews the 
fat before he heads for the airport... 

Edge: You must be feeling good 
at the moment. lnfogrames is 
back making headlines in the 
games press. What happened 
after Alone in the Dark? 
Bruno Bonnell: We have just been 
working in the dark! 
Edge: You seemed to wander 
off into the education and 
edutainment markets. When 
did that end? 
BB: The first step of this rebirth was 
the association with ocean. we 
decided we should go straight for 
games, and be proud of being a 
games company. lnfogrames means 
entertainment now. 
Edge: Why did you go in a 
different direction in the first 
place? was it because of the 
slump in the games market? 
BB: No, it was more because the PC 
was becoming a family machine -
from games to productivity, to 
education and reference. we were 
kind of shy of being just a game 
company. 
Edge: What led you to acquire 
ocean? 
BB: we had a hard time getting into 
the English market. It was very 
difficult to break this wall, and ocean 
was, and still is, one of the big 
players. And I like its style. I like the 
very basic approach of the games -
teenager-oriented action, faster 
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reflexes; we can be too phi losophical 
sometimes. We're too 'Frenchie'. 
Edge: so you agree that there is 
such a thing as a French style in 
videogames? 
BB: Absolutely. I mean, what is this 
French stuff? It's the same with New 
wave in the movies. People don't 
care if it's French, Indian, you know ... 
Edge: But don't French games try 
to be a little different? 
BB: Yes, but there is a limit to the 
exercise. The danger is of falling into 
the trap of just doing nice graphics, 
showing you such sophisticated 
things that you can get lost in the 
complexity of the visual design. 
Gaming means going back to the 
basics sometimes. 
Edge: What are you spending 
most of your time doing at the 
moment? 
BB: Trying to make the vision real. we 
have people in Tokyo, Shanghai, 
Brazil, and all over Europe. I try to 
show them the common vision. 
Edge: How many people in total? 
BB: About 800. 
Edge: How can you possibly 
present such a huge company to 
the public? 
BB: The strategy is very clear. 
lnfogrames is the label we are going 
to be using for publishing and 
distribution worldwide. Then we have 
the brand strategy. ocean is the key 
brand - our teenager action games 
brand. Then we have a family brand, 
which is lnfogrames for the moment, 
but that will change. The family brand 
will hold the licensed characters for 
different segments. 
Edge: There's an argument that ► 

vision Is that gamings 
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◄ big companies buying up large 
parts of the industry will 
ultimately mean bad news for 
the consumer. 
BB: I obviously completely disagree 
with that. I think it means that these 
customers are going to have a lot of 
access to the talent. Nothing is worse 
than this brilliant game staying on the 
shelves in the UK, and never being 
shown worldwide. By having the 
structure to put this product 
everywhere from Tokyo to LA, this 
product gets the chance to become a 
real number-one seller worldwide. 
Edge: Just to recap briefly, what 
happened with Mission 
Impossible? Why the shift in 
development? 
BB: Well, when we acquired Ocean, 
we acquired a team which was 
working on Mission Impossible. The 
design was interesting, but far too 
complicated. we tried for about six 
mo"nths to explain to them that it was 
a technology dream. It was a hard 
time, because we couldn't real ly get 
the communication right and I ended 

up telling them to stop it. We 
decided to move everything back to 
France, and fundamentally 
re-engineer the product. 
Edge: How does that kind of 
decision go down? 
BB: You know, when you feel you 
have the right global design, and you 
have the right people to handle it, 
you have to be tough sometimes. 
Some people are leaving, and some 
people are disappointed, but you've 
seen the team today. They're excited 
and they're really hard-working. 
Edge: Mission Impossible is 
quite different to Alone in the 
Dark, in that you've had to buy 
the licence. wouldn't you rather 
be creating original characters? 
BB: Today, our licences are about 
60 per cent of our sales. Yeah, you 
can look at it as a problem in terms 
of not controlling your own franchise. 
That's not the way I look at it. 
Edge: Why is licensing still such 
an important issue these days? 
BB: In order to create an original 
breakthrough game today, you have 

to meet three conditions. One, you 
need a good game and a good 
concept. It's the most important one 
by far. Two, you need a sophisticated 
distribution structure. But more 
importantly, you need to achieve the 
highest marketing exposure. When 
the lnfogrames board is deciding 
whether to do an original game, it's 
just not looking at development costs 
anymore. That time is gone. 
Edge: Let's suppose the board is 
considering two games: one 
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original, one tied to a licence. 
What are the pros and cons? 
BB: we can spend $2m or $3m 
developing a product. How much 
money do we have to spend to give it 
proper worldwide exposure? V-Rally 
was up to $6m on marketing only, 
but that's the way to make 1.sm 
units in Europe. so how much money 
do we have to spend to make this 
real? Well, $6m or $7m. How much 
woul~ it cost us to licence Mission 
Impossible, James Bond or 
something like that? Definitely less. 
Edge: It's a cost issue. 
BB: The exposure we get from a 
licence is more cost-effective than 
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launching the original product. We're 
going to spend much more money 
on Space Circus and I-War than on 
Mission Impossible. Don't get me 
wrong, I'm not telling you that 
because you get a licence, the 
product is going to be a success. I'm 
telling you that if you want to expose 
a great game, a licence is an 
interesting marketing idea. 
Edge: But with a licence, you 
lose out on other possibilities. 
BB:Yes, when you own the franchise, 
you own the property. But what for? 1 

don't think there is really a future in 
reproducing the same franchise all 
over again. You can do two or three 
sequels but at some point - ar~=== 
we've experienced this with Alone in 
the Dark - you need to change. 
Edge: But Mission Impossible is 

an old licence. can't you e::q~ua~l~ly~---------;;;;;~;;;.-;;;;;;;~~~:;~:'iM~~liuiiiiiii~ well turn old games into m~vies 
once they're proven? 
BB: It's the other way around. You 
need to think at the very beginning 
that you're going to do the game, the 
movie, the book. You can't look at 
how the game is doing and then try 
to negotiate a movie because he will 
just tell you: 'Okay, how many units 
did you sell?' A mi llion units. 'Oh! 
Good. In how many countries?' 
worldwide. 'Oh ! Good. When?' Two 
years ago. 'Oh! Good. so it's gone, 
then. What's your next project?' 
Edge: Do you have broad ideas 
of how gaming should evolve? 
BB: My vision now is that gaming 
should be in the constitution. Eating, 
voting, working, gaming. It is 
definitely one of the key 
developments in the society of the 
future. In gaming, you learn skills that 
will help you become a social person 
of the next millennium. I real ly 
believe that. 
Edge: You sound passionate 
about it. Edge loves games, but 
it's still hard to believe that they 
are really be teaching people 
important skills. 

BB: Well, I remember that to get into 
the pilot training in Japan back in 
1988, they would ask you your score 
at Super Mario on the SNES. Yes! It is 
definitely a good way to test your 
anticipation and your co-ordination. 
Look at simulation, look at adventure. 
Gaming is definitely developing skills. 
TV is dead; the TV society is dead. 
Let's go now into the interactive 
society. The core of the interactive 
society is the game. 
Edge: Are games moving fast 
enough to match that vision? 
Gaming seems stuck in a rut. 
BB: The real Spielbergs of 
Interactivity are not even born yet. 
we need a new generation of game 
designers creating things. we just 
cannot catch up with the technology, 
it is going too fast. we are always 
talking about more polygons, more 
speed, more memory. we have not 
explored the 16bit technology yet 
and we are already on 64bit. The real 
breakthrough is the understanding of 
the 3D world. 

Edge: Agreed. 3D is proving to 
be far more than just cosmetic. 
BB: We've seen this at lnfogrames. It 
took us a long time to understand 
the design of 3D because you are 
really opening up new dimensions. 
The player is not just going one way 
like in the scrolling screen, he can go 
anywhere. Mario 64 was real ly a 
revolution in that sense. 
Edge: Alone in the Dark also 
pioneered a style that inspired a 
host of imitators. 
BB: Yes, Alone in the Dark was 
definitely a revolution. Resident Evil 
in my mind is not a copy, but it is 
definitely an improvement. 
Edge: How did you feel about 
capcom taking your formula and 
capitalizing on it? 
BB: Well, we should have done it 
ourselves. It is our mistake. 
Edge: Why didn't you? 
BB: Just lack of vision. Sometimes 
you are out of focus. Outcast is the 
next step into this direction. It took 
us five years to really find a new way. 

AUDIENCE WITH ... 

Edge: outcast is also notable for 
its voxel graphics engine. How 
important a role do you think 
graphics play in games? 
BB: Graphics are not representing 
reality, but they are representing 
what is in your brain when you play. 
It is a completely subjective 
envi ronment. That's why I don't 
believe in video in games, for 
instance. Video is bullshit in games. 
Video is about storylines - it's al l 
about representing a reality. 
Edge: How can developers adapt 
to the new challenges of 3D? 
BB: A good designer is someone 
who can anticipate what the gamer 
is going to experience. He naturally 
closes doors that just don't make ► 
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◄ sense. Say you bui ld a 3D world and 
you have five doors. Do you want to 
build five worlds behind these five 
doors? Well, yes, but think about 15 
doors - it's a little more complex. 
How can we drive the player 
naturally, so that he will never have 
the idea to open this door? A chess 
player wi ll never make the wrong 
move, because he knows that the 
player facing him is going to take 
advantage of that. The game 
designer is already playing with his 
future customer - the game of 'what 
is going to be your next move?' 
Edge: Where will you find these 
new games designers? 
BB: we are going to see people born 
and raised with games as their 
natural culture. When I tell you that 
TV is dead, it's because their 
reference today is not TV. It is not 
sitting in front of the television show 
and listening to the world. I can zap 
15 different channels at any time. I 
can listen to MTV; I can read my 
pager; I can listen to my portable 
phone/radio ... I can do anything. 
When I say that TV is dead - of 
course it's still alive for quite a long 
time! But mental ly, it's not our model 
of interactivity. 
Edge: so you would rather play 
games than watch television? 
BB: Absolutely, and I bet you that 

people will make this choice more 
and more. It's a political issue. The 
radio and television is a very 
interesting mass-market information 
system, but it's not a very good 
mass-entertainment system. When 
you realise this vision, then you say, 
'Okay, we don't want to be shy, we 
must be very proud of this. This is the 
future, so we better invest in it.' 
Edge: How have you gone about 
investing in this future? 
BB: we needed a distribution 
structure that was solid enough -
Philips Media - and now we are 
talking more with talent. we try to 
explain that we can give them a 
structure, so that they can express 
themselves correctly. We're not 
interested in buying talent. Nobody is 
able to buy talent: it's not something 
for sale, it's something to seduce. 
Edge: What do you think of 
Gathering of Developers [GOD) 
and its idea that developers will 
run their own affairs, releasing 
games only when they're ready? 
BB: I think that the deal between the 
developers and the publishers and 
distributors has to be a deal. It's not 
like an endless story: 'I'll just see 
what I'll do, call me next time and 
give me ten mi llion dollars, and I'll 
work on it'. No way 1 When we say we 
have a project, it's a contract. If you 

want me to tell you about my project 
15 years from now, I can do it. I can 
tell you that computers by then will 
have so much memory and artificial 
intelligence and cameras that will be 
able to identify your body movement. 
Yeah, I can dream. But let's be real, 
we're talking about a market here. 
The market, specifical ly on PC, is a 
moving target of technology. If you 
don't shoot at the right time with the 
right product, then even if it's a great 
concept, forget it. If you're too late, 
you're too late. 
Edge: Is that what happened 
with Heart of Darkness? 
BB: Actually, that's an interesting 
thing. I call it the problem of the 
surfer: if you're miss the wave, you 
stay here. If you're before the wave, 
it's crashing on your body, and you 
go nowhere. You want to be on the 
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right wave. With Heart of Darkness, 
clearly the technology at that time 
was not realistic. If you design a 
mass-market game with this 
technology, you'd better wait till the 
mass market is ready to buy it. 
Edge: You do seem to be 
designing games in a mass
market mould. outcast and 
Space Circus seem more like 
console games than PC games. 
BB: We're trying to show the way. 
Today the consoles are not as 
sophisticated as the PC in terms of 
technical performance, so for me the 
PC is kind of a big R&D department. 
It's an auto-financing R&D 
department, because if you do a big 
success on the PC, it definitely pays 
off But the PC is a big laboratory for 
us. So now, looking at Katana, for 
example, we are beginning to see 
machines that are getting closer to 
the PC style. All this R&D effort won't 
be wasted. It wi ll pay off on the next 
wave of machines. 
Edge: But companies like 
Nintendo, Square, Sony and 
console developers are pushing 
enormous amounts of money 
into R&D too. can you really 
compete with them financially? 
BB: It's not a money issue, it's the 
game, the vision and identifying the 
talent. If it had been a money issue, 
then lnfogrames, Eidos or Electronic 
Arts would never have existed. we 
had the likes of Time Warner, Philips 
and Murdoch coming in. 
Edge: That's true. Money didn't 
buy them great titles. 
BB: The game is completely open; 
It's not a money issue. If you have 
the right ideas, the right people and 
you focus your energy on something, 
you may win. As the Japanese say: 
there is a will, there is a way. My wil l 
is pretty big, so we'll find a way. 
[Laughs) I am very serious. we are 
seeing the birth of a major industry, 
with absolutely new players £ 
and no reference to the past. 
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PR ES CR E A ROLL CALL OF THE NEWEST ARRIVALS IN THE WORLD OF VIDEOGAMING 

I 

Picked and mixed 
Tactical and strategic elements are permeating arcade-style gameplay 

D t is widely accepted that game developers wil l continue to try and push the graphic capabi lities of 
PCs and consoles to the very limit of what is technically possible. But fortunately, there is adequate 

evidence to suggest that this perennial obsession is gradually becoming complimented by advances in 
game design, too. Many game genres are now packed to capacity with reasonably good facsimilies of 
popular tit les, increasingly there are only two directions to take if a title is to be noticed by both press and 
punters: be the best, or be different. And naturally, the latter is more attainable. 

Activision's Battlezone (testscreened E57). DMA's Grand Theft Auto (E52) and Sega·s sonic R (E53) are 
examples of the innovative blending of various genres, and this approach is clearly a good way for 
developers to successful ly create 'd ifferent' games. But the design trend that holds the most potential is 
the introduction of strategy elements into more mainstream genres. Battlezone is perhaps the best 
exponent of this 'mixed-up' approach, taking a Quake-style first-person shooting game and overlaying it 
with tactical elements (similar to those found in Westwood's Command & Conquer). However, the term 
'tactical' can be applied in more oblique ways to describe advances made in videogame design, such as 
the planned approach required to complete some of the levels in Rare·s GoldenEye - taking out the 
security cameras to prevent being captured is just one example, while the completion of most levels 
requires pace and some degree of planning - going in guns blazing, coin-op-style, often means su icide. 

This less-obvious integration of strategy into mainstream (and more importantly, console) games is an 
area of game design that Edge expects to grow sign ificantly. Konami's stunning Metal Gear Solid (revisited 
on p48) is currently redefining what can be expected from the action genre, with ln fogrames· Mission 
Impossible (p38) trai ling in its wake. What makes these games so engrossing is the increase in the player's 
immersion and interaction within an environment. For instance, to succeed in Metal Gear Solid, the player 
must be careful when hiding in in the cold outside where snake's breath might be visib le to the enemy. 
Hand-to hand combat, to prevent attracting unwanted attention, is essentia l too. These may seem like 
small steps to a videogames outsider, but the ability to outwit non-player characters is a leap forward in 
game design - leaps that are beginning to cover greater ground with each successive attempt. 

GoldenEye changed developers expectations of what a console title could be. Konami's Metal 
Gear Solid and lnfogrames' Mission Impossible are picking up the baton and running with it 

Edge's most wanted 

Turok 2 

(N64) iguana us 

New details have pushed 
the game to the top of 
Edge's wish list. Should 
set a new high for the 
N64's graphical abilities 
(and help its reputation) 

Metal Gear Solid 

(PS) Konami 

Smoking can damage 
your health - in Metal 
Gear, at least. Light up a 
cigarette and watch your 
health meter fall. This is 
going to be very, very big 

capcom Generation 2 

(PS) c apcom 

Ghost's 'n' Goblins, 
Ghouls 'n' Ghosts and 
Super Ghouls 'n' Ghosts 
on a single co1 'Null said. 
1942 and 1943 arrive first, 
though, on Generation 1 

commandos: B.E .L. Legacy of Kain 2 (tbc) 

(PC) Pyros (PS) crystal Dynamics 

Pyros' game reminds of The early code features 
the Amiga classic cannon dark character designs, 
F,odder - but with more a powerful 3D engine, 
detail and depth. Edge and innovative touches. 
hopes the latter doesn't Castlevania fans will 
translate to 'fiddly' .. love the look of this .. 
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PRESC 
GT RACING 

Ml :RES THE FRESHES'E FACES ON THE INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT STAGE 

FORMAT: N64 DEVELOPER: IMAGINEER/ GENKI 

With PlayStation owners having been swamped 

with driving titles worth investing in - notably 

Gran Turismo - N64 are owners still without a 

truly deserving example. Now Genki, the creator 

of Multi Racing Championship, has announced its 

own Japanese GT racing game for Nintendo's 

machine. Based around an official license, GT 

Racing contains al l of the cars and drivers from 

the real championship. Designed as a simulation 

rather than an arcade-style experience, Genki's 

game has a total of six courses set in three 

locations, and wi ll support Nintendo's Rumble 

Pak. Play modes so far confirmed include a 

two-player option, plus a championship setting 

with races lasting up to half-an-hour. Ocean will 

be publishing GT Racing in the UK this summer. 
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CASTROL HONDA SUPERBIKE 

SPORTSCAR SUPREME GT 

Delphine·s Moto Racer seems to have inspired a slew of two-wheeled 

racers on the PC. The 1997 Superbike Championship winning Honda RC45 

costs £250,000 and boasts a top speed of 200mph; here gamers will be 

given the chance to race it all over the globe, on both circuits and streets. 

MOTO RRCER 2 ► 

These early shots are from the 

sequel to Edge favourite, Mota 

Racer. Almost nothing is known 

of Delphine's game yet, but it 

looks like maintaining at least 

its high graphical standards 

While impressive, accelerated PC games are fast becoming ten-a-penny, Sportscar Supreme GT from 151 is one of 

the best looking Voodoo-powered racers for the PC. Set to be published by Virgin Interactive, Sportscar contains 

the full gamut of GT cars, such as the Panoz Esperante and McLaren F1, from the corresponding American race 

series. Sadly, the PlayStation version lacks its PC sibling's graphical panache. Both will be released in October. 
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◄ RAKUGAKIDS 

While unlikely to be released in 

the west, Rakugakids is an 

oddball N64 fighting game from 

Konami. The game's graphic 

design is clearly its most 

striking aspect, using flat-plane 

characters similar to Pa Rappa 

the Rapper on the PlayStation. 

Edge has yet to sample 

Rakugakids, but hopefully its 

gameplay will approach the 

visuals for innovative touches 

SUPERMAN 64 

Following its colourful platformers Pandemonium and Gex 30, Crystal Dynamics has turned to the dark side in 

creating Legacy of Kain: Soul Reaver. Players control the vampiric Raziel as he vengefully seeks out Lord Kain, the 

evil emperor who cast Raziel into the ocean to die. With an environment reminiscent of castlevania, and innovative 

gameplay details including Raziel's ability to absorb the skills of others, Kain appears to be extremely promising. 

FORMAT: N64 DEVELOPER: TITUS 

Set for official release at the May E3 show in Atlanta, Superman 64 is 

based on the animated cartoon series rather than the Christopher Reeves 

movie. As ever, Superman must save the world from the evil Lex Luthor 

who has built a mega-weapon capable of mass destruction. With new 

screens from the game on their way, Edge will report in more depth soon. 
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Designed from its outset as a two-player experience (much like the 

seminal Return Fire), The UnHoly war is the latest title from the Gex 3D 

development team. UnHoly features two modes; a turn-based tactical 

version, and a (more exciting) action game. To be released in the autumn. 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: EMPIRE INTERACTIVE 

MAGIC AND MAYHEM 

x-COM creator Mythos is 

turning its eye to classical 

fantasy for its strategy game 

Magic and Mayhem. The player 

controls a wizard who fights 

other mages by summoning 

ever more powerful creatures. 

Drawing on Greek, Celtic and 

medieval cultures, Magic and 

Mayhem promises a blend of 

mythology and historical 

accuracy and should arrive in 

September, courtesy of Virgin 

As its named suggests, Apache Havoc will enable gamers to choose from two attack helicopters, the American 

AH-64D Apache Longbow and the Russian Mil-28N Havoc B. The developers have designed their 30 engine for 

low-altitude simulation, and the resultant emphasis on ground terrain will allow players to mimic true helicopter 

combat tactics. such as launching ambushes from behind trees or travelling out of sight along sunken rivers. 

► 
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◄ JI MMY WHITE 2: CUEBALL 

Veteran coder Archer 

Maclean's (Dropzone, IK+) 

latest game looks like it will be 

the last word in digital snooker 

and pool when it's published by 

Virgin in August. New motion

capture techniques and an 

engine that negates blockiness 

bring to life the titles' 3D 

simulators, Edwardian games 

rooms and 1950's US pool bars, 

plus dozens of sub-games like 

draughts and darts 

WI$ '98 

Developed by Silicon Dreams 

Studio, World League Soccer 

'98 allows players to engage in 

arcade-style pitch-related 

activity and is one of the more 

impressive of the many 

examples of this genre Edge 

has seen in recent times. The 

animation is particularly fluid 

and the game features head 

and torso tracking for an extra 

level of realism. Expect PC, PS, 

N64 and Saturn versions soon 

B.L.U.E. 

STAR OCEAN 2 
The previous Star Ocean was released three years ago as a SNES title. Less 

famous than its stablemate Dragon Quest, the game is a traditional heroic 

adventure RPG. Less usual are Star Ocean 2·s environments, which featu re 

a mixture of gorgeous 2D and 3D graphic styles. Action takes place on 

Earth and in space, and promises to be of above average standard. 

Offering several modes of play (single-player trial and battle, two-player 

cooperative, fiveplayer war, and puzzle), this latest, highly playable and 

original project to emerge from one of SCEl's internal teams has taken 

eight months to develop - after a year was spent finalising the concept. 
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FORMAT: PLAYSTATION DEVELOPER: HUDSON 

Best described as Tomb Raider meets Ecco the Dolphin, HudsonSoft's 

BLUE. Legend of Water is a novel arcade adventure title. Players must 

guide the heroine through a series of underwater locations, solving a 

variety of puzzles along the way (see centre left). It's possible to command 

the dolphin to perform simple tasks, helping solve certain conundrums. 
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MISSI ON I MPO I 
some cynical N64 owners were beginning to suspect it had self-destructed . 

Undeterred, Edge tracked down an almost-complete version at lnfogrames' French headquarters 

lnfogrames's artists have created rich interiors for Mission Impossible, which 
look particularly plush compared to the stripped militarism of GoldenEye 

D t's almost a year since Mission 
Impossible rece ived a world premier in 

Edge. With movie star looks and intricate 
gameplay, it looked every bit the blockbuster. 
The gaming world dutifully went ballistic. 

Two crucial things happened in the 
months between Spring 1997 and today. 
First, Rare released its rather glorious 
GoldenEye, which ra ised gaming standards 
universally, and made life for any would-be 
rival spy-and-film-licence combos 
particularly difficult. second, continual 
problems with Mission lmpossible 's 
development forced lnfogrames to shut 
down the us operation and bring the game 
back to France. The game's title was starting 
to look eerily prophetic. 

Lighting effects signify imminent danger 
such as searchlights (here) and gas leaks 

Many of the objects in Mission Impossible have a practical use, 
including this grand piano which is used to charm patriotic officials 

However, Edge can now report that 
Mission Impossible is alive and well, holed up 
in a Lyon studio. Even better, it should sit 
happily alongside Rare·s game, since it offers 
a radically different playing experience to the 
ultra-violence of GoldenEye. 

Despite all its subtlety, GoldenEye is an 
unashamed shoot 'em up. Mission 
Impossible, on the other hand, has more in 
common with titles such as Alone in the Dark 
and even Metal Gear Solid. 

The film's star, Tom Cruise, insisted that 
the game featured very little bloodshed. 
some gunplay has slipped into the most 
recent versions (when Edge first saw the 
game, the player was only armed wi th 
tranquilizing darts) but in the main, the game 
demands the sort of stealth and forethought 
more commonly found in point-and-cl ick 
adventures. According to lnfogrames, it's 
closer to a sim than a shooter. 

As one would expect, Mission 
lmpossible's storyline roughly follows the 
movie. All the standout moments from the 
film are there, including scenes showing 
Cruise stealing data from a CIA computer 

Targeting in the first
person is made easy 
by transparency effects 
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This shot will be familiar as the opening scene from the movie. Ethan Hunt 
studies the movements of a Russian spy through a special one-way mirror 

The film served to define 
the detailed backdrops 

while suspended upside down, the 
claustrophobia of the Channel Tunnel and the 
glamorous embassy of Prague. But rather 
than just re-hashing the movie, the 
developers have rejigged its elements 
cleverly, giving the game its own story. There 
are twenty levels in all , which are split 
between action/adventure and more arcade
style scenarios, including one which puts the 
gamer in charge of a gunboat chartered 
through hosti le waters, weapons blazing. 

Moving through these levels calls on three 
camera viewpoints. Two represent the player 
from a thi rd-person perspective: a Tomb 
Raider-style floating camera and a chase 
view. The third, a zooming and aiming mode 
activated by the R button, shifts the view to 
the fi rst-person and aids accurate aiming, 
with a transparent skeleton representing the 
player's body as he moves his gun. 

The following mission is typical of those 
Edge witnessed: the player must gain access 
to certain areas of a Prague embassy and 
requires the assistance of an official, who is 
hidden away upstairs and wi ll only revea l 
himself when he hears the Czech national 
anthem. There's a pianist in the room - but 
he has no idea how to play the anthem, so 
the player goes hunting for the musical score. 
After a few more complications, the pianist is 
given the music, he stri kes up the anthem 
and the official descends downstairs. The 
player can then knock him out and, using the 
face-mapping gadget from the movie, assume 
his identity by creating a rubber mask. 

With characters mil ling about and a fair 
amount of dialogue, Mission Impossible might 

While fist-fighting is sometimes the only option, mines, 7.65mm and 
9mm pistols and Uzi machine guns all make sporadic appearances 

seem more like a LucasArts adventure than 
an action-packed spy thriller. In reality, it nips 
along more like GoldenEye, but it does try to 
offer deeper gameplay. 

work remains to be done - even 
lnfogrames admits it faces stiff competition -
and the version Edge saw was certainly short 
on graphical refinement. But if Mission 
Jmpssible can deliver on its renewed 
promise, it should stil l be one of the £ 
biggest N64 games of the year. 

One adion-packed level sees the player commanding a gunboat, blasting 
the gun towers en route, and is reminiscent of Go/denEye's tank levels 
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SPA CE CI 
The nineteenth-century circus master PT Barnum famously quipped : 'There's a sucker born every minute .' 

one hundred years later, it seems a Mario 64 'tribute' arrives almost as regularly 

Space Circus features detailed interiors (above) but the real achievement 
is the outdoors which, like in Mario 64, are always visible as a whole 

No lD game can totally 
avoid the dark tunnels 

Format: PC/N64 ~------
Publisher: 1nfog_r_c1m~ 

Developer: In-house __ _ 
Release: Autumn 

Origin: France 

n nly one of Barnum's suckers would 
a expect every 3D platform game 
currently in development to live up to 
Nintendo's Mario masterpiece. Yet as 
another circus master. the designer of 
lnfogrames' Space Circus Xavier Schon, 
points out, the sheer variation demonstrated 
by the current rash of titles like Tonic Trouble. 
Banjo Kazooie, Holy Magic Century and Space 
Circus simply demonstrates in how many 
ways the template can be taken. 

Recalling his own inspirations, which 
range from 'The Simpsons' to Japanese 
manga, Schon says: ·1 was tired of serious 
science fiction. It seemed that nobody 
wanted to laugh at the future. I was dreaming 
of a science fiction Disney cartoon.' 

The result is as odd as its genesis would 
suggest, centering on an intergalactic 
sideshow under threat from hi-tech rival the 
Virtua Circus. As circus owner Starshot. the 
player must uncover sensational new acts 
from across the galaxy to win back the 
audience. It might sound more Theme Park 
than Mario, but Space Circus is essentially a 
planet-hopping platformer, with circus-ring 
stars replacing gold stars as the gamer's 

reward. Even Starshot gets in on the act: he's 
an expert juggler who throws explosive stars, 
which can be guided like missiles to destroy 
monsters hiding around corners. 

Space Circus is superficially reminiscent 
of Rare·s upcoming Banjo Kazooie, with 
cartoon graphics and player-assisting 
characters - two robotic companions in this 
case. Although the gamer can't control the 
droids directly, they do usefully extend 
Starshot's abilities. Wi ll fall, a gabby little robot 
on wheels, is handy for extracting information 
while pet rocket Willfly enables Starshot to 
speed across the planet's surface. Starshot's 
sidekicks are also vehicles for humour. 'Every 
interactive situation is designed to be funny 
and playable at the same time,' says Schon. 

Graphically, the brief was to keep 
proceedings out in the open. The resultant 
graphics engine can draw even distant 
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Space Circus spends little time among the stars, though planet hopping is 
necessary. The nebulae effects in this shot are redolent of lnfogrames' I-War 

mountains with virtually no fogging. ·we 
didn't want our characters to be running in 
endless corridors,' says Schon. 

He admits designing a 3D game is no easy 
task. 'None of the tricks used in 2D games are 
useful. The characters have to understand 
their environment in order to interact with 
the hero in a sensible way. You must put 
interesting things everywhere, because the 
player can go everywhere. And the player 
can do things in any order. It's harder, but 
we wanted to do something new. It's the 
beauty of our job!' 

A final difficulty for the team was to 
create attractive visuals for both the 
accelerated PC and the Nintendo 64 versions. 
'The problem on the N64 is the RAM and the 
cartridge size. we had to find tricks to keep 
the game looking the same.' 

The resu lt weaves together action and 

Here Starshot visits 'Torture World' in his search to book new acts 
for the Space Circus. His robot sidekick, the green Willfall, looks on 

adventure with a non-linear storyline. It 
includes seven planets to explore, with 300 
inhabitants scattered across them. Each 
planet has indigenous lifeforms, which can 
sometimes only be understood with what 
Schon terms 'ethnological gameplay·. 'Aliens 
have a weird but logical way to live,' he says. 
'You have to observe them to understand the 
best way to act.' 

With Space Circus' opening night 
approaching, Schon is confident it will please 
owners of either platform: 'Whatever the 
machine, gamers are looking for £ 
original and ambitious games.' 

The cartoon characterisation is well illustrated by these shark robots and a savagely 
toothed tank (main). Maintaining standards across PC and N64 was a major headache 
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INTERNATIONAL SUPERS TAR SOCCE 
With the majority of the world's population shaping up to go football crazy, 

Konami has seized the opportun ity to give last year's classic a '98 makeover 

The last line of defence (top right) - now not so easily conquered by experienced players. Significantly enhanced Al and a wider repertoire of moves 
makes the goalie more effective. The advanced motion capture even shows players' heads following the ball and looking round prior to passing 

Hot weather will take its 
. toll on player stamina 

r.11 ince its UK release last year, 
a International superstar soccer 64 -
originally reviewed in Edge under its 
Japanese guise of J-League Perfect Striker 
(E42, nine out of ten) - has stood as one of 
the most durable games on the Nintendo 64, 
its fans wheeling it out for post-pub 
multiplayer sessions probably more than any 
other title for the machine. The reason for 
this repeat-play value is simple: it is the most 
realistic and entertaining simulation of 
football ever created. 

Now, inevitably, a '98 version is being 
readied for release, to coincide with the 
world Cup tournament in France. Its creator, 
Major A (the Konami codeshop responsible 
for every Nintendo incarnation of the /SS 
series to date), claims to have streamlined 
just about every aspect of the original. 

Predictably, the most immediately 
obvious improvement is in the visual 
department. The almost-complete Nintendo 
64 version that Edge saw offered smoother, 
faster graphics with a breathtaking level of 
detail - the motion-captured players differ in 
height, and there's a pleasing quantity of 
small details such as the stretcher-bearers 
and liniment-wielding trainers that come to 
the aid of injured players. 

Konami has also commissioned 'Match of 
the Day' pundit Tony Gubba to provide the 
commentary. It's hardly an unusual feature, 
but it conjures up a tangible sense of realism. 

But gameplay has always been the /SS 
series' hallmark, and Konami has worked 
myriad improvements into the '98 mix, 
including enhanced through-ball passes, 
16 strategies (as opposed to the eight of the 
original), a team-motivation feature - in 
which players' performance can be affected 
by low morale induced by poor management 
choices - and upgraded goalkeeper Al, 
making the last line of defence rather more 
difficult to beat than before. 

In the face of competition from every 
other publisher jumping on the world Cup 
bandwagon this year, /SS '98 already looks 
capable of repeating the success of its 
precursor. Expect a heated battle when 
it goes up against the likes of EA's £ 
officia lly licensed game in June. 

Up to six different play strategies can be 
assigned to buttons on the joypad 

New camera options 
offer a wider range of 
possible viewing angles 
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TUR OK 2: SE EDS n~ 
Following Nintendo's recent stumbles, the task of attracting gamers to the N64's cause 

has fallen to the thirdparties . Luckily, Acclaim has a certain sequel on the way ... 

As yet, Iguana has been reticent to release character shots from Turok 2: 
Seeds of Evil. The multiplayer mode will feature new playable characters 

These underground 
chambers illustrate the 
darker feel of Turok 2 

r.w rior to the wave of plaudits that 
I.ill swamped Rare's GoldenEye, the N64 
had another, more earthy, champion of its 
firstperson shooting flock. With its absorbing, 
visceral game play and stunning visuals, 
Turok: Dinosaur Hunter was (and remains) 
one of the most impressive th irdparty N64 
releases. Given its glowing reception from 
press and public - at least in the west - a 
sequel to Turok was inevitable. 

Based on the same comic book licence 
(which dates back to 1954), Turok 2: Seeds of 
Evil (working title) is destined to answer some 
of the criticisms that were level led at its 
predecessor. Perhaps most importantly, the 
short draw distance that afflicted the original 
game has been addressed. Meanwhile, the 
plot has been much enhanced by the addition 
of multiplayer modes and new characters. 

Turok 2 will also feature head-to-head 

Game locations are among the most 
varied yet seen in a first-person game 

The increase in graphic detail is striking. While distance fogging is 
still present, it doesn't slow progress as in the original game 

deathmatch battles (as found in GoldenEye) 
along with an unusual co-operative option; 
players wi ll be able to blast their way through 
levels four-up, yet be unable to harm one
another - or they can indulge in the 'Frag Tag' 
mode wherein one is hunted by the others 
until reaching a swap-over point. The single
player option has been enhanced by better 
enemy Al, with foes reacting to attacks rather 
than just standing still and taking hits. 

Even more impressive is Turok 2's 
breadth of interesting and unusual locations. 
Each of the game's eight worlds will have 
a distinct set of texture maps, and level 
names such as 'The Port of Adia' and 'The 
Death Marshes' suggest a wider range of 
environments. As yet, Acclaim has released 
no details regarding the size of the cartridge 
used to supply the game, but it seems likely 
that the 64Mbits used for the original Turok 
wi ll be insufficient. As Edge reported in E47, 
the relationship between the sequel's levels 
is far less linear than in the first game, with 
more extensive use of hubs to connect areas. 
Turok 2 is a far larger - and much darker -
game than its predecessor. If the finished 
version lives up to expectations, Bond £ 
may final ly have met his match. 
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Edge journeys to Guildford to meet new coder in town, Mucky Foot. Formed 
by a group of ex-Bullfrog creatives, the six-man team discusses going solo and 
reveals the foundations of its ambitious, combat-based City of the Fallen ... 
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u:tJ around the corner, almost 

invisible in the darkness. His head bobs 

after it. Clear! With a quick hand flick, 

he signals to the two men behind him. 

Shaw and McGechie squeeze themselves 

forward past towering packing cases 

and a jungle of untended office plants. 

They crouch at Diskett's feet, poised to 

dash. Shaw counts silently on his 

fingers. One ... two ... three ... 

Shaw and McGechie spring into the 

corridor and into streaks of red laser 

fire. Three enemy soldiers bare down 

on them, trigger fingers pumping. Shaw 

and McGechie are immersed in a fracas 

of flashing lights and sirens. Diskett 

steps out like a Tarantino psycho, gun 

blazing, but he, too, is mowed down by 

the deadly light. 

need to escape its stifling corporate air 

once Electronic Arts had begun to ca ll 

the shots that moved them to found 

Mucky Foot. This isn't about industry 

powerplay, it's about making games. 

City slickers 
Luckily for both Eidos and Guilford's 

financial community, playing soldiers 

is just a blip in the development 

schedule. City of the Fallen, to give 

Mucky Foot's first game its temporary 

working title, for PC and Playstation, 

is about six months into production. 

Set in a dark metropolis riddled with 

crime, the game draws from a 

wealth of sources including Frank 

Miller's 'Dark Knight Returns·, '2000AD' 

and the inner-city fighting films of 

Jackie Chan and Johnny woo, as 

City of the Fallen is currently little more than slack ropes pegged into the 
countryside. The design is almost complete though; indeed, the plot is said to 

be so unique that Mucky Foot has been barred from discussing it 

Climbing onto the rooftops 
will present excellent 
opportunities for sniping 
(tor)- At street level, fighting 
wil focus on using weapons 
and the scenery, rather than 
on gunplay (bottom) 

One of the enemy soldiers lowers 

his gun and takes a step forward, 

grinning broadly. 

'Gotcha lads,' says Guy Simmons, 

systems programmer at Mucky Foot. 

'I think you'll find that's 3-0 to us.' 

Games for a laugh 
Heading down to Toys 'R' us for laser 

tag guns isn't the way every developer 

would celebrate the signing of their fi rst 

game. But for Mucky Foot, a cheque 

from Eidos means - first and foremost 

- yet more freedom. 

As well as giving them room to 

grow, Mucky Foot's new 16-office 

sprawl means space enough to wage 

war, somewhere for a telescope, and 

place for programmer Mike Diskett 

to unload his toys. 

'We just like the idea of having lots 

of space,' Diskett says. 'One of my 

criteria was that I had to have a room 

to put my Scalextric in .. .' 

Games are what drives Mucky Foot. 

well as games like Syndicate wars and 

Tomb Raider. 

'It's a cross between a platform 

game and a beat 'em up, set in a city,' 

explains Mike Diskett, as Fin McGechie 

loads up an early version. 'It's all 

about the interaction with the city 

environment. We'll have beat 'em up 

moves like swinging off lampposts to 

MUCKY FOOT 

kick into enemies, or hanging on to fire 

escapes to boot people in the head.' 

Guy Simmons has gastric flu and 

the nocturnal Stuart Black apparently 

left the office at 8.00 am, but the four 

other Footers have crammed into one 

room to show Edge their first game. 

City of the Fallen is currently little more 

than slack ropes pegged into the 

countryside. The basic design is almost 

complete though; indeed, the plot is 

said to be so unique that Mucky Foot 

has been barred from discussing it. 

And despite its skeletal form, there are 

signs that the prototype could eventually 

be something special. successfully 

implemented, the combat system 

alone will be some achievement. 

The main aim is to create a 

platform/combat game with the fluid 

choreography of a Chan or woo 

fighting film. Complicated actions will 

result from simple operations - a 

couple of button taps when standing 

by a fire hydrant could result in a 

devastating attack. various objects 

lying about can also be utilised as 

weapons, adding even more variety. 

Integrating the environment with 

hand-to-hand combat has been tried 

before, albeit on a lesser scale. Back 

in 1988 Double Dragon challenged the 

player to utilise whatever scrolled into 

view, but Mucky Foot's hand-to-hand 

plans are altogether more complex. ► 

All but one of the six-man team hails 

from nearby Bullfrog, and it was the 
Fin McGechie, Mike Diskett and Guy Simmons named Mucky Foot after a Red Indian 
tribe in 'Asterix Conquers America'. Oddly enough, they were inebriated at the time 
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Name Mark Adami Name Stuart Black Name Fin McGechie Name Mike Diskett Name Oliver Shaw Name Guy Simmons 

Age 23 Age 30 Age 28 Age 28 Age 26 Age 30 

Shoe size 11 Shoe size 7 Shoe size 10 Shoe size 9 Shoe size 8 (left) 9 (right) Shoe size 8 

Then Magic Carpet 2 Then Populous 3 Then Magic Carpet Then Syndicate Wars Then secret Argonaut work Then Creation 

Now programming the 'fun Now high-end rendering Now initial design work, Now Al programming, engine Now character animation Now systems programmer 

stuff, like leaves and pigeons and creating the textures and integrating art with tools creation, 'taking it day by day' and general artistry and office administrate, 

And then there's the addition of guns 

to consider (although the emphasis 

will be more on careful sniping than 

on indiscriminate blasting). 

Still, even simple football games 

have suffered from over-elaboration. 

Recreating spectacular combat while 

leaving the player feeling fully in 

control will be quite some challenge. 

But Mucky Foot is aiming its sights 

high right across the board. Indeed, 

City of the Fallen's very streets are 

generations away from previous 

urban outings. 

From the leaves swirl ing around the 

player's feet to the buildings crowding 

above, Mucky Foot's metropolis wi ll be 

incredibly detailed. Haring down a 

back alley pursued by the cops, the 

player might clamber up a fire escape, 

only to disturb a feral cat that yowls 

and gives away his presence. If he 

then breaks into the building, he' ll 

find interiors complete with living 

rooms, couch potatoes and stairs to 

the rooftops. Cars can be hijacked 

and hapless citizens randomly 

abused, although discretion might 

be a more prudent strategy. 

superficially, it's like an isometric 

version of GT A. although to Edge, 

a closer cousin would be Respect Inc., 

Pure Entertainment's upcoming 

syndicate-style strategy game. 

·1 can see a lot more people 

doing this sort of thing,' concedes 

ex-Argonaut animator Ollie Shaw. 

'Now we've got more powerful 

machines, creating complete cities is a 

logical step. I'm a big fan of Quake, but 

if you look at Duke Nukem there is 

something extra because of the 

environment,' he continues. 'The city 

helps you navigate but it also helps you 

believe that you're doing something 

be across the rooftops, like Robert De 

Niro's famous stunts in 'Godfather 2'. 

For Mucky Foot's urban planners, 

another difficulty lies in marrying 

large-scale city planning with the 

little finishing vita l touches. For 

instance, City of the Fal/en's streets 

are awash with leaves. As the player 

runs along, they kick up in his 

slipstream. Another nice touch is 

volumetric fog, which visibly 

'We've taken the best bits from the cities we like,' explains McGechie. 'San Francisco's 
rolling hills, Chicago's raised L-train and New York's subways and the Statue of Liberty.' 
Blended together, these will create a living metropolis with recognisable districts 

real. I guess it's the difference between 

realism and believability.' 

'We've taken the best bits from 

the cities we like,'explains Fin McGechie. 

'San Francisco's rolling hills, Chicago's 

raised L-train and New York's subways 

and the Statue of Liberty.' Blended 

together, these will create a living 

metropolis with recognisable districts -

tourist areas, financial centres with 

skyscrapers, docks and suburbs. 

City of the Fallen's dense plot will 

see the player criss-cross this city 

repeatedly. To an extent, mastering 

the game will involve learning the 

best routes and shortcuts. Often, the 

cleverest way to get from A to B will 
Each leaf is a polygonal model, and moves with the air currents. Rubbish 
and newspapers wi ll also litter the streets in the completed game 
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City of the Fallen will consist 
of distinctly themed areas, 
which will help players find 
their way around the city 

envelops the player as he passes 

through it. 

'There are only so many polygons 

we can use in the game,' explains 

Diskett. 'We're trying to use them to 

give a more dirty, gritty feel. A normal 

city has rubbish everywhere.' 

McGechie takes up the theme. 

'We're working out a system to make 

the City appear busier. We want 

people constantly popping into view 

and cars driving past you, with the 

sounds of vehicles, people talking and 

alarms going off in the distance.' 

MUCKY FOOT 

To complete the illusion, the game 

needs a populace that behaves with 

some intelligence - at least the 

rudimentary type managed by New 

York's Bronx denizens. 

Diskett says the team's previous 

experience on Syndicate wars will 

stand them in good stead. 'The difficulty 

with Al is making sure the enemies 

aren't omnipotent,' he says confidently. 

'If a cop sees someone on top of a 

building, he might not know how to get 

up there, but the Al code will know. we 

have to limit it so that he stands there 

scratching his head while the villain is 

shooting people from the rooftop.' 

Much of the early design work in City of the Fallen is reminiscent of the artwork in 
comic '2000AD'. Mucky Foot remains tightlipped when asked about the game's plot 

Characters in City of the Fallen will 

have a real field of vision. If they see 

the player dart over the wall at the 

end of an alley, they can follow him. 

But if they arrive too late, they might 

start hammering on doorways instead. 

Mark Adami points out that 

Syndicate wars easi ly hoodwinked 

gamers. 'People were saying these 

'It can only be good for the industry that these people are so passionate that they'll 
quit their jobs and put everything on the line to do a game. It's like putting all your 

money on a horse - a horse that takes two years to come in' 

Setting the game at night will make it easier to create a believable city. 
The team are working on methods to make the metropolis seem busier 

characters were amazing,' he says. 

'Someone would run down an alleyway, 

and a gang of punks would split into 

two to head them off. But at the heart 

of it was a few random numbers and 

some clever algorithms.' 

'It's the anthropic principle,' says 

Diskett. 'People tend to assume that 

things are intelligent. They will always 

find a reason to justify why someone 

has done something.' 

Too big for its boots 
Gamers will have to wait until 1999 

to fully investigate Mucky Foot's 

sin-dripped streets. The company 

wi ll continue to grow and hire new 

staff, and so assume its rightful place 

in a burgeoning Guilford development 

scene which includes Lionhead, 

Criterion, Negative, Simis and, of 

course, Bullfrog. While they're grateful 

for their years at Bullfrog, it's clear that 

Diskett, McGechie and Simmons rue 

the developers transition from 

passionate independent to EA offshoot. 

'Over the last two years, a lot of 

people like us have been forming 

companies,' says Fin McGechie. 'It can 

only be good for the industry that these 

people are so passionate that they'll 

quit their jobs and put everything on 

the line to do a game. It's like putting 

all your money on a horse - a horse 

that takes two years to come in.' 

But it isn't all about that finishing 

line. Diskett offers a final perspective 

on Mucky Foot's plans. 'We have our 

own idea of when Bullfrog was at its 

peak, from the point of view of working 

there and the company still being 

profitable' he explains. 'We want to 

reach that peak - we don't want to 

go beyond it.' 

The laser guns have been fired and 

the impulsive Mucky Foot has taken 

its first solo steps. With the best will 

in the world, Edge hopes it's 

not too successful. £ 
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At last month's Tokyo Game Show, one game stood head and shoulders above the competition: Metal 

Gear solid. Those who were h,1cky enough to play the show's practice ntQ__Gh!°'and first level demo 

testified that the action espi,onage affair has the potential to be 199·~·s le er of the field. 

Fuelled by several cans ()f] vonda Coffee from one of Japan's counties~ veQding machines, Edge 

fought the massive crowds ib get its hands on a free joypad before returning to Te(9'o's Ebi!;U district . .... .. 

(the Konami team's residence) for an update from the game's producer Hldeo Kojima_._;_. 
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ITil he opening sequence of Metal Gear Solid is one~6f the :t•· 
U most atmospheric Edge has ever witnessed, with a ~✓..I., , 1 

deep-voiced narrator and an elegiac yet deeply evoc.ativ·; ~ 
choral musical score, ~s Sol id snake's journey to th~ Alask.an 
nuclear weapons depot is detailed in a series of ski lfu lly 
directed cut scenes. ·0-Bdd to the alreaay cinematic quality of 
the proceedings, thos responsible for the game's 
development have,i'ie Vnames appear at reg~lar intervals 
throughout the sequence in true Hollywood fashion. 

Much has changed since Edge last saw the title. The most 
striking alteration is with the graphical effects, but the overall 
look of the game is now even more polished, with higher 
polygon counts rounding off the characters and filling in the 
structura l gaps. Some of the non-playable scenes shown at 
the show were stunning, too (even more so than the footage 
on Edge's cover CDs with E47, 52 and 54). For instance, one 
of the most memorable moments involVl)S an uf1derwater 
sequence where the camera displays a submerged, but still 

{ omposed, Sol id Snake carefully monito ing the action from 
below the surface. T e view is dist0fted as the water gently 

te c convincing and impressive manner. 
of is provements mwst have pushed the 
pe Ii Konami's confirmation that the 

it ur ri l slot, was hardly shocking. 
l=:::::=JNe u ti the processing power needed for a 

3D envir - hing needs to be seen from an an le 

The introductory movie is highly 
impressive and is one of the 
most atmospheric and fitting 
examples of its type that Edge 
has seen in a long time. The 
filmic quality of the four-minute 
sequence should leave most 
players mesmerised 

PRESCREEN 

According to producer Hideo 
Kojima (a bove), Metal Gear 
Solid (left) is close to his 
original vision of the 1987 
MSX game. The PlayStation 
game has been delayed until 
early September in Japan 

49 

and this caused us a few problems,' explains producer Hideo 
Kojima . 'But we've ended up with the game I had originally 
envisaged when I did the MSX version of Metal Gear.' 

rr;,,,,,-.1a,v-K I""'. --. 

In addition to the three dimensional world, polygon folding 
and pop-up also gave the 3O-strong team a headache - yet 
they got around it. 'I didn't use a particular technique; the 
staff are young and this is their first game. I, too, am 
inexperienced as fa r as working with polygons, so it was a 
case of starting from scratch,' he recalls. 'It was simply a case 
of solid determination - the programmers and designers 
weren't prepared to compromise so it made it easier for me 
to continuously tell them to do better.' 

The game's objective remains unchanged, though. Players 
must still sneak undetected around the levels and disable any 
enemy soldiers foolish enough to obstruct the progress of 
Snake's mission. The first stage, for example, involves 

rescuing a hostage held captive in the basement. Snake must ► 
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Alerted enemy soldiers are signified by a suspended question mark (above) while an 'exclamation mark means it's ffme 'lo make a mo~ (centre). If Snake moves into 
an enemy's field of vision, players have to evade their opponent for the duration of a red countdown timer (above right) before the pursuing soldier ceases the chase 
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If attacked, enemies lie 
momentarily on the ground 
before getting up - unless 
shot, of course (above) 

-...=-. -

◄ first make his way into the compound from the snow-covered 
exterior while avoiding the searchlights and patrolling guards. 
Players wishing to minimise the chances of discovery stil l 
further can confuse the enemy by crawling on the ground in 
order to disguise Snake's footprints. 

surprisingly, the team decided to bypass Sony's 
Performance Analyser. 'We haven't used it and have no plans 
to do so either. we preferred to stick to the tools we put 

disposing of opponents should present much problem for an 
anti-terrorist agent. Press a button and Solid punches and 
kicks his way out of trouble and with a little practice, 
throwing, choking and neck fracturing soon become part of 
his repertoire. Alternatively, those not wishing to cause a 
scene may drag their victims out of sight and neutralise them 
in the shelter of a secl 

Of course, hand-to 

together,' affirms Kojima. 'There's still a lot to learn about the wishes to retain a low 
PlayStation but according to our programmers we're using discretion wil l Ii 
120 per cent of its power (laughs) Personally, I think in time disposal thr 
we could get more out of it.' se 

Frankly, it's difficult to see how. The current amount of pr 

dark corridors, puddles dr o the remo 
, environments, Solid's b _,___,.,, , players can swi 

of these neat visua e ii reaches its ta 
ressed by other r rily \;0l lectables 

gameplay. Some of the ene s, h~ th bar-frien 
binoculars it's possible to , · ken from victims 

their eyes open .._.__ i=:::::=::::;!:jf!~~;:~~ axes, although not coll 
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One section sees Snake diving into diving into water to hide 
from enemies (above, left to right) - the underwater perspective 
is superb. Stealth is essential to progress through the game (top) 

used to hide under and move around in once the enemy is 
not looking, with some, numorous results. Furthermore, radio 
communication is also possible with some of the characters 
snake encounters along his perilous journey, and these will 
offer advice on a variety of matters, such as weapons 
operation or techniques for defeating a particular adversary. 

In terms of the viewing system, several options exist and 
are used at different points in the game. Cameras strategically 
pJaced in the levels display the action from the walls' 
perspective but it's possible to switch to a closer, third-person 
isometric-type view and when needed, the viewpoint can 
again be changedi or a quick 360° look around through the 
character's eyes - although no other action can be 
undertaken while snake observes his surroundings. In fact, 
players are only able to move in a first-person perspective in 
the 'intrusion mode'. This is automatically activated when 
crawling under an object, for example - the view switches to 

min s, it is possible to shift around undetected by the enemy. 
Given fhe fluid, convincing movements of Metal Gear's 

decided not to motion capture the game's characters. 
'That had been our initial plan ,we used Konami's internal 

studio, collected plenty of data but found that we ended up 
with too many of the actor's own traits. This caused a 
problem as Solid Snake is a fictitious character and we felt it 
was more appropriate to make him move in an anime-style,' 
explains Kojima . 'So we gave up the motion capture idea and 
employed some anime specialists. Instead of drawing on cells, 
they used our equipment to draw directly on the screen.' 

Naturally, the sheer scope of this title does mean there's a 
lot in Metal Gear that takes time to assimilate, and may prove 
a continual handful for some players. Yet this is still another 
area the team hasn't forgotten. 'There are no selectable 
difficulty levels in Metal Gear but, during the practice stage, 
the player's performance will be analysed and the game will 
adapt accordingly,' explains Kojima. 'For instance, some of 
the guards may be relocated to aid weaker players.' 

With the game set for release on September 3 in Japan, 
and over eight hours of speech to be translatei:l, the wait for 

for the western version of Metal Gear Solid will be nigh- £ 
on intolerable. Edge is gearing up already ... 
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The game is best played in 
third-person, isometric 
view (top), although when 
crawling in tunnels and 
under vehicles the 
perspective automatically 
becomes first-person. Note 
the superbly realistic 
puddles on the ground 
(top, second from top) 
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the developers, most notably fleshing out the abilities and 

characteristics of these soldiers and devisi~g a control 

system that's workable in the heat of the battle. It's these 

elements that make this new breed of mil itary game so 

fascinating and fil led with promise. 

FROili COI\'ThiAI'IDO TO CA:r:nIOl'I FODDER 
It's possible to trace some of the game elements present in 

this latest crop of military endeavours right back to co in-op 

and computer games of the early '80s. Titles such as 

commando, lkari warriors and Ocean's Rambo all used that 

familiar, forced overhead perspective to depict the closely 

viewed carnage, and in spirit at least have much in 

common with contemporary army movers and shakers. In 

gameplay terms, though, the story begins with Konami's 

coin-op and NES hit Jackal and: more obviously, cult Sega 

'I t hink i t ' s now prove n ~that military games can be f un, 
•. f ·~ 

A few ye ars ago people would ha~e s~offed at the idea 

of something like Civilisation be±ng · successful' 

Polished graphics and 
impressive set-pieces make 
this SSl's most appealing 
strategy game to date. The 
sold iers gain experience and 
abil ities, in t rue RPG fashion 

. I 

Developer: s~ .• 

Publisher: Mindscape 

LOoking to the likes of X-CO/v/ and 

Jagged Alliance for inspiration, SSI 

has come up with something that 

aims to feel contemporary, yet 

reta ins the traditional turn-based 

system, with action points 

governing basic troop movement, 

machine gun fire, climbing into 

tanks, throwing grenades and more. 

ss1·s Scott Evans emphasises 

the way Soldiers At war offers 2 

more strategic style of play, while 

still providing the luxuries of 

modern gaming, including a 

scehario builder, a' 0 support for 

up to four players over a network or 

the internet. ·1 really,hope to see a 

fan base of the game develop who 

' will build scenarios and make them 

available to other players on the 

Internet,' says Scott. 

But it's the way players will 

bond with a small team, attempting 

to keep them alive through a 

series of 18 missions that will 

provide Soldiers At war with the 

necessary hOok. 

'Imagine being in a movie like 

"Kelly's Heroes· or 'Where Eagles 

Dare', enthuses Scott. 'The 

missions will take you from North 

Africa to the streets of Berlin. As 

you play and complete missions, 

your soldiers gain experience and 

their abilities on the battlefield 

subsequently improve.' 

These missions also promise 

to offer much more than variations 

on the single close combat theme, 

with a range of objectives in 

keeping with those action movies 

quoted by Scott. 'Your s_quad may 

be assjgned to take ovt a secret v2 

rocket site, or destroy a transport 

POW's, or just slug it out in gritty 

combat in which you must clear 

the map of enemies.· 

Soldiers At war should provide 

an involving, narrative•led 

experience, though it'll be interesting 

to see how turn-based gaming is 

received in the current climate. 
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Mega Drive game Herzog zwei. By attempting to appeal to 

console-owning wargamers, designer Technosoft hit upon 

a hybrid of arcade and strategy-based gaming that was 

later seen in Westwood's Dune 2 and its more famous 

offspring, command & conquer. 

But it was Bullfrog's Syndicate and cannon Fodder 

(both released in 1993) that first explored the possibi lities 

of a game design that put a small number of soldiers under 

player contro l, cha llenging the gamer to use these units 

as a genu ine team. It's Cannon Fodder, with the more 

contemporary war theme and structured level design that 

can be seen as the forefather of the new breed . 

Sensible Software's Jon Hare: 'To be perfectly honest, 

I didn't play any mi litary games before and I haven't since. 

What I liked about cannon Fodder was the way the 

strategy element worked with the action - it was a 

shooting game that wasn't a shoot 'em up. It's actually 

more like some strange kind of sports game. But then sport 

is based on war anyway - even the term 'offs ide' is a 

military one .. .' 

This turn-based wargame provides impressively varied missions, 
eventually leading the troops right into the heart of Germany 

p 
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The game was inspired by the developer's own game 

Mega Lo Mania, where hordes of soldiers ran around the 

landscape without direct player control. Turning that idea 

on its head, then coming up with a good contro l system 

provided the spark. The result was fast and obviously far 

removed from reality, but possessed with enough 

subtleties to make lateral thinking as crucial as mastery of 

the point-and-click interface. Even design elements like 

water, which the soldiers can wade through, but can't use 

their weapons in, are crucia l. 

Sensible has considered returning to the genre with a 

cannon Fodder 3, but has decided against it for the 

moment. 'Cannon Fodder is a good game about war. It 

doesn't mean we're a wargame specialist, we're just good 

at games.' Jon states. 

REALTHlE ACTIOT:I 
What's surprising is that few attempts to build on the ideas 

pioneered by Cannon Fodder followed . Only Electronic 

Arts' quirk ' e I ea SiF'T~ ch's Jagged Alliance and 

~32 
' 

With details like these tunnels and ruins, commandos clearly 
aims to engender a personable strategy gaming experience 

Microsoft's Close combat series have taken tentative 

steps. It's taken a full four years for developers to really 

latch on to the idea of troop-based action wargaming. 

'I think part of the reason is because with advances in 

3D it's possible to present nice environments for this sort 

of game now,' says John Cartwright of Corrosive 

Software. 'There just wouldn't be any point in doing 

another cannon Fodder-style game in 2D.' 

John also concedes that both publishers and games are 

more receptive to strategy games since the success of 

command & Conquer. 'I think it's now proven that mi litary 

games can be fun. A few years ago people would have 

scoffed at the idea of something like Civilisation being 

successful. I don't know if it's because gamers are getting 

more intelligent, or simply that they want to spend more 

time on a game. If they've just spent two thousand pounds 

on a PC, that's pretty understandable.' 

Empire's Ben Wilkins, designer behind the company's 

upcoming Napoleonic wargame also believes Command & 

Conquer sparked off the current trend, w ith gamers and 

COMMANDOS: 
BEHIND ENEMY LINES 

Developer: Pyro studios 

Publisher: Eidos 

It's no surprise that members of 

Spanish development house Pyro 

Studios are fans of Cannon Fodder 

and, to a lesser extent, Command & 

Conquer, out the team claims it was 

1 H~ood rather than Westwood 

"'t'ha( provided the inspiration for 

@mmandos: Behind Enemy Lines. 

Echoing classics like 'The Dirty 

Dozen', 'Devil's Brigade' and 'The 

Guns Of Navarone·. this gritty take 

Nn world war II adopts a more 

stylistic approach than its 

counterparts, with character-based 

action emphasising covert rather 

than confrontational action. 
~ .... 

'Each Commando has specific 

abilities and'skills, so the player will 

have to control them separately 

from the rest in order to perform 

certain things,' says Mercedes 

Rey. 'For example, only the spy will 

be able to dress like a German 

soldier and infiltrate the enemy 

lines. while only the diver will be 

able to dive. Obviously other 

actions are common of the 

commandos. so the player is able 

to control them in a group; like 

moving, crawling and shooting.' 

The interface caters for both 

direct single character and team

based control, enabling the gamer 

to split the group up as and when 

necessar;. Mercedes estimates that 

around 75 per cent of any mission 

will involve the direct system. 

Despite the more thoughtful 

mission structure and individual 

character roles employed in 

Commandos: Behind Enemy Lines. 

Mercedes is keen to emphasise 

that the weapons abilities will be 

just as important as clever strategy. 

The ultimate aim is to create a . 
game world packed with the 

architecture, vehl<;Jes, and 

situations of the era, ultimately 

·really giving the player the 

sensation of taking part in a World 

war 11 Commandos operation'. 

unsurprisingly, there won't 

be a hex map in sight. 

STRATEGY 

Released at the end of '93, 
sensible Software's cannon 
Fodder pioneered a simplistic, 
but strategic, arcade-style 

The various theatres of war 
offer great visual diversity 

. . .,..... 
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STRATEGY 

• T,he tkari Warriors coin-op 
may be a simplistic shoot 

___,,, 1 'emz!P, but the themes and 
viewi)1; nt have undou(jtedly 
influenced many action ,'. 

. ·: .. fra1:eg9" game develo11ers 

The use of a full 3D engine 
provides the opportunity 
for dynamically moving 
camera viell)IS, though, 
the depth of field can 
be restrictive 

\ 

i 

1 
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lopers looking for something deeper. Much of the 

stigma has also been removed from wargaming now that 

, real-time action is taking hold. People are more receptive 

to traditional wargame themes if the battles unfold before 

their eyes. 'Rea l-time wargaming gives you something you - -,,.. 
can 't do on a tabletop; beli~Ves '!Vil kins. ' It gives strategy 

something new, although there is a certain amount of 

compromise when going down that route.' 

i'l: lthougA-most of these titles are being developed 

,th~ f'G, both publishers and developers now 

things from a console angle. John Cartwright 

lowest c0mmon denominator, so as not to rule out the 
~ -.- -

possibiljty of 1Lersions on ·othef: ~l~tforms. The Playstation 

ut up'.wit~ ~ur_ivb_ased systems, hex l~:1&~ktamy of mec 

sn't e~ti~1~~~y tl'le new m1l1tary games 

y from;the::scie-nce fiction angle in favour 

~ >.:· · ' • an't be a reflection of 

control will thankfully remain, 

as well as the zoomed-in view 

of the game world. 

-, :.., •• ~ 'If you look at Command & 

Having split from Eidos, corr6sive is::-_ = .... _co!'quer games you don't get to 

currently in negotiations to find a 

new publisher for this promising 

polygon-based ac_tion strategy title, 

now due around the 'end of e 

year. It's the latest twist in a 

development cycle that's seen 

the game design evolve from 

strategy to action-based as a result. 

'It's now heading towards a 3D 

Commando style of game as much 

_ see much,' opines John. 'The view 

in ours is a bit more personal, we 

haye better models and it allows us 

to really show the action.' 

He also believes that putting 

around eight troops - rather than 

a whole army - under player 

control adds more tension, the 

survival of each one can make 

the difference between success 

as anything else,' says John or failure. This is something 

- cart"right at corrosive, adding that . i 58 11 K r~efinl tely'shares 

depending on who ends up / er 'though 
.. ' ✓ ' 

pu"!illsh1ng the ga~. that spel · ve it was really 

could we - nee, 

One im_e ta1~· .,: , Assaull orps 

a mouse-driven interface to a direct 

control method. The original offered 

much scope for waypoint setting, 

and user controlled cameras, but 

now pans and tracking are likely to 

be semi-automated. The idea of 

putting several troops under player 

'We're no longer trying to 

take things too seriously. It's only 

military in terms of the weapons, 

we're not trying to do a simulation. 

Some military games are too far up 

their own arse, basically.' 

£DG£
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general cultura l tastes. Hollywood hasn't produced a 'Boys ' 

Own' style of war movie for decades. 'Maybe game trends 

are opposite of those in films,' says Cartwright. 'There are 

an awful lot of science fiction movies right now.' 

'After years of film-makers scouring every major and 

minor conflict in search of inspiration, it may be that they're 

finding it hard to unearth a suitable subject matter,' offers 

John Wigham, team leader of Interactive Studios' wargames 
project. 'Games have far greater flexibility in the mechanics 

of exactly how the product deals with the subject.' 

Ben Wilkins suggests it may simply be that publishers 

are looking for new niches. 'There are only so many times 

you can do a sc ience fiction game,' he reasons. It may be 

that as gamers mature, they want something more than a 

screen ful l of li tt le green men. ' It's very hard to create a 

believable sc i-fi arena, whereas if something depicts 

historica l or contemporary war, everyone already has the 

cu ltural baggage. They bring their own background 

knowledge to the game.' 

Of course, contemporary war themes were already 

popular, it's just that only the dedicated wargamers knew 

Players now guide the troops th rough these impressive 
environments using direct, rather than point-and-click control 

p 
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about it. With the arrival of real-time action and attractive 

3D visuals replacing the representational style of 

tab letop-derived software; military gaming now has a 

far broader appeal. Then, as John Wigham says, ·once 

attracted, it's the immediacy of the new games that is 

holding them .. I think everyone would agree it is so much 

easier to hold the progress of the battle in your head when 

it's all happening right in front of you, than when you have 

to remember what each unit is doing and worry about 

what you can and can't achieve in each turn.' 

U:t-IKNOW:t-I SOLDI ERS 
There's also the trend away from large-scale battles to 

consider. Directing armies of vehicles and infantry can be 

an amazing experience, as Command & Conquer has shown, 

so why this move towards a more low-key view of war? 

It may be an attempt to address the pitfalls inherent in 

the very design that's made strategy games so popular. 

Despite the universal appeal of real-time gaming, and 

getting awa 

m ssive army, there's no 

ersonal, and often ironically, 

Lacking the troop-level focus, wargames merits inclusion 
thanks t o it s strat egic bias and console-like present ation 

STRATEGY 

' From both an action and a strategic point o f view, a 

limited nwnber o f units gives the player more control, and 

consequently opens up more possibilities in both f ields ' 

un-strategic nature of the gameplay in C&C, Red Alert, 

Dark Reign et al. More often than not players simply gather 

a huge force and send it off into the fray. There's neither 

the flexibi lity in the control system nor the time to 

form ulate precise strategies. A war game offering more 

control over fewer units is a logical reaction to th is. 

As Mercedes Rey of the Commandos: Behind Enemy 

Lines team says, 'From both an action and a strategic 

point of view, a limited number of units gives the player 

more control, and consequently opens up more 

possibilities in both fields. Having just a smal l number of 

un its it seems logica l to offer individual contro l over them.' 

That several of the developers featured here are opting 

for direct control either exclusively or as an option is a 

further interesting characteristic of this new genre, and 

something that has the potentia l for wider appeal. Taking 

contro l of a soldier also brings everything ful l circle, away 

WARGAME S 
Developer: Interactive studios 

Publisher: MGM Interact ive 

Of all the games spearheading this 

new wave of military action, 

wargames is the one most 

obviously touched by the hand of 

Westwood, with that familiar macro 

viewpoint and indirect control style 

tiring the Command & conquer 

a · Red Alert format. 'We're 

orking on the principle that if it 

isn't broken, why fix it,' says team 

leader John Wigham. 

flJ Instead it's left to the game 
1 1 ngine to earn wargames the next 

generation tag, with a versatile 3D 

system and free (rather than 

tile-based) unit movement, giving 

it,t~e necessary edge 

}Ohn c'tJlcedes a ComnJ.and 

& clnquer ;nd warcra'ff. 2 

contributed to the initial game 

design. 'We were trying to take the 

genre that step forward,' says John, 

'the completely three dimensional 

nature of our game being one of the 

biggest contributing factors in this.' 

This polygon-built approach 

has enabled Interactive Studios to 

implement a number of pleasing 

features, not least the depiction and 

effect of real-time weather effects, 

and a completely free-roaming 

camera system. The likes of Dark 

Reign and Total Annihilation h3ve 

also sparked ideas during 

development, though John does 

stress that some titles appear to 

have forgotten that it's hard to be 

seriously strategic when everything 

is happening at breakneck speed.' 

Consequently, wargames will 

slow things down a notch. 

challe_nging the player to try out 

new strategies rather than simply 

amassing as much firepower as 

possible, before launching an attack. 

'The most im_Portrt tJling fa.[ us is 

the content of thi missi!)ns ... Wff 

have mission types ranging from 

escort duties to seek and destroy, 

search and rescue, interdiction, 

protection and demolition tasks. 

we are offered extensive flexibility 

by our story line, and we use as 

much of it as we can.' 

Most post Command & 

conquer t itles use a 
t ile-based system for unit 
movement and route-fi nding. 
Wargames uses a more 
precise, pixel-based system 

•. 
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The fog of w ar clouds the 
strat egic options available in 
Ubisoft's Army Men (above) 

I 

... 
l ,. 

from the wargame format of giving orders and back to the 

original Commando and lkari warriors style of action game. 

Giving players command of a small team also brings 

ro le-playing elements to the field, the extra visua l detai l 

and the need to keep each single soldier alive taking things 

away from the world of representational, lead figure, style 

counters. These are soldiers that look, and behave like the 

real thing. As Corrosive's John Cartwright says, 'Whereas 

battles like Command & Conquer were very anonymous, in 

Cannon Fodder you actua lly cared about the troops.' 

Capita lising on this, developers are introducing extra 

character attributes and abil ities for the onscreen fighters. 

Not only are the same troops ~ rried through from one 

mission to another in titles like soldiers At war, they even 

gain experience along the iway_"i;:ommandos: Behind 

Enemy Lines features soiaf~rs trained to handle very 

d~ferent roles, whi le in'1iiied.Ailiance II, each mercenary 

has a range of statistics, govirning everything from morale ,, .,,,~ 
and leadership qualities, tq s·niping abi lity and medical 

expertise. T_hese soldiers-are ~as,much RPG characters as 

anything. It's little wonder that players bond with them. 

MEN 
Developer: studio 3D0 

Publisher: Ubisoft 

If Assault Korps is the game to 

adopt Cannon Fodders 

non-technical approach, it's 

Army Men that pursues the idea 

of depicting war manoeuvres in a 

cartoonish manner, using the 

theme of toy soldiers as the basis 

for the rea l-time confl icts. As with 

many great ideas, it happened 

pretty much by accident. 

Nick Earle, executive 

producer of Army Men explains: 

'When we started thinking about 

doing a military game, we were 
~ 

playing a lot of Return Fire. we all 

loved the game, but yearned for 

better enemy Al and the ability to 

give orders to intelligent squads . 

So, the first design was an action 

strategy game that would give us 

this depth, similar to the early sega 

game, Herzog zwei. · 

While planning the missions 

with plastic soldiers, the team hit 

upon the idea of basing the game 

around toy soldiers rather than 

attempting to simulate the real 

th ing. Almost every aspect of 

the game evolved from that one 

concept. 'It was like the prove•bial 

light going off,· says Nick. 

The designers set about 

recreating all the classic poses, 

and authentically plastic weapons 

and vehicles - right down to tanks 

with hollow underbellies. Like 

Assault Korps, the emphasis has 

also sl1ifted away from a 

macro-level control system to 

something a little more involving. 

A troop deployment system has 

been replaced by a design where 

players get to control the ·sarge', 

who provides the focus for the 

action while at the same time 

enabli;g gamers to give orders 

to other soldiers. 

.., Wll ile the ot11er mili tary tit les, 

including those featured here, 

attempt to recrea te the 

claustrophobia and tension of real 

close combat, Army Men's inspired 

mix of real strategy with backyard 

chi ldsplay may yet pay dividends. 

£DG£
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THE FUTURE OF WAR 
Already the possibi lities of 3D are being explored further, 

zombie's Spee Ops takes the viewpoint right down into the 

battlefield. This is a game so co in-op like in its presentation 

that it requires a 3D accelerator, yet is rooted in wargame 

territory, it features small numbers of sold iers and enough 

control for effective, genuine army ranger strategies. 

Whatever the graphica l advancements, th is immersive 

evolu tion of the action wargame looks set to stay. The 

hybridisation of real-time wargaming, directly contro lled 

arcade action, and party-based ro le-playing strands looks 

likely to please gamers from all corners, and ought to allow 

for enough permutations to sidestep the clone problems 

that have plagued the Command & Conquer format. 

The contemporary war angle may pal after a whilel, 

but the fasc ination with war wi ll undoubtedly continue. 

As Jon Hare says, 'Most of our competitive instincts are 

based around combat.' And what do computer games 

appeal to, if not those competit ive instincts? So long 

as there's a demand for videogames, the future of 

the military game is assured . £ 

Only the player (represented by the Sarge) can drive vehicles. 
Tanks, jeeps and even boats are at their disposal 
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Multiple viewpoints are provided. Though the visuals suggest 
an arcade adventure, the multi-character format is unmistakable 

The Alliance sequel profers a more detailed isometric viewpoint, 
with far better character detail and a greater range of moves 

i:J:BIK 
Developer: Cryo 

Publisher: In-house 

The application of squad-based 

control to an adventure game 

format is the inventive notion 

behind Cryo's Ubik. Based on the 

story by Philip K Dick. author of the 

original "Blade Runner". it brea,s 

away from the pack in a number of 

ways. A cyberpunk milieu provides 

the opportunity for unusual 

character abilities to compliment 

the gunp1ay. Cryo promises to 

"balance mindpower with 

firepower', with soldiers for whom 

psychic abilities are as crucial as 

mastery of weapons and explosives. 

Players progress through 15 levels 

set in two universes - one a futurist 

environment. the other is pulpish. 

JAGGED ALLIANCE II 
Developer: SirTech 

Publisher: In-house 

Although the original Jagged 

Alliance enjoyed only limited 

success in the UK, it did garner 

several awards from strategy 

specialists, and did much to bridge 

the gap between cannon Fodder 

~}1ne upcoming titles examined 

,e. Now Sir Tech is pushing hard 

to improve both technological and 

strategic aspects for the sequel. 

First and foremost of these 

~ provements is a new constructed 

graphics engine, with real-time 

lighting (including support for both 

day and night missions). true 3D 

line-of-sight and much improved 

character representat(on all 

featured in the isometric scrolijng 

landscapes\-real-time mode will 

also compliment the standard turn

based game, the new mode using a 

similar system to the other titles 

feature here, with the player taking 

control of just one soldier at a time. 

However, it'll be possible to switch 

Although primarily a narrative

based game - depicting industrial 

espionage in 21st century New York 

- Cryo is working on a multiplayer 

mode. which should emphasise the 

arsenal of 50 weapons and 48 

psychic powers available. Hopefully 

characters in multiplayer games will 

evolve. as they do in the story mode. 

The action is fully real-time. 

and as befits a game focusing on 

small units and close range combat. 

the viewpoints are mostly dol ied 

right in, though instead of polygon

based 3D, a number of static 

camera positions are used wi th 3D 

motion-captured character laid on 

top, in the manner of Resident Evil. 

With luck, Cryo will blend 

character progression and tactics 

with the lifelike team dynamics 

strategy fans are starting to demand. 

at will between any of the six in 

the unit. as well as setting Al 

parameters for the other members. 

The use of mercenaries rather 

than loyal soldiers will once again 

be utilised, with players hand

picking a team and kitting them out 

ready for a story-led series of 

adventures that has the meres 

attempting to reverse a coup. 

'You can have up to twenty 

mercenaries on your team·, says 

Sir Tech. 'Up to six meres can be 

controlled at once. The other team 

members can be assigned tasks 

such as guarding, repairing items, 

healing themselves or other meres, 

training civilians. sleeping. and more.· 

Although action based, Sir 

Tech is keen to add as many 

authentic elements as possible, 

working in role-playing elements 

such as non-player characters. With • 

subtle variables greatly affecting 

the balance of play, and a design 

catering for both action and 

tabletop-gaming camps, Jagged 

Alliance If may well become one of 

the leading lights of this new genre. 

STRATEGY 

A range of onscreen menus 
give access to more complex 
character commands. The 
character selection system 
will be familiar to command 
& conquer aficionados 

Jagged Alliance /I 's adoption 
of role-playing techniques 
even extends to NPCs 
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◄ D he British games industry is 
booming. Developers are crying out 
for fresh, talented staff - yet with 

its anti -corporate image and hedonistic end 
product, a career in coding has rarely been 
taken seriously by prospective students. unti l 
recently,. selecting a game design course on a 
university application form was impossible. 

attracting students - and skilled designers from other industries. Happily, 
universities are embracing the business of making games. Today, if you want 
to go to a British university and learn how to make computer games, you can. 

Focus on the future 
Some degree courses have featured a few of the basic skills required to make 
computer games: C programming, artificial intell igence or even 3D modelling 
and animation, while in recent years most of the better art colleges have run 

utting a very flexible programme in place, and the way in 
which it: ill work will dictate that beyond the·"core mocf ulei, students will 

need t-olJl.indertake othe-ti m<iaul@sl, \iocttieyfll1ial<e what interests them' 

Without more specific training, senior 
industry figures believe the shortage of 
talented manpower can only increase. Games 
are getting more complex - they require the 
work of trained physicists, mathematicians, 
teams of artists and professional musicians. 
This, combined with their growing bankability, 
has reversed the status quo overnight. 

Since its inception, Edge has been 
approached by people looking to get jobs in 
the games industry. The magazine now finds 
itself increasingly asked for advice on 

Jessie Lo, a Malaysian student at the 
University of Abertay Dundee tries out VR 

participation In 
group project, personal 
thesis and a selection of 
games and/or YR-related 
studies 

· MSO Software 
Engineering (games and 
Vlrtual Envtronments) 

a computer-based degree 

· spilt Into 
three semesters - one 
taught, one combined 
taught/project and a 
research thesis 

30 

new media courses (slanted towards the once brave, but now imploding world 
of multimedia). But crucially, t~e higher education sector is being led by the 
likes of the University of Abertay in Dundee and Bournemouth's National 
centre for Computer Animation, and supported ably by the likes of Teesside 
University and the university of Derby in fash ioning a number of 
undergraduate and postgraduate courses that teach at least the basics of all 
the major skills needed by would-be games designers. Their united aim is to 
equip graduates with a well-rounded grasp of the technical, artistic and even 
teamworking elements of games design. 

The time is now ripe to take a closer look at what these courses offer, how 
they vary, how genuinely useful they are, where they might go in the future 
and crucially, what the industry thinks of them. 

course credentials 
universities still exhibit an element of coyness about slipping the word 
·games' into the title of their games-specific courses, but even this is 
changing. The university of Abertay in Dundee offers a BSc (Hons) in Games 
Technology and Virtual Environments (plus a Masters in Software Engineering), 
Bournemouth university's National Centre for Computer Animation (NCCA) 
offers a games-slanted Masters in Digital Media, the university of Teesside 
offers a Masters in Computer-Aided Graphical Technology Applications 
(CAGTA for short) and t11e University of Derby is currently setting up a BSc 
(Hons) in Creative Computing. Middlesex university is another establishment 
(featured here) shifting its focus towards the gaming world by adding a Net 
Yaroze programming module to its BSc (Hons) in computer Science. 

'We - ou™'lves 
provtdlng vocatlonally 
strong. lndustrlally relevant 
degr&es. We try to get 
students Involved with 
games companies at an early 
stage It's easy to desmbe 
the theory, but It's only 
when you're out there that 
you find out what the 
prectlce Js like.' 

•rve 
bugged the university of 
Abertay to offer such courses 
for a few years. we have to 

offer on-the-job training. 
because the games scene Is 
very specialised - you have 
to be highly skilled to make 
the grade as a programmer. 
It requires knowledge you 
won't get from a computing 
degree. There wowd be a 
huga markat for graduates 
trained In this area.' 

, · 3D studio Max. 
CBI/girt Jn/llSpllCe, COtel 
CIiek 'n' Cmafe, 
Borfand/Mlcrosoft CIC++, 
high-end 3D-accelerated PCs, 
sony Net varoze, Datagloves 

01382 308080 

l.marshal-y.ac.uk 
J.sutherfando tay.ac.uk 
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Research and development 

Metaphorically speaking, the 

worlds of computer games and 

academia have only just exchanged 

pleasantries and shaken hands. But 

they are both starting to turn their 

thoughts to research which could 

push back the expanding 

boundaries of computer games 

design. Certain elements of the 

;ames world, it must be said, do 

already have links with academia -

artificial intelligence being the 

most obvious example. But what 

can we look forward to? 

The University of Teesside's 

Suresh Keswanl isn't happy with 

the current status qua: 'At the 

moment, games developers see 

students as cheap labour - they 

don' t have the financial slack to 

take on a student to work on a 

project which might or might not 

be useful ti;, them.' 

The NCCA's Peter Hardie -

w ho specialises in creating virtual 

realit}'Tides (including one called 

'Mission to Mars', commissioned by 

NASA and currently touring the 

US), isn't happy with the funding 

available to him, pointin_g out that: 

'In America, companies can donate 

hardware and software and get tax 

relief. They can't do that here .' 

It's easy to imagine the sort of 

research which could take place if 

some sort of infrastructure was set 

up. Dave cook, for example, has 

been giving some thought to the 

matter: 'What interests me about 

the games industry is that it is still 

insisting on designing engi nes per 

game. I think a lot of good 

academic research Into games 

engines needs to be done. we 

could research areas like 

parametric tools for gaming -

where you tell a game character to 

walk, and it does.· 

Work by students at Bournemouth 
National Centre for Computer Animation, 
which has links with Psygnosis and Rare 

Sensibly, the individual courses claim differentiated focuses which aim to 
cater to students' specific interests wh ile encouraging valuable links with a 
games developer to be formed. For example, Dave cook, senior lecturer on 
the University of Derby's putative Creative computing degree, says of the 
course: 'We'l l be putting a very flexible programme in place, and the way in 
which it will work will dictate that beyond the core modules, students will 
need to undertake other modules, so they'll take what interests them.' 

suresh Keswani, of the University of 
Teesside, adds about his MSc CAGTA course: 
'Its main feat is that it straddles the 
educational divide between technical and 
creative ski lls, whereas most courses channel 
people to be either techie or creative. The 
companies like this profile because they often ► 

GAMING GRADUATES 

DMA's Dave Jones doesn't 

agree with Keswani that developers 

don't support academia closely 

enough: 'Maybe he's talking about 

large R&D projects, not many 

industries want to spend much on 

R&D, but the Scottish Games 

Alliance has helped us up here. 

We' re a large developer and, part 

of the job of our head of research 

and development is to make links 

with universities.' 

The Computer 
Science Groduote 

Name: Yinch Chien Yeap 

Company: Pure Entertainment 

'I did a software engineering 
degree at Imperial College, 
London - a 4-year MSc. About 
five per cent of the stuff I learnt 
was actually useful. The trouble 
is, when you're studying, you 
don't know what that five per 
cent is. You always end up 
getting the specialised sk ills 
working for companies. For 
example, I've had to learn three 
different operating systems. The 
first company I joined was a 
multimedia one, programming 
high-level stuff in Director . Now 
I've moved to the guts of the 
N64. Nothing you study can 
prepare you for that. 

I don' t think I'd have liked to 
have done a focused computer 
games course. I think that trying 
to get exactly the right skills for 
working in the games market is 
a moving target. Here, all the 
programmers have degrees, 
mostly in computing - it's 
company policy. But I know 
someone who works at Probe, 
and of about so programmers, 
there are only two graduates 
among them.' 
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Name: Paul Munro 

Company: VIS Interactive 

'I did an MSc CAGTA at Teesside 
University, after taking a BA in 
Product Design at Northumbria 
University. It was useful - more 
than anything, it gave me a new 
career direction . The course 
provided me with a general 
overview of the whole computer 
graphics area, and it was very 
usefu l coming into contact with 
the technical side. 

Being at CAGTA, you can go on 
to post-production, film or 
games. Because it wasn't totally 
games•specific, there were 
th ings I had to learn w hen I came 
to VIS, such as how to animate 
specifically fo r the games 
industry . I now work as a 
production artist doing character 
animation. But I guess t he course 
gives you the basic tools. For 
example, I'm using Alias here, 
and I used it and softlmage at 
Teesside. That 's probably the 
biggest bonus. I definitely t hink 
the course was worthwhile.' 
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Sony's Net Yaroze has found its 

way into a few universities, which 

seem to appreciate its qualities as 

a low-cost yet relevant games 

programming tool. The games side 

of the academic world has 

certain ly embraced it. The 

University of Derby's Dave cook, 

says: 'I think Sony has been 

successful with Net Yaroze 

because it' s offering it at a 

reasonable price. When you're 

buying specialist tools, you 

really have to justify them over 

a broad area.' 

Middlesex University' s Peter 

Passmore adds: 'Games companies 

seem to be treating exposure to 

discover that they're getting two bodies for 
the price of one; someone, say, who can 
write Softlmage plug-ins and do animation at 
the same time.' The NCCA's Peter Hardie 
comments: 'The students are the ones who 
have been playing the games. Once we get a 
reasonable number installed on the courses, 
we expect the ideas to come from them.' 
Flexibility, it seems, is all. This can even 
extend to selection procedures - many of the 
postgraduate courses will take on students 
with either an arts or science background, 
and Teesside's Suresh Keswani even says: 
·we sometimes accept students with no 
degree but relevant prior experience on our 
MSc CAGTA course.' 

the Net Yaroze with healthy 

respect . From their point of view 

it uses a subset of the 

development libraries, but it 's a 

proper subset.' Whether other 

universities - or even schools -

will follow Middlesex' s lead and, 

via the Net Yaroze, add a games 

element to their mainstream 

computer courses remains to be 

seen . But the machine is cheap 

enough to give individuals a taste 

of games programming, and could 

well fuel an amateur programming 

boom reminiscent of the days of 

the ZX Spectru m and its ilk. In the 

meantime, Edge still awaits the 

first killer Net Yaroze game. 

such statements neatly counter the fi rst 
criticism aimed at vocational courses - that 
students might find that they're simply not 
cut out to perform the specialised skill 
they've set off to university to acquire. The 
causes should maintain a flexibility which 
would convince individual companies that 
they're not going to get graduates who are 
set in one way of working, This will prove 
essential in the technologically fast-moving 

Middlesex University's BSc in Applied Computing includes specific 
options in game design. The graphics option is also popular (above) 

world of games which constantly throws up new programming environments, 
operating systems and modelling packages that require new skills. 

Hopes and reality 
It hasn't been easy for universities looking to get games-oriented courses off 
the ground. Surprisingly, funding isn't generally cited as the problem. Finding 
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the teaching staff manpower does seem to be tricky, however. Despite its 
good intentions, the University of Derby encountered similar problems as 
Dave Cook explains: ·we were hoping to run two games-related programmes 
starting this year, but unfortunately we were told to hang on for a year. It's a 
logistical problem, we need the right staff in place. we run strong networking 
and Al modules, and it's a case of where do you prioritise?' 

suresh Keswani feels that he doesn't get enough backup from the games 
community: 'We find that the computer graphics industry, from an educational 
perspective, is a new industry. Games developers tend to be small companies, 

Students from the University of Derby's 
visualisation programme show off some 
of their acheivements (left and above, top) 

1J;he people who leave our course~ ... h~ye the ability to 
~ - p~qp~~e ~el~ab(le, ro~~~t interactive software ... 
-.;::_.,,w videogaming] is poised to overtake the film industry1 

so tend to be less organised about dealing with academic colleagues and new 
projects. This isn't the case in the us, where big companies have longstanding 
relationships with the universities for internships.' These gripes, surely, stem 
from the fact that it's still early days for the games academia. Games 
publishers do have a degree of financial leeway fa r beyond their developers 
and Keswani believes that if they reinvested in their developers, with an eye 
on the long-term, and those developers then got together with the higher 
education sector, the research benefits could reap rewards. The University of 
Abertay and DMA, with which it has a close relationship, both cite the 

IWelta putting a1Y.e.i:y 
exlble prog1J1mme~n 

rplace, alLQ.wlng an optlonal 
~ ear out ootween ttta 
secon.d an.d thltdsyears. 
P.eople start111g either 

establishment of the unique Scottish Games 
Alliance, a government-funded development 
agency, as a helpful factor in bringing the 
games and academia worlds closer together. 

More manpower 
As gameplay and graphics continue to 
make remarkable progress, with games like 
Tekken 3 and Battlezone pushing back the 

wol1<. Dlgltlil Entertainment 
WIii place more emphasis 
on programming. The first 

· year WIii include C++ 

programming and a 
games development 
wor1<shop \Wlth Net 
\Yaroze; the second wm 
Include human-computer 
Interaction, graphics! 
computer animation 
and a further games 
wor1<shop. The final year 
'WIii iook at developing for 
the rn.temet and virtual 
reality •~pllcatlons.' 

Dave cook, senior lecturer. 
01332 622222 
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Graphically, projects 
such as these from 
the University of 
Middlesex are of a very 
high standard. But 
teaching and assessing 
gameplay is a more 
difficult proposition 
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The Boss 

Name: Dave Jones 

Company; DMA Design 

' I had my second game published 
when I was in the th ird year of 
my degree at the university of 
Abertay - I left to form OMA 
with the option to return to 
fini sh my degree if I w anted. I 
was advised that thi s was a bad 
move by someone who is now 
instrumental in the games 
course. It was quite funny that -
I think the word he used w as 
that I was 'mad'. 

I don't think there's much 
difference in the graduate scene 
as far as games are concerned 
between the UK and America. 
Guys here tend to treat making 
games more as a hobby, and 
that 's what sets the whole thing 
up. In America, it's hard to find 
someone who treats computing 
as a hobby. That aspect over 
here goes back to the old zx 
Spectrum days. 

we have about 1 s graduates 
from the University of Abertay 
here. 1 think some of the other 
courses are a bit too specialised 
- I wish they'd use the word 
'games' in course titles; people 
like to use Virtua l this or 30 that. 
If I was on a university board, I'd 
appoint a Professor of Games. 
It's not just about 30 model 
design - it's about everything 
to do with games. ' 

With Britain at the forefront of the gaming 
industry, students at Middlesex University 
(right) have every reason to choose a career 
designing graphics for games (above) 

◄ boundaries of current technology, more 
development teams start up. DMA's Dave 
Jones, who was instrumental in setting up 
the Abertay degree after dropping out of its 
Computer Science course to found OMA, is 
clear about what he wants from new staff: 
'These days, I look for three things. A very 
good understanding of 3D - people have to 
have a good mathematical mindset. Second, 
we look for those who understand a bit about 
interfaces, who can produce something 
which is easy to use and well-structured. And 
the third thing we seek is feel, which is very 
hard to teach - you can give a small job to a 
number of different programmers and you'd 
be surprised how different each one feels.' 

Although it has only just begun to focus 
its attention on the games world, higher 
education seems to be on the right track. 

The acid test, is to investigate just what it 
aims to achieve. Abertay University's Ian 
Marshall says: ·our students will leave as 
extremely employable graduates. Games rend 
to be in development for up to two years, 
with production values of a couple of 
hundred thousand pounds and upwards. If 
they don't hit buyers' PCs or consoles 
working on the launch day, a lot of money 
has been blown. The people who leave our 
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courses have the ability to produce reliable, robust interactive software that is 
intuitive to use. The industry is vibrant and buoyant - in turnover terms, it's 
poised to overtake the film industry. Unless the university and college sector 
supports it, it could run out of steam, and that would be a major loss to the UK 
economy.' It is beliefs such as this that are reforming the education 
agenda, providing young people with skills that the industry demands. £ 
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'Playing Microcosm looked like TV footage of surgery in which one of those rectal 
probes is rammed up someone's arse. Playing it was a similar experience ... ' 

Anonymous Psygnosis employee 

digita . 
,sas ers 

(a or every.Quake, Mario 64 or 

Gran Turismo, there are 

countless games that woefully 

underperform by comparison. For 

this is the nature of the business, and 

occasionally failure is the price of the 

pioneer. But there are some releases 

that manage to turn failure into an art 

form. These are the blockbusters that 

spend years in development then fail 

to recoup their costs on arrival. The 

make-or-break games that companies 

need to keep themselves afloat. which 

become part of the deadweight that 

drags them down. These are the 

Videogame fa ilures are commonplace. But occasionally, a game seemingly goes out of its 

way to steal defeat from the Jaws of victory, dragging an entire company down with it, 

Titanic-style. Edge salutes the world's most celebrated videogaming disasters .. 

hype-fuelled, marketing-driven How many FMV-based interactive 

behemoths, that promised the earth to movIes or licensed, side-scrolling 

an expectant audience, only to deliver action titles, were destined for failure 

next to nothing. right from the beginning? And do 

The videogaming obituaries on games such as Microcosm ultimately 

the following pages contain several act as a lesson in game design? 

recurring themes - all embraced by 'How not to', that is .. 

the familiar dictum that the games While gathering the eyewitness 

industry needs to learn from its testimonies from those involved in 

mistakes. The lure of new the following games, some 

technology, the folly of believing companies responded to Edge's 

one's own hype, forgetting the investigations more candidly than 

foundations upon which past success others. In such a clandestine and 

has been built - these are the common higl1ly competitive industry, 

mistakes that crop up time and again. admitting fa ilure can be a rare trait.. ► 
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Rise of the Robots 
What was meant to happen 
There are always a few select games that 

become focal points for the excitement 

surrounding new games technology. 

Following the introduction of CD-ROMs, 

the interest in rendered graphics soared 

following the summer of 1993, ·rendered 

graphics· became the industry's latest 

technolog cal infatuation, all eyes turned to 

Mirage's Rise of the Robots (Edge, too, 

was seduced by the prospect of high

quality visuals and featured Rise on the 

cover of issue three). 

The game was being developed by 

Instinct Design, Mirage's in-house 

development team, and early screenshots 

featured high-resolution, 'rendered' images 

of stunning-looking robots, posed in a 

PC, Amiga, SNES, Mega Drive and 

others 

Mirage 

,- - .. . 
In-house 

With an Industry clamouring 

tor 'rendered' graphics, 

that's exactly what Mirage 

delivered - rendered graphics 

- , 

variety of fighting stances. They looked so Fighter. It has gameplay that has never been seen before and graphics that have never been 

good that when Instinct Design bragged of seen before - it's the next generation.' She was right in one respect. Rise's gameplay had 

eclipsing Capcom's Street Fighter II in terms never been seen before. Or since, fortunately. 

of enemy Al and setting a new benchmark 

'or the beat 'em up genre, people wanted 

:o believe it. Rise of the Robots quickly 

became the most talked about title of the 

year, and the hype continued to fester as 

the game's release approached. 

What actually happened 

Most gamers now know not to trust pretty 

graphics, but this was a lesson that had to 

be learned the hard way. In hindsight, it's 

obvious that nothing could look that good 

(and Rise of the Robots certainly looked 

incredible) and simultaneously offer great 

gameplay. Logically, a computer can only 

process so much information, and if it 

spends 99 per cent of its time on the 

Eyewitness testimony 

'We really believed that we could deliver something special. And, of course, people at 

Mirage promoted the game as much as they could - it was their job to try and start a fire. 

But towards the end, the hype really got out of hand. It meant that the game could never 

live up to people's expectations. And, unfortunately, too many people inside the company 

started to believe it. And this, 1 think, affected the eventual outcome.· 

Anonymous source, close to the development team 

'We pipped Donkey Kong Country to the post as the first game to feature playable rendered 

graphics. The press got hOld of this idea and ran away with itself. The hype was amazil g, 

and I think people expected the game to be much more than it ever could be. But I stand by 

it, and althOugh the reviews for the console versions were bloody appalling, the PC reviews 

were very oositive. And I know that the gamers liked it because we had a lot of in-box 

registration cards returned that said very positive things. The lesson here is that console 

and PC gamers are two very different people. 

To criticise something is easy. To praise something is very difficult. You must look at 

Rise of the Robots in context. At the time, there wasn't a PC market, there was no CD-ROM 

graphics, then, inev tably, the gameplay has market, it was all new. I think Rise of the Robots has to be seen as a product of its time.' 

to suffer. However, back in 1994, no-one Peter Jones, managing director, Mirage 

wanted to believe that such high-resolution 'Lies. Damn lies and statistics. This is what journalists were fed during the production of Rise 

visuals came with such a price tag, and ol the Robots by codeshop instinct Design. Whether the team believed what they were 

no-one was expecting the game to fail. saying at the time is arguable. That they singularly failed to deliver on all counts, isn't. 

But how it failed. instinct Design had " l('s weird that the game had an experienced lead coder and a complete novice creating 

claimed that the game would feature 100 the robot graphics. The 3D Studio renders, at least, did look convincirg, but the ·gameplay' 

'rames of animation per robot, with a was a dog of Saint Bernard proportions. A colleagJe of mine almost completed the Amiga 

special keyframe system to ensure fluidity version simply by pushing up/right and holding down the fi re button. So much for Instinct 

of movement. How this metamorphosed Design's promises of "robots that fight... with a very high level of Al." Let's face it, the robots 

into the three frames of movement (robot 

punching/robot kicking/robot doing bugger 

all) featured in the final game is something 

of a mystery. What made the problem 

worse was Mirage's policy of porting the 

game to no less than 13 platforms 

were as thick as shit. Ironically, the coder responsible for overseeing the robot's moves was 

himself a "martial arts expert" Though if he fights like Rise of the Robots I could take him, 

easy. With one hand tied behind my back. 

Also, they were always touting Rise of the Robots as a Street Fighter //-beater. How, I 

always pondered, would they do that using the joystick/single-fire button configuration of 

the PC and Amiga? The answer was, of course, that they couldn't. And they didn't do it in 

(including Game Boy, Game Gear, Jaguar, the sequel either, which was only slightly, marginally better . In much the same way that 

and Master System), most of which were far some bits of the Titanic are slightly, marginally less underwater than others.' 

too underpowered to show off the game's 

one redeeming feature - its graphics. T1ere 

was even a Commodore CD32 version 

developed, which sold, so Mirage claims, 

to more than 45 per cent of the people 

who owned the ill-fated system - which 

only raises the question, 'What is 45 per 

cent of three7 ' 

'It's insulting to hear it being regarded 

as a Street Fighter clone,' stated Mirage's 

woefully-misinformed PR person, prior to 

the game's release. 'This isn't just a Street 

{1 10 

Steve Jarratt, then editor of Edge, given the world's first, exclusive, £ 
'behind the scenes' look at Rise of the Robots 

Rendered graphi cs paved the way for Rise of the Robots, which was miginally to 
feature 100 frames of animation per robot. It ended up with just three moves 

hi 
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Pac-Man 
What was meant to happen 
Atari had acquired the us rights to produce 

a 2600 version of Pac-Man almost by 

accident. (In the late 1970s, upon returning 

to California from Japan with a S 1 million 

deal to produce home versions of all of 

Namco's coin-op titles - quite possibly the 

1 I' p :, 

I 
'I'\ 

1 

What made the situation that much worse was that this took place back in the days 

when the vast majority of American videogame sales were handled by JC Penney and 

Sears, family-oriented chainstores with a far more shopper-friendly return policy than 

any of the specialist outlets of today. Despite interested parties' attempts to quantify the 

number, Atari never actually revealed how many of the seven million Pac-Man cartr idges 

sold were returned for a fu ll refund, but you can be sure that few gamers were backward 

in coming forward . 

l 'I took a look at this bullshit game and told Ray J 
[Kassar, then-president of Atari] that no-one's going 

to want to play it. But he didn't listen to me' 

videogame deal of the decade - Atari's 

licensing representative was fired for 

incompetence). In 1982, with 'Pac-mania' 

sweeping the world, Atari was in the perfect 

position to cash in. It had ten million 2600 

gamers hungry for new software, Pac-Man 

was the hottest coin-op since Space 

Invaders, and the game's success hinged 

on a novel concept, not fancy graphics, so 

it could easily be converted to the primitive 

home system. Money in the bank, then? 

What actually happened 
Even though more than 20 million 2600s 

had been sold in the States, Atari was 

aware that only ten million consoles were 

still in active use - having launched in 1976, 

the 2600's best years were already behind 

it. But this didn't stop Atari from 

manufacturing some 12 million Pac-Man 

cartridges. The theory was that Pac-Man 

would not only sell to each and every 

active 2600 user, but also prompt another 

two million people to go out and buy a 

console. Sales approaching ssoo million 

were confidently assumed to be a ·worst 

case scenario.' 

Apparently, the company was so busy 

calculating its sales figures that at no point 

did it pay attention to the actual business of 

making the game. The end result was the 

single worst coin-op conversion of all time 

and Atari once again managed to steal 

defeat from the jaws of victory. Despite 

notching up sales of seven million cartridges, 

gamers soon realised that 2600 Pac-Man 

was a clunker and stopped buying it. 

) -

Eyewitness testimony 
'(The Pac-Man team( did a lousy job. The story I heard was that marketing came in 

and said, ·we want this in six weeks!" And the programmer said, "Okay, I'll burn the 

midnight oil." (The end result] was terrible.· 

Ed Logg, then-Atari's head game designer 

·1 took a look at this bullshit game and told Ray (Kassar, then-president of Atari] that no-one·s 

going to want to play it. But he didn't listen to me.' 

Frank Ballouz, then-marketing manager of Atari's coin-op division 

'A while after Pac-Man was released, Ms Pac-Man was developed with an 8K ROM by a 

three-man team in six months. The first Pac-Man was developed with a 4K ROM by just 

one man in five months. This 4K ROM was the big problem. My version also included a 

two-player mode and this drastically ate into what little ROM there was. After the release 

of the game, Atari set a new rule that every game needed to have an 8K ROM.· 

'Why wasn't the project allocated better resources? At the time the Pac-Man project 

was started, 8K ROMs weren't available yet. Also, when we started doing the port, 
) 

Pac-Man wasn 't a particularly big game. "Pac-Man fever" hit between the start and the 

finish of the project.' 

·1 have no particular technical regrets when it comes to Pac-Man . I made the best 

decisions I could based on the technology available to me at the time. But six months 

later, if you asked me whether I would have done it differently? I'd say, sure.' 

Todd Frye, programmer of Atari 2600 Pac-Man 

'I remember handing over hard-saved birthday money for this one as a kid. And yes, the 

quality of the game I received and later, the lack of faith 'Next Generation' had in Atari while 

I was editor-in-chief, are undoubtedly connected.' £ 
Neil West, then-editor, Edge's us sister publication, Next Generation 

Pac-Man for the 2600 was supposed to be a sure success, despite the fact that 
the technology was already out of date. Sales of at least $500 million were 
expected. Instead, stores ended up refunding lots of money to unhappy gamers 

, r. ., 
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Didn't lose Atari money In the 

end but did shatter the faith that 
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With total costs estimated at 

more than $125 million and total 

revenues at less than $25 mllllon, 

the great vldeogame crash of 

the ear1y 1980s began here ... 

lfj 2 - • 

ET 
What was meant to happen 
In late 1982, Atari needed help. Although 

more than 20 million Atari 2600 consoles 

had been sold in North America, less than 

half were still in active use, and the 

technology was ageing fast. The vectrex 

and the Colecovision were the cool new 

machines on the block and both offered 

more than the primitive 2600. However, 

Atari had deeper pockets than its 

competitors and could afford to launch 

a bold defence of its market. Steven 

Spielberg's 'ET: The Extra Terrestrial' was 

the biggest phenomenon to hit the us in 

years, and for $25 million. Atari secured 

the rights to produce the game of the 

movie. On October 25, 1982, 'Newsweek' 

heralded the imminent release of ET as 

Atari's 'biggest coup,' and the stage was 

set for the cartridge that would cement 

Atari's dominance of the videogame 

industry and rocket the 2600's appeal 

beyond that of its competitors. 

What actually happened 
The game stank. Anyone who played it 

would probably say it's one of the worst 

games ever created. And it died. 

Following the substandard conversion 

of Pac-Man earlier ,n 1982, many 2600 

gamers had lost faith in Atari and refused to 

buy any more software. Those gamers who 

remained loyal exercised extreme caution 

before parting with their cash and word 

soon spread that ET was even worse than 

Pac-Man. It soon became obvious to 

everyone that Atari would never sell the six 

million cartridges it had manufactured, and 
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prices began to plummet. On December 7, Atari executives announced that they were 

cutting their 1982 revenue forecasts from a whopping 50 per cent increase over 1981 levels 

to a meagre 15 per cent. The business world panicked and, by the end of the day, the price 

of Warner (the owners of Atari) stock dropped almost a third from 52e to 35e. Even Atari 

President Ray Kassar hurriedly unloaded 5,000 of his shares (half an hour before announcing 

the revenue forecast cuts to the public). 

Copies of ET ended up gathering dust in 'less than a dollar' bins across the us, gamers 

'I remember ... turning it on. I fell 
into a hole and couldn't get out. 

I tried again. The same thing 
happened. I went back to the store 

and demanded my money back' 

abandoned the 2600 en masse, and so the legend goes, approximately five million unsold 

cartridges were buried in the New Mexico desert and . The great videogame crash of the 

early 1980s had begun. And if the game that prompted such disaster looked as if it was 

cobbled together by one person in Just six weeks. that's because it was. 

Eyewitness testimony 
·1 asked Steve [Ross. then-president of Warner communications]. "When (lo we have to 

produce this ET game?", and he said for Christmas of 1982. This was the end of July when he 

called me. I said. "Steve, the time it takes to produce a game is at least six months - this is 

impossible" He said. ''Well, you have to do it because I promised Spielberg we'd have it on 

retail shelves for Christmas." So we had literally six weeks to produce a brand new game, 

manufacture it. package it, and market it. It was a disaster.' 

Ray Kassar, then-president of Atari 

'Ray called me up personally. He said, "Howard. we need ET" This was July 23. He said, ·we 

need it by September 1st. Can you do it7" and I said. "Yeah."' 

Howard Scott Warshaw, programmer of ET 

·1 remember buying ET, taking it home, and turning it on. I fell into a hole and couldn't get 

out. 1 tried again. The same thing happened. I went all the way back to the store and 

demanded my money back. I think I bought some comics instead.' 

Trent ward, ex-reviews editor. Next Generation 

·1 have an ET cartridge sitting in my office. It has iive price stickers on it. The first one is 

$49.95. tre last one is 99e. I paid 75~ for it at retail.' £ 
Al Nielsen, ex-buyer for us chain. JC Penney 

The amou nt of time devoted to developing ET (40 days to be exact) showed in 
every single aspect of the game. Spielberg made millions, Atari buried more 
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world cup carnival 
What was meant to happen 
The first officially-licensed World Cup game 

would obviously be a premium title, a cut 

above the pursuing pack of the lesser 

football games. Come June 1986, things 

were going according to plan. world Cup 

fever gripped the nation as England eased 

past Poland 3·0 thanks to a Gary Lineker 

hattrick, and faced Argentina in the quarter 

finals. For US Gold, the game must have 

seemed like a license to print money, 

destined to go straight to number one 

across all formats. What could go wrong? 

What actually happened 

Nothing did go wrong. For us Gold, at 

least. The game duly hit number one and 

was a huge commercial success. Creatively 

and critically, however, it was an 

unmitigated disaster. 

The expensive packaging - glossy video 

case, bundled wallchart and other dubious 

morsels - could not disguise the fact that 

world Cup Carnival was nothing more than 

a slightly re-jigged version of a none-too

special two-year-old game, Artie world Cup. 

However, thanks to their Lineker

fuelled football frenzy, the public blindly 

snapped it up only to repent at their leisure. 

Just as Diego Maradona's 'hand of God' 

destroyed the English's faith in fair play and 

honesty, so US Gold did the same to a 

generation of gamers. 

Eyewitness testimony 

'We commissioned a very expensive cover 

from a biggish name in comic book artwork 

- "something World Cup-ish", we said, "and 

global" - and left tons of space in the last 

section of the magazine for our grand 

review and .. nothing. us Gold went 

strangely quiet. No game, people were hard 

to get on the phone .. it was worrying. 

Finally, on the very last day we could 

write anything and get it in the magazine, it 

arrived. we loaded it. It was utterly dire. Not 

dire in the 'buggy, not ironed out' sense, 

nor dire in the 'tedious, uninvolving, no fun 

to play· sense. It was dire in the 'little men 

running about like ants with no sense of 
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purpose, impossible to play because the ball kept being lost against the background' sense. 

And dire in the 'how will we ever be able to explain to our readers why we put this on the 

cover, they'll never trust us again' sense. 

Everyone at us Gold seemed to have disappeared. so, we did what all magazines do in 

this situation - or used to, anyway - we pretended the glooe on the cover represented 'the 

world of computer football games and did a round-up of every available football title.' 

Graham Taylor, then-editor of 'Sinclair user' 

'First, I must point out that I am not proud of my contribution to world Cup Carnival. For 

something that happened over a decade ago, it is one particular skeleton which keeps being 

taken out of the proverbial closet. But since it has been exposed once again, I will give you 

the facts as they really happened. 

Throughout the early '80s Artie had been a very successful publisher. My maJor 

contribution to the company was writing text adventures. But by the middle of the decade 

the company's fortunes had turned and money was becoming short. It was the summer of 

'86 and world Cup fever was beginning to mount. Out of the blue, we received a telephone 

call from Tim Chaney, then general manager at us Gold. He told us about us Gold's Mexico 

'86 world Cup license. The license was excellent, the packaging was even better. 

Unfortunately, it was only six weeks off and they had been badly let down by another 

developer - there was no code. 

He asked if we could adapt our 1984 football game, Artie world Cup, to fit the license. 

we took the I0b and Geoff Brown (then head of us Gold) drove to Hull in his Testarossa to 

visit us. He explained that since Artie world Cup was well known and had sold very well, it 

would be inconceivable to simply produce the same game with superficial changes. we 

were to add a section that allowed the player to practice penalties and ball skills. 

We managed to finish it all off in the six weeks and were rather proud of ourselves. 

The whole project had been shrouded 1n secrecy and us Gold had not sent out any review 

copies. For days before launch, us Gold staff simply didn't answer the phone. So, the first 

time the magazines got to see the game was once it hit the shelves. There was a furore . And 

by the time the reviews hit, the world Cup was over and the game had achieved huge sales. · 

Revolution's Charles Cecil, then of Artie computing 

'US Gold was effectively selling a ropey, two-year-old budget game for £10, with a cloth 

badge and some stickers. It got crucified in the press. 'Amstrad Action' gave it zero per cent. 

As a footnote, Artie sold the rights for the original game to a budget distributor called 

Geoff's Records who were effectively selling the same game for 99p and they sued us 

Gold/ Artie. In the end, Artie lost pretty much everything they had made from the deal. 

They, in turn took it out on the programmers and we were only paid half of what we 

were originally promised.' 

'PC Format' magazine's Adam Waring, then in-house programmer at Artie£ 

and responsible for the 'enhancements' added to world cup carnival 

I 
I 

Only the adverts on the billboards around the ground changed in the game 
proper in the transition from Artie World Cup to World Cup Carnival 
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Spectrum, Amstrad CPC, 

commodore 64 

We wuz robbed. 
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Derek smart/3000AD 

I .. I 

1989 
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Out now 

111e single most delayed and 

though It's been released, It's 

still questionable as to whether 

It's really complete ... 

commodore Amlga 

how long everyone waited. 
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Battle cruiser 3000AD 
What was meant to happen 
·1 am the greatest programmer in the 
world.' Derek Smart allegedly once bragged 
to a fellow programmer. Smart's aim was 
to produce the 'ult mate computer game: 
an entire artificial universe populated by 
computer-generated life-forms based on 
neural network technology. The game 
would think and learn for itself, respond to 
the player's actions. and offer the most 
realistic gaming experience ever devised. 
Despite the project's extreme level of 
ambition, he, at least, always seemed 
confident that he could pull it off. Battle 
Cruiser 3000AD was conceived in 1989, 

early demonstrations were shown at trade 
shows in 1992, and a release date of April 

On sale before completion, players couldn't get 
past the second mission - even with patches 

Epic 
What was meant to happen 
As the eighties gave way to the nineties, the 
Amiga ruled the roost on the UK software 
scene. Mancunian veterans Ocean - then 
better known for its innumerable movie 
licenses than for anything else - was set to 
redefine what was possible on the Amiga 
wi th the awe-inspiring graphical finesse of 
its space opera, Epic. Debutante DID was 
behind the design of the game that would 
outdo the upstart PC and its then
revolutionary Wing Commander title. 

What actually happened 
Epic was an intro in search of a game. Its 
impressive graphics were not in doubt. The 
big questions were over the gameplay, with 
the chief one being where the hell was it? 

The space shoot 'em up was a financial 
success but its gameplay was fatally flawed 

1993 was announced to the press. But development quickly got bogged down. and the game 
passed by several publishers before reaching stores, courtesy of Tal<e 2. in October 1996. 

What actually happened 
What is certain is that the game crashed constantly, wouldn't play past the second mission. 
and had both gamers and reviewers scratching their heads in confusion . .Patches were 
quickly issued to rectify the problems, but most simply caused further glitches. 'This is the 
first time I ever had to wait for a game's third patch before I could play it long enough to 
decide what was going on: one reviewer lamented. 'This is also the first time I've had to 
wonder if one of my reviews will garner me a lawsuit. as threats seem to fall like rain around 
anybody who says anything untoward about this product in print'. 

subsequent re-releases and patch,es have made the game playable, and Battle Cruiser 
3000 continues to impress/baffle/anger gamers almost 18 months after its initial launch. 
some die-hard fans can't get enough of it. but the maJority of gamers now simply wonder 
what all the fuss was about. 

Eyewitness testimony 
'To some. smart was a perfectionist. working hard to code a groundbreaking piece of 
software. and he would get it right at all costs. no matter what the oelays - a noble figure 
fighting the corporate money men. Or maybe he was a snake oil salesman. promising 
castles built on the clouds to increase his own fame and to milk money from publishers. 
or maybe he was just an average guy with a good idea. who wanted to do it right but 
made promises he couldn't keep. His volatile and quirky personality makes it hard to 
determine the truth.' 
T Liam McDonald, columnist for 'Boot' magazine and observer of th e BC3K project 
Was I insane when I started this? Hell yeah! Because I had to be stark raving nuts to think 
that I could pull this off in 1989 and stick with it for eight years. People call me crazy and say 
1 need therapy, (but] I love being insane because it puts me in a state of mind that allows me 
to not only tap into my own intuition and do what the hell I want. but also to put up with all 
this bullshit that's going on in this industry. It puts me beyond caring what the next person 
thinks. No sane person could have done this. Any sane person would have bailed.' £ 

Dr Derek Smart, creator of Battle cruiser 3000AD 

The basic space shoot ·em up gameplay was none too challenging, making the game 
spectacularly easy to finish. The difficulty level wasn't helped by the fact that a cheat to refill 
all fuel and reload all weapons was clearly identified in the manual and even printed on the 
pilot controls reference card supplied with the game. On the subJect of the manual, it was 
such a shoddy affair that many sections were incomplete - for ·1on', the glossary read, ·a 
particle of fill in later'. (Apparently, the German entry read, 'ein particle von fill in later') . 

Eyewitness testimony 
'Epic was by no means a flop for DID and Ocean. The game did suffer from being delivered 
late and probably didn't live up to the enormous hype it was given. Graphically I suppose you 
could say that the in-game action was overshadowed by the glorious cut-scenes and the 
gameplay could be termed as lfmited. Epic was. however, a financia l success. The same 
can't be said of its follow-up. Inferno. The PC-based space extravaganza suffered from 
awesome slippage due. in the main part. to the game being designed as a disk-based game 
and later being moved onto CD. There seemed to be a delay of almost a year while voice
overs were added. A year in which the backlash of the hype hit the game head-on. The 
combination of delays and flawed gameplay led to DID's biggest failure. Of course, it didn't 
get them down. Winning 'Game of the Year '97' at Milia just shows how they went from 
strength to strength.' 

Anonymous former DID employee 

'The reviewing community had been suspicious for some time about the lack of playable 
preview material on Epic. so no-one was all that surprised when it turned out to be so 
awful. The readers, though, being less cynical, were shocked and dismayed at the game's 
dismal quality and besieged AP with unhappy mail about the game, which we published 
after giving Ocean a right to reply, which it at first accepted but then declined after 
having seen the letters. 

instead. it let us print the letters unchallenged. then sued us for Libel for printing 
quotes from them in which readers offered the opinion that Ocean was a crap company. 

The wags.' 
Stuart Campbell, then of 'Amiga Power' magazine£ 
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Microcosm 
What was meant to happen 
Before enjoying success on PlayStation, 
Psygnosis ushered in the CD-ROM gaming 
era with the Fantastic voyage-cum-After 
Burner game Microcosm. In retrospect, it's 
easy to see what it was trying to do. Prior to 
this, the one thing gamers never had was 
video footage. CD-ROM offered this option, 
so Psygnosis set about delivering it. The big 
problem was in trying to make the video 
interactive. Which, in this case, it wasn't. 

What actually happened 
After a stunning opening sequence, 
Microcosm's gameplay proved to be merely 
a lacklustre shoot ·em up. In a tube. With 
little or no attention paid to gameplay. 

' Microcosm was destined to be a showcase 
for CD-ROM technology. It offered little else 

Fight for life 
What was meant to happen 
Late in 1994, with PlayStation and Saturn 
looming, Atari's Jaguar needed to 
consolidate its head start and grab itself a 
chunk of the next generation console 
marketplace while it could still claim to be 
the most powerful videogame hardware 
available. With Virtua Fighter a certainty for 
Saturn, and emerging screenshots of 
mysterious PlayStation projects Tekken and 
Toshinden, Atari wanted a polygonal fighting 
game, too. Fight for Life was Jaguar's flagship 
project. Fran~ois Yves-Bertrand, fresh from 
Sega AM2's Virtua Fighter team, was hired 
as lead programmer. Excited Jaguar gamers 
eagerly awaited its December 1995 release. 

Fight for Life had its butt deservedly kicked 
by the vast ly superior Tekken and Toshinden 

1 \ I 
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one of the project's artists summed it all up when he said, 'The idea was to get a visual 
feast and tie a game in there somewhere as well.· But with the game play taking a backseat 
from the off, Microcosm never real ly was a game at all. The paltry 400K of game code used 
up a whopping 0.1 per cent of the disc space and consisted of the movie player and a bit of 
collision detection. Rocket science, it wasn't. 

It's easy to see that the Microcosm project was a neat way for Psygnosis to test a new 
format. By putting these experiments in a box and selling it as a game it could generate 
some revenue to help offset the cost of this research. But, of course, someone's always got 
to pay the bill, eventually. And with Microcosm, this unfortunate someone was the gamer. 

Eyewitness testimony 
'When Psygnosis first had the product, it ushered a bunch of journalists into a little room for 
a screening. Duti fully we all sat through the seven-minute intro and were kind of impressed 
in a ·well, you've ripped off 'Blade Runner' and 'Aliens' really badly but managed to squeeze 
it on to a CD-ROM' way. As soon as the in-game stuff started, everyone wandered off. 

When, during Microcosm's development. the lead programmer is quoted as saying: "The 
one thing we've got to be careful of is that we don't just take 600Mb of storage space, bung 
anything on there, and say $#%@ the game," you've got to raise a wry smile, haven't you?' 

Steve Jarratt, then-editor, Edge magazine 
'Despite its obvious gameplay faults and flaws, you have to remember that while developing 
Microcosm, one of the world's first CD-ROM games, we had no-one else's mistakes to learn 
from. Also the hardware platforms we were dealing with - Commodore's ill-fated CDTV and 
C032 machines, and sega CD - obviously hampered its potential. There was also a barrage 
of hype surrounding CD as a format at this time, and people got a little too carried away with 
what they believed the CD-ROM format could deliver. 

'All that said, we don't think Microcosm was the flop it is often perceived to be. It was 
a commercial success for Psygnosis and did, at least, show people that the CD-ROM format, 
while nowhere near perfect yet, could deliver incredible audio/Visual advances. 

Glen O'Connell, Psygnosis 

'Okay, we admit it. Playing Microcosm looked like TV footage of surgery in which one of 
those rectal probes is rammed up someone's arse. Playing it was a similar experience.' £ 

Anonymous Psygnosis employee 

What actually happened 
After suffering many delays, Fight for Life eventually shipped in April of 1996. But by this 
time, PlayStation and Saturn were rapidly eroding Jaguar's tender foothold in the market, 
and it was becoming increasingly obvious that Atari was quite dead. 

And as for the game itself, well, the Atari faithful lauded it as the finest fighting game of 
the decade. But then these were the same people who could look you in the eye and tell you 
that clearly, Club Drive is a superior driving simulator to Oaytona USA. In reality, Fight for Life 
struggled in every area of its execution. And with the team's dismal failure to squeeze 
anything like PlayStation-, or Saturn-quality visuals from Atari's 'technically superior' Jaguar, 
time was up for the hardware. 

Eyewitness testimony 
·1 inherited the project after the first producer left the company. I'm just trying to forget the 
whole nightmare-that's why I asked for my name to be removed from the credits.' 

Anonymous, Fight for Life producer 
'Despite all the delays, production disasters, and the game's limitations, Fight for Life's 
original producer was able to constantly bullshit upper management into believing that the 
game really would redefine the 3D fighting genre. I was once at a meeting in which - on a 
wide-screen TV- it was compared head-to-head with Tekken. In a classic case of management 
"hear no evil, see no evil, speak no evil," Atari executives nodded, smiled, and agreed that 
Fight for Life was a legitimate competitor to Tekken and Toshinden. It was unbelievable.' 

Anonymous, then-Atari employee 
'At the time, Atari was not in good shape. From a financial point of view, the company was 
struggling. From a technical point of view, the Jaguar was outdated before developers could 
really get the hang of it. From the press· point of view, well, Atari wasn't really the cat the 
press was betting on. From a distribution point of view, the Jaguar never really made it. so, 
Atari wasn't really the best place to be. And sure, Fight for Life wasn't a Virtua Fighter or a 
Tekken, but then the Jaguar wasn't a PlayStation either. And I know most gamers were 
happy that some developers were spending time trying to do what they could.' £ 

Fran~ois Yves-Bertrand, lead programmer of Fight for Life 
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PC, Sega CD, FM Towns 

Psygnosls 

In-house 

I . . t It 

Early 1993 

•-

1994 

The excitement and hope 

surrounding the Introduction 

of CD-ROMs, rests on one game 

- with disastrous results. 

Jaguar 

1 

final nail In the Jaguar and Atari's 

coffin - at best, It was the wreath. 
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Testscreen 

Gameview 

Corrosive Software's 
Mark Neesam casts 
a critical eye over 
FFVII, and finds it 
lacking very little .. 

Mark Neesam is an artist 

with game startup 
corrosive software. The 
company's first project 

is Assault Korps, an 
isometric strategy game, 
and can be seen on p58. 

Members of the 
development community 
are invited to email 
Gameview submissions to 

edge@futurenet .co. uk 
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The definitive monthly assessment of the world's latest videogames 

Final Fantasy VII 
11:":11 o create Final Fantasy VII, it seems to me, Square 
U took a manga-style fantasy plot. bolted a fairly 
simple role-playing game engine to it, and then spent 
two years throwing the kitchen sink at it. It is an 
amalgamation of so many disparate ideas, game types 
and graphical and musical styles that it probably 
shouldn't hang together as a single entity, but does so, 
and manages to be a truly superb game into the bargain. 

The plot is a real belter (albeit completely bonkers 
in that special way that the Japanese are so good at). 
The game itself is completely linear, though, giving the 
player no opportunities to deviate from the main story 
at all. Although this is restrictive, Final Fantasy gets 
away with it admirably most of the time, providing a 
whole host of distractions and sub-quests to amuse 
and entertain. However, my characters decided to do 
things that I didn't want them to, thus shattering the 
illusion that I was in control of their destiny. 

The core RPG is hugely varied and contains many 
puzzles - cleverly, the easier ones are essential to 
further the plot. while the trickier ones yield the groovy 
bonus items. The excellent combat system really 
makes this game stand out, especially the inspired 

implementation of magic that allows an unrivalled 
degree of experimentation. The fighting can become 
a tad tedious, but the game copes very well, providing 
magic to ward off creatures, and items that let you 
duck out of unwanted fights. Interspersed with this 
typical RPG fare are a multitude of sub-games, ranging 
from strategy games to snowboarding and submarine 
hunts, to giant chocobo racing. These are generally 
excellent, and in a stroke of genius, the best of these 
feature as arcade machines in the casino location, so 
they can be played as often as you want to. 

The graphics vary in quality, from awesome to 
merely excellent. Admittedly, there are ropey bits, but 
that's understandable in a game of this scope. The 
magical effects used in the fight sequences are simply 
breathtaking, however, though this does sometimes 
make them too long to sit through repeatedly. The FMV 

sequences deserve a mention too. I'm not a fan of 
FMV usually, but Square has seamlessly integrated a 
multitude of gorgeous sequences into its game, using 
them to further the plot. 

FFV/1 is absolutely superb - an epic, a classic and a 
milestone game all in one. I love it. 

Mark Neesam enjoys FFVll's interactive, RPG-styled gameplay (left and middle), and the varied 
sub-plots on offer include strategy games, submarine hunts and even chocobo racing (right) 

Videogames on the Edge 

Th e games - old, new, whateve r - that have grabbed Edge 's attenti on this month 

Colin McRae Rally 1oao· snowboarding Bubble Bubble Xi 
(Codemasters) (Nintendo) (Acclaim) (SCEI) 
A new version of the TOCA The Al may leave a little Two-player gaming at ,ts Another potential member 
creator's off-road racer to be desired, but nothing hectic best. PlayStat1on for SCEl's ever-increasing 
has arrived, to the sound comes close to skimming owners in need of light collection of highly original 
of Ed ge's work screeching down 7080°'s time trial relief (and an education in titles. Edge hasn't stopped 
to a halt. As they say, first courses. Snowboarders 2D gaming) need look no playing the Tokyo Game 
impressions last.. need never get cold again. fu rther. Cute and classic. Show demo version yet. 
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Tekken 3 

Law demonstrates to Panda why he remains one of the most popular fighters in the game. Facial and clothing 
detail is several rungs above that in Tekken 2, while Namco has made significant advances in its motion capture 

m t the dawn of the 32bit console age there were 
few reasons more compelling to buy a new 
machine than Sega's Virtua Fighter and Namco's 

riposte - Tekken. After the long dominance of Capcom's 
Street Fighter series on the Mega Drive and SNES, fighting 
game fans had the luxury of picking between two titles 
that not only utilised 3D technology, but were also of 
outstanding quality. Three years later the Saturn is all but 
deceased, and Virtua Fighter 3 may never see a home 
format release. Meanwhile, Namco's beat 'em up has now 
reached its third Playstation incarnation, packed with 
additional gameplay features designed to augment the 

already unbeatable play experience. 
By setting this new installment two decades after 

Tekken 2, Namco has given its designers the chance to 
start over with the characters, although some past 
favourites (or their similarly skilled children) have made an 
appearance. Thankfully, it elected not to tamper with the 
easily understood 'one button, one limb' control system. 

While it was expected that Tekken 3 would be a 
significant step-on from the previous game in the series, 
quite how much the development team has achieved 
doesn't become apparent until play commences. Though 
the game has been available as a coin-op title for some 

The first half of the standard Tekken :J line-up includes (left to right); Jin, Law, Lei, Hwoarang and Paul. While 
some are carried over from earlier versions of the game, all of their move lists have been revised and refined I Format: Playstation Publisher: Namco Developer: In-house Price: ¥5,800 (£30) Release: out now (Japan) 
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New character Mokujin (top) is a wooden training 
dummy who varies his fighting style every game 

time, in that form only the wealthiest players will have 
discovered all of Tekken 3's secrets. The videogames 
industry has misappropriated the term 'arcade perfect' 
too many times for it to have any real meaning, but 
Namco's game comes very close to deserving that tag. 
Animation is nqt simply smooth but incredibly detailed, 
with motion capture used extensively to bring the fighters 
to life. Watching the Bruce Lee-replicant, Law bounce 
tensely around the arena, shifting his weight from foot to 
foot is a sight and joy to behold in itself. Other 

TEST 

Powerful, solid-feeling characters and reassuringly accurate collision detection ensure that Tekken 
J's extended acrobatic sequences are often spectacular and always damaging to one or both players 

protagonists, including newcomers such as the 
breakdancing Eddy, have received an equal amount of 
attention to their movements. 

The motion capture is aided and abetted by an 
increase in the number of polygons used to mould each 
fighter. Playing Tekken 2 back-to-back with 3 provides 
ample evidence of the advances made in the game's 
graphics - without the assistance of a hardware add-on 
that had been mooted during the game's gestation. 
Characters as depicted in the second iteration - ones that 
seemed, at the time, to represent the peak of the 
Playstation·s abilities - seem blocky and lifeless in 
comparison to those in the third. Additional lighting 
effects are also employed throughout to spice up the 
action, although the chief beneficiary of these is 
Yoshimitsu, now equipped with a glowing sword. 

Namco's musicians have also been given ample 
opportunity to demonstrate their talents. Few titles 
stream such suitable tunes so seamlessly into the action, 
and even fewer can claim their music as bespoke. ► 

Namco has thankfully retained 
its onscreen lists of attack moves 

(Left to right) King, Yoshimitsu, Nina, Eddy and Xiaoyu make up the last five of the initial characters. Of these, 
Eddy is the simplest for newcomers to learn, as hammering away on the kick buttons should ensure success 
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'Tekken Ball' is karate crossed with 
volleyball (top), while the 'Tekken 
Force' sub-game (middle, bottom) is 
similar to Capcom's Final Fight, 
scrolling from left to right as the 
player struggles against hordes of 
opponents. After completing it four 
times, a secret character (from the 
medical profession) is revealed .. . 

Sadly, screenshots can't convey Tekken J's fantastic 
background music - or its crunching sound effects 

◄ A comparison of the two titles also reveals the 
progress made with Tekken·s Al routines. On harder 
difficulty settings in one-player mode, opponents will 
adapt to, predict and shrug off repeated use of a single 
move with alarming ease. Increasingly unpredictable 
opponents are clearly the way forward for fighting games, 
within reasonable limits: a real fighter would be 
unbeatable if he could predict his opponent's next move. 

The differences between the 22 characters that Edge 
has discovered are far more. marked than in Tekken 2. 
Although many of the ·new· additions are simply 
developments of past favourites. a great deal of effort has 
clearly been expended by the developers to ensure that 
the balance between fighters· skills is even. Each of the 
combatants is now a strong character is its own right, 
with only the aforementioned Eddy favouring a 'press-all
the-buttons-and-see· approach. 
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Bryan and Tiger (Eddy in a different guise) caught 
in balletic combat Sheer poetry in motion 

Those familiar with the Tekken·s patterns and moves 
will probably find this third interpretation less of a 
challenge than a player fresh to the fray. In order to offer 
its die-hard followers a fresh element, Namco has given 
both the initial selection of characters, and those that 
appear as 'prizes·. a major overhaul. Whi le familiar basic 
attacks maintain the same key combinations, others -
most notably throws - have been made less accessible. 
As a result, even the most experienced fans wi ll need to 

As in previous Tekken games, defeating the final boss reveals some hidden characters. Many of these are now 
strong fighters in their own right. Heihachi, Bryan, Anna, Gun Jack and Ogre (left to right) are the first five ... 
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re-learn some of the movements, which is no bad thing. 
The simple hits that could be performed after opponents 
had been knocked down have also been purged; there are 
assaults that can be employed against prone foes, but 
these are now harder to access. A greater emphasis on 
juggles (where repeated strikes can keep adversaries 
airborne and defenceless) is also noticeable throughout 
the game, with new attacks included to assist their use. 

Away from technical gameplay aspects, newcomers 
to the Tekken cu lt wi ll find a game that remains one of the 
most accessible beat 'em ups ever devised. Its extensive 
practice modes enable players to rehearse more 
complicated moves at their leisure, with the majority of 
each character's attacks listed in an easily unfurled sub
menu. Additionally, Namco's developers have included 
an all-encompassing selection of play modes, covering 
everything from standard 'Arcade', 'Time Attack', 
'Survival' and 'Versus' settings to the more oblique 'Team 
Battle' and 'Tekken Force·. This last option is a sub-game 
that requires the player to battle along a sideways 

TEST 

By tapping the D-pad up or down, the characters can be moved in or out of the screen, It's a 
welcome addition, and one that experienced Tekken players will find freshens up the gameplay 

scrolling play area, defeating hordes of shadowy foes, 
much like the seminal Double Dragon. As a bonus, 
completing a certain amount of the Arcade mode reveals 
an additional Tekken Ball' game, which is essentially 
volleyball crossed with karate - and very enjoyable. 

With Metal Gear Solid on its way, Gran Turismo 
imminent in Europe, and now Tekken 3, 1998 looks set 
to be a golden year for the Playstation. With Tekken 3, 
Namco has left its competitors an imposing target to beat; 
the new play modes, advances in Al and character design 
made in development are far more significant than those 
in the second iteration of the series. Edge's only - slight -
reservation is that those who have played Tekken 2 to the 
point of exhausting all enthusiasm for the game may not 
find this new version initially appealing. Those prodigal 
sons should persevere, as even a short sequence of 
bouts will bring the reward of instant addiction. £ 
Make no mistake, the master has returned. 

Edge rating : 

Nine out of ten 

The polygon backdrops of arcade 
Tekken J have not survived the 
translation to PlayStation, In their 
place, large bitmaps are scaled and 
skewed as the camera pans about, 
similar in effect to QuickTimeVR. 
It's a worthy substitution, however 

,,,while Panda, the diminutive Con, Tiger, Mokujin and Julia 'almost' complete the collection. Most of the 
protagonists have duplicate outfits, selected by pressing alternative buttons on the selection screen 
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Motorhead 

Although at times the backgrounds can be rather sparse, and tend to block in rather late, Motorhead creates a suitably futuristic atmosphere with a 
chemical-red skyline and smog-green lighting. However, some circuits, like Olympos (bottom, far right), buck the trend with glorious sunshine 

The splitscreen option (top) 
compares well with the one-player 
game in both visuals and speed 

rn ecently, there has been a shift amongst driving 
game designers, away from arcade racers and 
toward accurate sims like TOCA and Gran 

Turismo. Motorhead on the other hand, has taken a 
swaggering step in the opposite direction. 

The first hint is the setting. Motorhead takes place 
in a hazy near future where drivers compete in the 
Transatlantic Speed League - a ficti tious organisation 
arranging meets everywhere from industrial docklands to 
Greek vi llages and city streets. Indeed, one of the game's 
finest features is this sheer variety and imaginative detail. 
Ruhrstadt, for example, has drivers racing through an 
empty underground car park, Olympos goes for a 
Mediterranean plaza and Neocity features a huge San 
Francisco-style drop through the steep urban streets. 

on top of this, each of the circuits is riddled with 
chicanes and roadblocks to keep players in constant, 
frantic concentration. Hit a concrete traffic island, or a 
row of bollards, and by the time you get back into the 
race you'll be in last place for certain. This is the first of 
the game's controversial eccentricities; players who want 
to be challenged more by the tracks than by other cars 
will find Motorhead a breath of fresh carbon monoxide. 
Sim fans, however, are likely to be enraged by obstacles 
littering the courses. 

Those coming to this game after Gran Turismo may 
also be disappointed by the limited range of the single
player game. Here, entrants start at the bottom of league 
division three with three cars to chose from and two 
courses - the aim is to progress through to division one, 
thereby opening all eight circuits and ten cars. Although 
these tracks are well-designed, it's a far cry from Gran 
Turismo 's 21 offerings. 

But not everyone wants the intricate depth and long 
learning curve of SCE's masterpiece. some want to just 
blast through a few stimulating tracks - an experience 

Motorhead provides. The handling is skittish and exciting, 
especially with cars that substitute grip for acceleration 
and speed (each vehicle offers a different combination of 
all three attributes). There is also an incredible S0fps 
option, which halves the amount of competitors rather 
than comprising on visual detail. 

Motorhead, then, is something of an enigma, existing 
somewhere between Wipeout and Ridge Racer. At times 
it's infuriatingly difficult, with opponents constantly 
zooming off into the distance, despite claimed realistic Al. 
It can also prove more effective to accelerate and slam 
round corners than try and take them with skilful driving. 
However, the game is addictive - and opponents do make 
mistakes from time to time. Digital Illusions has made 
many compromises in the name of instant playability £ 
- some have failed, many have worked brilliantly. 

Edge rating : 

seven out of ten 

The car models are a touch lacklustre, borrowing 
heavily from the Lamborghini school of design 
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Dead or Alive 

jhg gkjg oiyug lk jkj glk the caption for this thing jhg gkjg 
oiyug lk jkj glk the caption for this thing fdsfdfsfsfsfdsfdsf 

G] aving declined the opportunity to sign Dead or 
Alive at the end of 1997, the current occupants 
of 266-270 Gunnersbury Avenue have yet 

another reason to kick themselves. Takara's Playstation 
conversion of this moderately successful Model 2-
powered fighter is not only better that its Saturn 
equivalent, it's also a confirmed fixture on Sony Europe's 
1998 release schedule. 

Dead or Alive is moderately unique as a Playstation 
beat 'em up in that it utilises a control method not 
dissimilar to the Virtua Fighter games. While other 'me 
too' brawls on Sony's machine plagiarise Namco's 
Tekken, DOA uses Sega's standard of solitary kick and 
punch buttons, but with a novel addition - a 'counter
attack' command. This allows players to halt opponent's 
moves in mid-flow with a sol itary tap of a joypad, before 
launching their own immediate ripostes 

With certain blows capable of draining a third of a 
competi tor's energy bar, the counter attack is no mere 
gimmick. As Dead or Alive's pace is, without exception, 
frenetic, players who favour a more defensive style of 
play will soon fall foul of over-reliance on basic blocking. 
Street Fighter and Tekken adepts in particular will find 
DOA's attack-oriented gameplay difficult to get to grips 

jhg gkjg oiyug lk jkj glk the caption for this thing 
jhg gkjg oiyug lk jkj glk the caption for this thing 
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this thing fdsfdfsfsfsfdsfdsfkjhkjh j kj jhjhhj hhkhhkj hkjhkjhkhjh sddsadasddadasdsaduza 

with. 
As if its well-measured gameplay were not enough to 

intrigue Playstation owners, Dead or Alive can also claim 
to be the fastest fighting game on any current format. 
Running in high-resat 60fps, DOA makes its 32bit 
contemporaries - including its Saturn equivalent - appear 
ponderous and laboured by comparison But th is pace is 
maintained through the sad but perhaps necessary 
compromise of simplified backdrops and precious little in 
the way of arena furniture. 

Sadly, Takara cheapen Dead or Alive's PlayStation 
debut by recreating the decidedly dubious 'breast 
animation' of the arcade and Saturn versions. The 
slightest movement by a female character causes her 
bosom to move in an exaggerated, gravity-defying 
manner. It's this feature that many will come to regard, 
mistakenly, as DOA's key selling point. Edge is far from 
prude, but finds this feature decidedly out of context - the 
beat 'em up genre seems hardly the place for Russ 
Meyer-style mammary fixations. 

Although its remarkable speed and relentless action 
may not appeal to all, Dead or Al ive could conceivably 
enjoy a reasonable amount of success where others wi ll 
fail in coming months. Tekken 3 is, quite understandably, 
the title all gamers want to play, but Takara's offering 
should prove sufficiently different and accompl ished to 
entice buyers. 

£ 
Edge rating: 

Eight out of ten 

jhg gkjg oiyug lk jkj glk the caption 
for this thing jhg gkjg oiyug lk jkj 

Format: Saturn Publisher: sega Developer AM2 Price: ¥ S, 800 (£30) Release: out now (USA) 
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Bushido Blade 2 

Bushido Blade 2's first person mode is interesting, but is ultimately little more than a novel 
diversion in gameplay terms. But, as the above picture attests, it lends itself to spectacular views 

Much posturing and posing 
accompanies Blade 2's story (top) 

T 
he original Bushido Blade was, though flawed, 
one of the most conceptually exciting beat ·em 
up releases since the debut of Virtua Fighter. 

A game that eschewed the standard of energy bars and 
introduced the idea of honour and ethics into its genre, 
Blade's weapon-based combat was a far cry from the 
Tekken-inspired bladework of soul Edge. But while 
inspirational in terms of design, SquareSoft's visionary 
work was marred by poor execution and stilted, almost 
turn-based gameplay. 

Bushido Blade 2, by contrast, is a flowing, assured 
combat game. At a glance, it appears a minor update 
of the first game, with arbitrary aesthetic and casting 
alterations making it a title for the beat ·em up completist, 
and little more. The truth, however, is rather more 
satisfying: Bushido Blade 2 is the title its predecessor 
should have been. 

Blade's storyline - developed in its Decisive Battle 
Room - focuses on the conflict between two warring 
families. The battle between the sue and Kagami 
dynasties begins with each side boasting three 
cha racters. The manner in wh ich other fighters can 
be acquired, however, is somewhat unique. 

In the Decisive Battle mode, players encounter not 
only opposition warriors, but characters from their own 
family. These individuals then become the 'main' 
character for a particular location. Should these 
newcomers survive the resulting combat (taking it as 
read that, subsequently, the player continues and 
completes the quest), they later appear on the character 
select screen . 

The Decisive Battle mode takes place on a number of 
locations on a map that details the lands separating the 
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Sue and Kagami. Each character has an individual route, 
although certain areas are visited by others. on arrival 
at a new location, players are invariably pitted against 
generic, 'stock' fighters . These identical assailants are 
quite obviously a compromise Square felt compelled to 
make in order to avoid excessive disc access. Only after 
these are dispatched does the battle proper begin - a 
fight to the death with a member of the rival family. 

While the 'block' move common to all beat ·em ups 
is considered by many as prerequisite, SquareSoft has 
discarded the function for Bushido Blade 2. Opponent's 
attacks are now blocked with the player's own assaults 
and counter-assaults. The success of each parry is 
indicated by an appropriate visual effect A white flash 
denotes the striking of weapons (or a weapon hitting a 
sol id object), a blue flash signifies a solid, successful 
block. A green effect, though, indicates a weak attack, 
with the player in question consequently suffering a 
momentary lack oi balance. 

Although one clean strike ends a battle, it's possible 
to inflict and receive minor bodily damage. A hit on the 
torso reduces attack and defence speed; a blow to either 
leg hinders movement. Most devastating of all, though, 
is damage to the left hand. This removes the player's 
ability to make attacks with ·secondary' weapons, and 
reduces their offensive repertoire. Cruel and calculating 

Format: Playstation Publisher: squaresoft Developer: In-house Price: ¥5,800 (£30) Release: out now (Japan) 
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Encounters between family members are the most exciting 
battles, especially when the rival faced is more powerful 

Bushido Blade 2 zealots could, therefore, confidently 
inflict minor damage (indicated by an orange flare) 
before dispatching their disheartened and almost 
defenceless assailants with an elaborate strike. 

The lessening of abilities with non-fatal wounds gives 
Bushido Blade 2's combat a definite air of authenticity. 
Few beat 'em ups could reproduce or evoke a similar 
sense of desperation in players when, badly injured, they 
attempt to block relentless attacks from a stronger 
opponent. Conversely, it's not uncommon to feel a 
modicum of genuine 'respect' for a CPU-controlled 
assailant who, despite serious wounds, continues to fend 
off well-structured assaults. 

As with its predecessor, Bushido Blade 2 offers 
players a selection of weaponry to choose from . A 
favourite with many will be the Katana, its light weight 
and speed lending itself to a spectacular brand of fencing. 
The sub-test of facing opponents with different weaponry 
makes Blade a difficult game to master. How, for 
example, would a player armed with a slow but powerful 
Nodachi blade attempt to beat an assailant armed with a 
Naginata7 The latter, possessing a long range weapon 
(it's not entirely dissimilar to a 'pike') could be seen to 
have a considerable advantage. It's in these instances 
that secondary weaponry can be put to use. Kaun 's iron 
club, for example, could be thrown, creating an opening 
for a main attack. 

It's the sheer depth of Bushido Blade 2's combat that 
makes it an appealing one-player game, but its 
multiplayer option is of an equally high standard. Joining 
the basic 'side view' is a unique first person option In 

Kaun stalks away from victory after slamming his 
blade into the ground - one of many such cut scenes 

TEST 

Though rather eclipsed by its surprisingly bloodthirsty intro sequence, Bushido Blade 2' s 
in-game gore accentuates the power of the connecting blow, accompanied by 'ripping' SFX 

two-player battles, there is also the option to fight on 
separate Playstations via a link cable. Bushido Blade 2's 
player vs player battles can last for far longer than the 
average beat 'em up bout, with both fighters searching 
for a weakness in their rival's defence. A fight between 
two competent players is a sight to behold; feints within 
fein ts add surprising complexity. 

Bushido Blade 2 is a highly intricate gamer's beat 'em 
up The delicacies involved in many of its combat 
situations will be lost on the casual player raised, as it 
were, on the comparatively straightforward action of 
Tekken 2, soul Blade et al. It's also hardly the most 
visual ly accomplished of PlayStation games. While its 
characters are well -an imated and designed, the battle 
arenas are often simplistic, their furniture decidedly 
spartan. Its quest mode is also hamstrung by regular disc 
access which, given Square's defection from the Nintendo 
fold, is somewhat ironic - Blade 2 would perhaps be best 
suited to a cartridge-based format 

Ultimately, this second outing is not a significant step 
forward from its predecessor, merely an accompl ished 
update that addresses the original's most significant 
flaws. It's an engrossing and eminently more playable 
game, but it remains to be seen whether or not 
Squaresoft's take on the beat 'em up will be regarded, 
in time, as the catalyst for a fascinating sub-genre, £ 
or as an evolutionary dead end. 

Edge rating: 

Eight out of ten 

The Sue family's final adversary 
(left) is a heavily armoured warrior 
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Need for Speed 3 

Every car featured is a faithful reproduction of its real life counterpart and boasts a commendable 
level of detail. The design of the tracks improves as they get longer, further into the game (above) 

NFSJ's courses can be mirrored and 
inversed for a healthy variety. Civilian 
traffic on the circuits is selectable, 
and adds an extra challenge element 

m riginally a killer app for the flagging 3D0 system 
(E16). EA's Need for speed series has since 
enjoyed mass-ma rket exposure on the 

Playstation and PC - seemingly at the expense of 
everything that made the original game so enjoyable. 
This latest version marks an improvement, however. 

Presentation is taken care of with EA's usual finesse 
in this field, and the initially daunting number of options 
are clearly presented by a series of menus. Indeed, 
players can choose to practice (complete with 
customisable tutorial mode), single and knockout races, 
tournament or hot pursuit The latter proves particularly 
enjoyable, as drivers must race an opponent or go it 
alone along one of the game's tracks while constantly 
trying to evade the patrolling police vehicles. This caQ 
be more difficult than anticipated, as patrol cars will 
initially attempt to ram players off the road and then 
begin to organise a more elaborate strategy such as 
setting up road blocks. 

The CPU-controlled opponents are no friendlier, 
however. Not only will they bump their way past. 
but they seem intent on blocking any kind of 
potential overtaking manoeuvres by swerving across 
the track, positioning their car right in front of the 
player's headlights. 

Initially only four tracks are available, yet success 
in the tournament mode will open the remaining six 
circuits as well as offering a wider choice of vehicles. 
A nice feature is the ability to choose any of the 
available cars before a race, therefore allowing 
players to best match their chosen vehicle to the track 
they're about to compete in. Furthermore, it's possible 
to customise a wide range of the vehicle's facets : gear 
ratios. brake balance, suspension stiffness, 
aerodynamics, and tyre choice among others. While 
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Some courses have impressive segments (top) 
which aren't necessarily as realistic as others 

the physics models aren't as complex as those found 
in Gran Turismo, the vehicles differ substantia lly from 
each other and also react accordingly to the road 
surface. This is particularly noticeable in simulation 
mode, but the more forgiving arcade option is still fairly 
engaging, and offers its share of enjoyable moments. 
Unlike GT though, the other cars on the road have 
retained some of their weightlessness from previous 
Playstation versions, consequently fa iling to convince the 
player of any realistic dynamics at work. 

Yet, there are several enjoyable features in NFS3. 
Graphically, the game's throwing an impressive amount 
of polygons at an equally impressive speed and aspects 
such as dynamic lighting (particularly during night-time 
police chases, and lightning in stormy conditions), 
reflection effects and more detailed cars add to the 
overall graphic quality. 

The tracks, too, boast good design and eventually 
open up into longer versions of their original 
incarnations. Sadly, EA has preferred to stick to the 
idea of closed circuits which was first introduced in the 
PC conversion of Need for Speed, rather than having 
kept the open road · A to B' segments of the 3D0 title 
which provided players with a real sense of progression 
and satisfaction. 

Ultimately, NFS3 doesn't manage to regain the 
'rawness· of the first instalment, remaining a fun title 
that wi ll undoubtedly gain admirers at the £ 
expense of most racing aficionados. 

Edge rating : 

Seven out of ten 

Format: Playstation Publisher: EA Developer: In-house Price: £40 Release: out now 
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Interstate '76: 
Nitro Riders 
When Activision's funk-fueled car wars 
game Interstate '76 first shimmied its 
way onto the PC, the retro styling not 
only set it apart from the mostly sci-fi 
orientated 3D titles out there, it also 
gave the developers the ideal excuse 
for serving up outdated visuals. The 
flat-shaded, textureless look was all 
part of that '70s style, a clever way 
of presenting the 'Dukes Of Hazzard'
meets-Tarantino carnage - or so it was 
claimed, for this standalone semi-sequel 
offers a 3D engine capable of generating 
a far more detailed view of the world of 
flares and muscle cars. It seems 
Activision was just biding its time all 
along, waiting for hardware 
accelerators to gain popularity. 

Nitro Riders succeeds as well as any 
new edition can, and not just because 
of the improved visuals. Here is a game 
that works as a standalone title, 
featuring 20 new single-player missions 
and 25 multiplayer melee arenas, but 
will also work in conjunction with the 
original game to upgrade its ageing 
code. It also helps that the basic 
concept was so outstanding in the first 
place. Fitting vehicles out with heavy 
artillery then taking them into battle, be 
it in the plot-driven missions or the 
melee mode, is still a uniquely and 
hugely appealing idea. And with 
Internet play now far more widespread , 
playing Nitro Riders may well become 
one of the most popular online £ 
pastimes around . 

Ed ge ra tin g: 

Eight out of ten 

Format PC Pubhsher Activision Developer ln•hou se 
Price: £20 Release: out now 

Dark Reign: 
Rise of the 
Shadowhand 
Although lacking the visual appeal of 

GT lnteractive's competitor Toto/ 

Annihilation, Dark Reign remains the 

most technically advanced real-time 

strategy game for the PC. No other 

real-timer has managed to offer as 

much depth and such a fine level of 

control over each individual unit. 

Now, for those dedicated players who 

have completed the game, comes 

Rise of the Shodowhond, the first 

Dark Reign expansion disc, which 

builds on the background story and 

plot of the original game. 

Shadowhand is a comprehensive 

set of additions to Dork Reign. A new 

mini-campaign offers 14 missions 

and two new armies, the Imperial 

Shadowhand and the Freedom Guard 

Xenite. Between them, these groups 

feature over a dozen new units, 

including a variety of alien organisms. 

The multiplayer side of the game 

has also been expanded. There are 

four new maps, fresh options allowing 

eight-player Internet play with all 

armies and units, and cooperative 

missions that allow players to fight 

against a computer opponent. 

R,:se of the Shadawhand also 

adds an interesting feature to the 

gameplay of Dork Reign by allowing 

players to shape the battlefield with 

units that can build roads and create 

artificial swamplands. Clever use of 

these units can have a great effect on 

the course of a battle, especially in 

multiplayer games. 

Throw all this together with a 

selection of new movies and an 

enhanced game editor that allows for 

the creation of multiplayer campaigns, 

and the result is a very impressive 

expansion to an already impressive 

game. If only all add-on disks £ 
were this comprehensive. 

Edge ratin g: 

Eight out of ten 

Format. PC Publisher: Activision 
Developer In-house Price· £2D 
Release· Out now 

TEST 

Alundra 
Psygnosis's PR, for its recently acquired Japanese roleplayer, would have you 
be lieve that its heritage lies in Nintendo's classic Zelda series. But although 
that may be technically true, Alundra owes far more to the many 16bit tit les, 
like Qu in tet's soul Blazer and illusion of Time on the SNES or Story of Thor on 
the MegaDrive and Saturn, that came after Link's exemplary outings. 

Alundra is a stri ctly-by- the-book action RPG. Although it boasts some 
nicely detailed hand-drawn graphics, a decent twist in the story (the 
dungeons the hero encounters are actually nightmares he has the ab il ity to 
enter) and an accomplished soundtrack (should the player's tastes run to 
Japanese progressive pop, that is). the game's plusses are more than offset 
by the laborious back-and-forth nature of the puzzles that make up the bulk 
of the action. Add a main character whose movement is restricted to 
nothing more than a brisk jog and a distinct lack of save points, and it's all 
too easy to f ind yourse lf repeating the same 20 minutes of 'find the 
switches' ti me and time aga in . Alundra's fate as an average example of this 
style of game is final ly sea led by its 'surf dude' translation by those masters 
of the fl ippant, us company Work ing Designs. 

Always competent but never sparkl ing, Alundra is a tit le new RPG fans 
wooed by Final Fantasy VII should approach with caution, wh ile old hands 
would do better to dig their SNES's out of the cupboard and track 
down the UK release of Quintet's far superior Terranigma. 

Ed ge rating: 

£ 

Six out of ten 

Format: PlayStation Publisher Psy gnosis Developer Climax Price: £40 Release: Out now 
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◄ Wetrix 
Although comparisons with a certain 
Russian-designed videogame are 
perhaps inevitable, Wetrix owes less to 
Alexey Pajitnov's timeless Tetris than 
to its flawed sequel Weltris. But if 
developer zed Two's inspiration is 
apparent, so is the quality of its 
reiteration of a popular concept . 

Play begins with an isometric
perspective flat area, with objects 
descending from above. The first task is 
to build a perimeter wall with a supply 
of uppers, which raise the affected area 
by one level. Other devices soon begin 
to appear; downers have the opposite 
effect to uppers, while bombs blow 
holes in the landscape. 

Wetrix's focus is on containing 
water, falling both as steady rain and 
through dedicated icons. If this flows 
out through gaps, a gauge to the right 
of the display will begin to fill , its peak 
representing the end of that session . To 
prevent gamers from merely building 
huge walls, an Earthquake Meter 
increases with each upper placed . If this 
reaches maximum, a carefully-built 
landscape can be devastated . 

once potential drainage points are 
blocked, there are further ways to score 
more points. Indeed, Wetrix is almost 
entirely score-oriented, bar a two-player 
competitive mode where success is 
judged by survival. While most puzzle 
games start on easy levels, players here 
will find themselves at the high score 
screen with no idea of how the game 
ended, such is the game's unforgiving 
nature. The start speed of descending 
objects is comparable to that of, say, 
level eight of Tetris . wetrix is a puzzle 
game for those who appreciate a 
challenge, and that could well exclude 
the likes of casual players seeking £ 
an update of Pajitnov's classic. 

Ed ge rat in g: 

seven out of ten 

Format: N64 Publ1stler: ocean Developer: Zed Two 
Price: £50 Release: May 

oeathtrap 
Dungeon 
Developed under the watchful eye of 

author Ian Livingstone, Deothtrap 

Dungeon is the fi rst computer game 

to be based on one of the Fighting 
Fantasy seri es of gamebooks that 

enjoyed a brief wave of popularity in 

the '80s. As in the book on which it's 

based, the game casts you as a 

wandering hero attempting to reach 

the end of a deadly underground 

labyrinth and defeat the ancient 

dragon that lives there. 

Deathtrap Dungeon is a 3D 

arcade adventure; the character is 

viewed from a third-person 

perspective and must progress 

through a series of increasingly 

diff icul t levels, ki ll ing monsters, 

solving puzzles and avoid ing traps. 

Along the way the player will collect a 

variety of different weapons, spells, 

and other power·ups to help the 

hazards ahead. 

Comparisons between Deathtrap 

Dungeon and the Tomb Roider 

games are inevitable: they share the 

same basic structure and publisher. 

Deathtrap Dungeon can't match 

Tomb Raider 2's visual appeal; 

although the background graphics are 

good, the main characters and 

monsters vary from impressive to 

pathetic, and all lack the smoothness 

and animation of Miss Croft's latest 

outing. On the other hand, Deothtrop 

Dungeon's leve l design is very good, 

and it makes much better use of 

camera angles, giving the game a 

cinematic feel which goes a long way 

towards making up for its lower

quality graphics. 

Deathtrap Dungeon isn't going 

to seriously cha llenge Tomb Roider 

2's dominance of this genre, but it is 

a sol id, playable and well-designed 

fantasy romp that wi ll at least help 

£ pass the time until Lara 

Croft's next appearance. 

Edge rating: 

seven out of ten 

Format: PlayStation Publisher Eidos 
Interactive Developer: ln•house 
Price: £40 Release: out now 
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Tenchu 

Using beat 'em up elements in conjunction w ith the now- famil iar third
person arcade adventure format epitomised by Tomb Raider has certa inly 
been done before. most recently in Kalisto's Nightmare creatures. Yet the 
imported Tenchu meri ts attention. not only because it's so successful at 
evok ing the feudal Japan era so be loved of so much an ime. bu t because it 
joins in on the growing trend of the more earthbound stea lth fighter. 

GoldenEye showed just how crucial the abil ity to sneak up on enemies 
cou ld be, w ith many situations proving impossible unless a more cautious, 
sniping attitude was adopted. Tenchu doesn't milk the idea qu ite so 
successfull y, but it does provide Playstation owners w ith an alternative until 
the arriva l of Konami's Metal Gear Solid. 

In time-honoured fashion. the player can choose from two protagonists, 
the gruff Rikimaru and more ath letic female character Ayame. The choice is 
actually more of a cosmetic one. as comba t in Tenchu relies as much on the 
use of extra weapons like throwi ng stars as it does on swordplay. Both 
characters possess the same fighting moves, wh ich offer enough con trol and 
variation to make combat ski ll-based and pleas ingly visceral despite their 
apparently limited nature. The abi lity to backflip against wa lls and even use a 
grappling hook gives the already smart visuals extra fl air. as does the use of 
cut scenes to depict the slayings that fo llow a successfu l surprise attack on 
a character . watching a close-up of a computer game hero slice the neck of 
an enemy is wonderfully cinematic, though it's certain ly something that only 
mature gamers shou ld w itness. 

But whi le there are numerous cinematic touches, and the leve ls possess 
plenty of strong period detail , there's ultimate ly not quite enough here to 
sustain interest. Only a handful of enemy types are used, the end-level 
bosses tend to disappoin t, and there's never qui te enough to do beyond tap 
the hack button a few t imes and progress to the next victim . Tenchu is 
certa inly well above average, but if more had been made of those £ 
stea lthy ninja ab il ities, it cou ld have been so much more . 

Ed ge rating : 

Seven out of ten 

Format: PlayStation Publisher: Sony Music Entertainment Developer: ln·house Price: \1"5 ,800 
(£30) Release: out now (Japan) 
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Quake64 
Time is a fickle patriach where the 
software industry is concerned, 
rendering many of its titles obsolete 
within surprisingly short periods. 
Quake, one of the biggest hits the PC 
market has ever known, looks dated as 
an N64 release; its largely simplistic 
architecture is a far cry from the 
believable locales of GoldenEye or the 
promise exuded by early pictures of 
rurok 2's levels. 

But even if it's aged visually, 
Midway's conversion can at least boast 
level design from id Software, regarded 
by many as the best in the business. 
Lambasted by certain quarters for being 
too repetitive and, in essence, rather 
boring (yet worshipped rapturously by 
others), Quake's oneplayer game is a 
measured slice of shoot 'em up action. 

But it's the multiplayer aspect of 
Quake 's original PC release that makes 
it such a potent force; even now, with 
its sequel enjoying a considerable level 
of success, local networks are still 
brought to a standstill by office-wide 
competitions. For this facet of Quake to 
be abbreviated here into the form of a 
simple one-on-one option rather robs 
id ' s title of its raison d'etre. 

Quake 64 offers a sufficiently 
different challenge to justify its position 
on shelves alongside the likes of Turok, 
GoldenEye and 3D Realm's serviceable 
update of Duke Nukem 3D, but this is 
unlikely to guarantee its success. Given 
the relative failure of Doom 64 at retail, 
it may be that N64 owners expect £ 
more than ageing PC conversions. 

Ed ge ra tin g: 

Six out of ten 

Format: N64 Pubhsher: GT Interactive Developer: 
Midway Price: £50 Release: Out now 

snow Racer '98 
Slipping out from under the wing of 

the lnfogrames group, Snow Racer 98 

is an ambitious attempt to combine 

credible interpretations of skiing and 

snowboarding in one package. On the 

face of things, the game appears to 

have several aspects in its favour . . 

From the startup screen's graphic 

design, via the inclusion of name ski 

and board manufacturers, to the good 

selection of events available, much 

has been done right. 

Controlling the characters, 

particularly in the snowboarding 

sections, at fi rst seems unwieldy after 

the neat interface offered by 

Nintendo's 108Q0 Snowboarding. 

However, the player can at least 

adjust to Snow Racer's system; what 

can't be adjusted to is the ridiculously 

short field of view delivered by the 

game's 30 engine, with obstacles 

popping into sight moments before 

they need to be avoided. The shame 

is that Snow Racer's courses are 

actually well laid out, although there 

are a few too many uphill gradients 

to slow down the action. 

lnfogrames has done an 

injustice to this game by releasing 

it at this point: along with tthe winter 

sports season now drawing to its 

close, Snow Racer would have 

benefited immensely from another 

six months in development. By 

ironing out flaws like the poor 

interaction of the character with the 

environment and irritations such as 

having to complete championships 

in one attempt, a far better reception 

could have been assured. In this 

form, Snow Racer 98 is fun, 

but by no means great. 

Edge rating: 

£ 

Six out of ten 
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Format PlayStation Pubhsher· 
lnfogrames Developer· Pam 
Development Price: £40 
Release: Out now 

TEST 

Rascal . ► 
Attention has been lavished on Rascal since day one: the use of the 
PlayStation's high-resolu tion screen mode, the incl usion of rarely seen 
goodies such as environment mapping to impress the criti cs, and a main 
character design by Jim Henson's creature Shop to attract the ta rget 
audience of pre-teens all show the effort that's been expended. That this 
hero, depicted in 3D using a dynamic camera, is of the running, jumping, 
collecting variety confirms that Psygnosis is hoping to be the first with a 
credible Mario alternative for Sony's machine. Sadly, Rascal once again 
proves Nintendo's winn ing formulae aren't quite so easy to ape. 

The most fundamenta l problem arises when simply trying to contro l 
Rascal himself. Because the levels are based around numbers of small linked 
rooms, the dynamically moving camera is forced to dolly and pan like some 
mad dervish, the low cei ling further compounding the problem. It causes the 
sort of disorientation even experienced gamers wi ll have problems with, and 
often makes it impossible to see energy-sapping creatures as they approach. 
That these floor-scurrying nasties have a habit of materialising mere pixels 
from Rascal adds to the frustration . 

The main aims, which involve visiting past, present and future versions 
of themed levels and collecting pieces of an hourglass to access locked 
areas, are pitched at just about the right level. But while the environments 
are designed with a keen eye for cartoon staples, the enemies facing Rascal 
within them rarely strike the right note. Battling spiders, rats and scorpions 
is dull enough, but even the cowboys, kn ights and other more human 
adversaries look and act far too much like machines. The underwater levels 
fare better, but even here there's none of the character interaction that 
makes Super Mario 64 such a joy. And should there really be quite such a 
reliance on pixel-perfect leaps in a game aimed at 8 to 12-year-olds? 

In fact Rascal feels like a poor cous in to Mario 64 in practically every 
way, with its fractu red room-based design, lack of enemy Al, overfamiliar 
theme ideas, imprecise and confusing controls, and - most bizarrely of all -
a centra l character many youngsters will find cliched and unlikeable. Rascal 
may have the graphical edge on Playstation platformers like Croc, but it's all 
dressed up without any real style or flow. £ 
Edge rating : 

Five out of ten 

Format Playstation Publisher Psygnosis Developer Traveller's Ta les Pnce £40 Retease: Out now 
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Diablo 
A massive hit on the PC last year, Diablo 
was a fantasy roleplaying game that 
combined traditional RPG elements with 
arcade gameplay and multiplayer support, 
including Internet play. The result was 
something of a thinking man's Gauntlet. 

This Playstation release is a fairly 
straight conversion; the player chooses 
one of three generic types of character -
warrior, sorcerer or rogue - and sets about 
saving a town from the ravages of the evil 
creatures living in the vast underground 
complex below. This mainly involves 
exploring a series of large levels and 
killing everything that moves, with brief 
trips back up to the town to buy better 
weapons and equipment. In addition, 
there are a number of specific quests to 
be completed, such as killing a specific 
boss monster or recovering a powerful 
magical item. 

As with most PC games, Diablo was 
designed to be played with a mouse, but 
the fairly simple controls have been 
translated into joypad commands without 
much trouble. The game's graphics aren't 
as impressive as the original, and are let 
down by jerky animation and the 
Playstation 's relatively low resolution, but 
the atmospheric sound effects are a slight 
improvement. Best of all, two players can 
combine their dungeon-cleaning efforts, 
making it an atypical Playstation RPG. 

Diab/a can't compete with the lush 
splendour of Final Fantasy VII or the 
tactical challenge of vandal Hearts, but 
serves as a relatively painless introduction 
to the often confusing world of £ 
computer roleplaying games. 

Edge rating : 

Six out of ten 

Format: PlayStation Publisher: Electronic Arts 
Developer Blizzard Entertainment Price: £40 
Release: out now 

Mystical Ninja: 
starring Goeman 
Thus the title formerly known as 

Ganbare Goeman 5 finally makes it 

to European shores. The heavy 

Japanese quirkiness and general air of 

oddity that permeates the game 

meant that, for a time, a European 

release was very much in doubt. 

Admirably, Konami has taken the risk 

and made the conversion that gives 

PAL N64 owners their first taste of 

next-generation roleplaying. 

And Mystical Ninja has 

weathered the translation to Engl ish 

remarkably well. The crass American 

drivel many were expecting has fai led 

to appear, apart from one or two 

instances of 'butt kicking', and the 

perceived culture gap has proved no 

obstacle to the surreal and satirical 

humour that abounds. (The villains of 

the piece are westerners obsessed 

with transforming Edo Japan into a 

huge stage musical. Laner-day 

Hollywood, anyone?) 

Elsewhere, the bright and 

authentic styling rema ins, as do the 

myriad and eclectic sub games. This 

is a vast and sprawling experience. 

The work done on the release is a 

triumph for Konami that 

augurs well for the future. 

Ed ge r a tin g : 

£ 

Eight out of ten 

Format N64 Publisher Konami 
Developer· in -house Price: £55 
Release: Out now 
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Gex 3D: Enter the Gecko 

The nagging suspicion remains that the Playstation has an inferiority 
complex when it comes to 3D platform games: Nintendo's Super Mario 64 
rightly remains the benchmark in level-leaping and the attempts made by 
PlayStation developers to match it have failed miserably. Pandemonium, 
crash Bandicoot and their associated sequels do not offer glorious, free
roaming 3D, and Argonaut's Croc hard ly took the genre to new heights. 
Psygnosis has touted new genre entry Rascal rather desperately at the 8 to 
12-year-old market, which doesn't excuse the fact that the control of said 
game is appalling and the gameplay almost non-existent. 

Which leaves Gex 3D, a rad ical reinterpretation of a crysta l Dynamics 
offering from the extinct 3DO platform. The developer has since clearly spent 
a great deal of time with Nintendo's water pipe repairer . The central hub of 
Gex 3D is nigh-on identical to that of Mario 64, which is no bad thing. The 
player hops Gex through TV screens to se lect a level, for example, and pats 
the shoulder pads to alter the camera angle. There's an immediate, almost 
comforting famil iarity, here. 

The levels have a televisual theme, each adopting a different genre, so 
Gex finds himself careering through cop and horror arenas, a kung fu world 
and a somewhat bizarre Star wars-like world where he gets to thwack foes 
with a light sabre while sporting stormtrooper-style armour. Although huge, 
the levels are hardly original. The usual frustrating, rotating platforms are 
given a run out, but thankfully the slippy ice world remains absent. On 
completi ng specific tasks on each level, the player is rewarded with a 
remote control that triggers further progress. Slay the baddies, garner 
power-ups hidden in televisions, head for pastures new; it's perfectly 
competent, if uninspiring, platform fare. 

The aforementioned light sabre is just about the on ly weapon that Gex 
gets to utili se. Other than that, he makes do with swishing his tail - which 
is terribly disappointing, given the James Bond persona Crystal Dynamics 
has attempted to mould . 

The action is complemented by a selection of verbal one-liners 
performed by ageing comic actor Leslie Phillips. Despite their frequent 
surrea lness (' I fee l like I'm in Boy George's pants!'), t hey soon grate. 
While Gex 3D is possibly the best free-roaming 3D platformer for the £ 
Playstation, the game's design is ultimately bereft of rea l inspiration. 

Ed ge rating : 

Seven out of ten 
Format. PlayStation Publisher: Take 2 Developer. Crystal Dynamics Pnce: £45 Retease: out now 
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contact 
Jane Geddes 

(email : 1geddes@futurenet.co.uk) 

Kingsgate House, 536 Ki n gs Road , London , 
SW10 OT X 

t 0 1 7 1 4 7 ., 3 1 0 

Free design & typesetting service available 

Shhhhhh ... or they'll all want one 
The very best positions in the ind ustry are rarely ad vertised . The most 
highly regarded developers and publishers entrust Pelican to find them 
the best talent the world has to offer. With some persuasion, a select few of 
our clients have agreed to allow us to mention who they are looking fo r: 

PC Programmer - £25-25K West of England 
Wanted fo r internationally renowned entertainment company. You will 
have at least two years' experience of programming either 3D graphics or 
Al for the PC and will have had at least one published title. 

Playstation Programmer - £30-35K Midlands 
Developer with recently signed major publishing deal seeks Programmers 
with at least one published Playstation title to their credit to develop an 
action arcade strategy game. 

Interna l Producer- £30K London 
Highly successful developer and publisher looking for a Producer with 
good man management and scheduling skills. Must have prod uced at least 
one successful title. Three years or more in the industry highly des irable. 

N64 Programmer - £negotiable - South , 
Required for conversion of highly successful arcade tit.Jes onto N64. Must 
have experience of coding fo r the console. At least one published title 
would prove to be a major advantage. 

For more information, please contact us: 

Pelican Consultants Internationa l Ltd, 104-106 High Street, 
Harrow-on-the-Hill, M iddlesex. HA1 3LP. TEL: (+44) 181 423 3400 
Fax: (+44) 1814231117 E-mail: o11 line@pelican-consultants.co.uk 

http://www. pelican-consul tants.com 

Pelican 
CONSULTANTS 

f . 
. 

In addffion to excellent salaries, we offer milestone bonuses and profit 
related bonuses. We also offer a fun and creative working environment. 

address CV's and supporting material to Mr. Fube, 
& quote reference # EMOB • 

fube lndu,t r1es Ltd. 
32 Berrymede Road, Chiswick, London W4 5JD 
or email : mrfube@fube. corn No Agencies 

Funk/ Paop/6, Funk/ Gam,s, Funk/ nail! 



Programmers and Engineers 
Operating Systems Engineer R&D Programmer Guildford; £Open 
This company offers the best 3D research facilities in Europe. They are working on photo
realistic image software. The R&D dept produces sexy algorithms and the product dept turns 
this code into useoble, stable code wh ich forms the rendering product. Ref: 104. 

TV Programmer Central London; £30-32k 
Very young company doing corporate graphics/videos and branching out into broadcasting. 
This is NOT o gomes company. To program 3D effects and manipulation of 3D images. Ref: 315. 

Junior Programmer Isle of Wight; £15-1 lk 
Based on the Isle of Wight, this firm is developing exciting new games including the recent rove 
release, Cormogeddon. New offices in July with lovely sea views. This is on excellent opportunity 
for a programmer with good C skills, working as assistant to a PSX programmer on a brutal fighting 
game. Ref: 257. 

PlayStation Programmers West End of London; £please telephone 
A medium sized developer based in a cool area of London's West End. Their employees are 
bright, well-motivated and hove fun. Various levels. Either experienced PSX skills or Yaroze 
experience or no PSX, but low level enthusiasm. Ref: 31 1. 

Games Programmers Milton Keynes; £Neg 
This company builds graphics for many different gomes companies. The projects vary from 
chess to broadcast graphics. Gomes programmers wi th some industry experience are 
required to work on a variety of games. Ref: 303. 

Games Programmer Farnham; £Neg 
The firm thot produced HOTTel - the sexy Internet gome, as well as a host of other interactive titles. 
Programmers are needed for a multi-user game, working on 2 sections of the project. Ref: 288. 

Compiler and Assembler Engineers Edgware; £20-28k 
The 3D technology division of a legendary games company. Top individuals are required by th is 
leading company to help design new software systems. 2 years+ of Assembler and C/ C++ 
or Java. Ref: 292. 

Lead Programmer · Al Ref: 268. Edinburgh; £30-40k 

PSX Programmer Cotswolds; £Depends on skills 
Small software house based on the edge of the Cotswolds - develops top Bridge, chess, Go, ond 
other strategy tittes. This is GUI work and we seek PSX ski lls. A knowledge of Japanese board 
games such as Go and Shogi would be a bonus. Ref: 272. 

N64 and PSX Programmers Manchester; to £45k 
Part of a public company, creating a premier product in the Manchester area. Highly qualified 
people ore sought, with games experience. Ref: 279. 

Console and PC Programmers Liverpool; Well in excess of £20k 
A small developer concentrating on 3D technology. We seek PC and PSX programmers to work 
on a project for one of the UK's largest publishers. Can you guess who? A good maths 
background is necessary. 1 year's experience. Ref: 285 

Direct 3D Programmer Banbury; £25-30k ish 
This company is headed by a veteran games man. They are working on an adventure sports 
game. We ore looking for good experience, but not necessarily team leadership abilities. Skills 
required also include C++. Ref: 287. 

3D Engine Programmers Cheshire; £Neg 
A well established company which produced one of the best selling futuristic fighting games of all 
time. They now hove more excitement planned. Young candidates with a strong moths 
background and good 3D C/ C++ are required here. Ref: 296. 

Games Programmers Ref: 316. Canada; $Can 60-IOk 

PSX and Ultra 64 Programmers Ref: 317. 

Sydney; Aust $(whatever it takes and Fosters lager) 

The above is a selection, for more information visit our Web site: 

www.datascope.eo.uk/ datascope/ 
Programmers £16-45k 

Artist £10-401< 

Executive and Management to £100k 

Artists 
Galf Game Artist West End of London; £please telephone 
A medium sized developer based in a cool area of London's West End. Their employees are 
bright, well-motivated and hove fun . We seek a mix of 3D CAD skills and 2D art preparation 
skills . You must be passionate about golf, because you will be worki ng on the world's 
greatest golf courses! Demo please! Ref: 321. 

Artist/Designer Avon; £21·28k 
A very long-standing company which produces the occasional massive hit. Very discreet 
profile. Someone with a formal art qualification is sought to design cars, trams etc. Ref: 284. 

3D Studio Cavent Garden; £27·28k+ 
This wonderfully centrally located company is producing a big new PC CD Rom game. A 
division of a major world wide television news and media group. It hos two hit games 
behind it. A 3D Studio Mox specialist with good creative talent. The role is to create worlds 
and background textures. Ref: 310. 

3D Artist Cheshire; circa £24k 
Port of a large European publisher, in a nice location. Ideally Alias Power, but training wi ll 
be provided if necessary. The game will be a cartoon type licensed product. Ref: 299. 

Graphics Artist Liverpool; circa £25k 
A small developer concentrating on 3D technology. Industry experience or animation ski lls 
are what's needed. One year's experience is required, please. Ref: 286. 

Modeller Banbury; £20k ish 
This company is working on on adventure sports game. We seek 3D, Lightwove and 
knowledge of the limitations and features of PloyStotion. Ref: 194. 

Lead Designer · Al Games Ref: 269 Edinburgh; £35-45k 

Management & Games Design 
Designers Camden; £Neg 
North London studio of the UK's largest publisher. A dedicated gamer with industry 
experience is requi red for th is exciting role. You should come from a senior testing 
background AND have hod games design experience. Ref: 294. 

Head Designer nice location near-Birmingham; £Totally negotiable 
Located in the Midlands, th is company hos had particular success wi th snooker games. They 
ore particularly interested in seeing demos. We seek games design experience, creativity 
and flair. A history of published games is crucial. Ref: 308. 

Head of Research & Development Ref: 94. 

Producer Ref: 236. 

Contact Julien Hofer in complete confidence at: 

Datascope Recruitment 
104 Great Portland Street 

London Wl N 5PE 

Tel 01715806018 

Fax 01715806068 

E-mail : info@datascope.co .uk 

Guildford; £Neg 

Sun'8y;£30k 



Formed in 1989, Aardvark Swift is the longest established games consultancy in the UK. Conseque11tly we are extremely well co1111ected a11d have a very good 
knowledge of the market (we know the good guys from the bad guys!) 

Programmers Artists Overseas 
Assembler Programmer (8086 pref) 1D graphics skills sought tor senior role on PC 
action product. Great atmosphere. One ot the best companies in the South West. 
...................................................................... .. .. ............ £24-28k + bonuses (Bristol) 

Animators with 3DS Three northern and one southern based companies urgently need 
3D animators tor in-house character based work. All well established lake your pick' 
Sen ior Artist/Director Hands on, creative role on Lucasarts scyle product. Stable 

C Programmers Original platlormer and tamous 3D PC shoot em up conversion. company. Beautilul location..... . ............................... £25-32k (North) 
Coastal location. ···· ················································m •22k • bonuses (North West) Lightwave Artists Games, TV and FMV work.. .. . ........... £18·28k (Scotland) 

Programmers/Artists (USA) Well respected West Coast developer al1111ys in market 
tor 'good Brits' to join team in sunny Calilornia. Company work tor major publishers, are 
Brilish owned and are just 7 miles trom the beach. 
......................... .................... $70-SOk + royalties, medical and legal tees (USA) 

Al ias Modeller Contract and permanent opportunities. 6 months to 3 years work. 
C,C++, Windows '95 Programmer 3D action strategy game. Well tunded new PlayStation Artist 3DS Ma~ tow polygon. Racing project. Good all rounder. Friendly, ............................................................................................... Jo £30k (Copenhagen) 
company lormation. Be there at the outset!. ............ .... . £20-25k • bonuses (Chester) small team working environment. .................................... £20-24k • bonuses (South) 
Network Programmer Varied role. Online mulliplayer games, 30 g,aphics, Windows, PlayStation Programmer Be very big down under! Arcade game .. .£Wow! (Sydney) 
motion capture and video compression work. C++, HTML ideal. World class developer. Management 30 Modellers/Animators(x5) wannabe big down under (don't we all?)? Rare 
...................................................................................... £20-25k • benetits (London) Head Producer Highly successtul developer/publisher. o,ersee 5 producers. Excellent opportunicy 10 sample the many delights 01 OZ. 30S experience needed. 

N64 Programmer Experienced console programmer (not necessarily Nintendo) career move. Forget the smog. Relocation package. . .......................................................................................................... £neg (Austra lia) 
urgently needed tor highly regarded Soccer game. . ........................................................ .£32-35k • bonuses, pension etc (Yorkshire) 
....................................................................... £Neg+ large royalties (South East) Internet Project Manager UK and overseas travel. Oversee development process. Lead PlaySta tion Programmer Working tor one ot the best games companies in the 

Freelance PlayStation Programmers Urgent ................................................ .£Neg Relaxed environment. On line service provider background ijeal. world in one ot the best locations, on some ot the best products ill! created. What more 
Senior PC/PlayStat ion Programmer Know about code optimisation? Top class ·································· ······························· ···················£25·28k • benelits (lond0n) could you possibly 1111nt? •·········································£Name your price (Calilornia) 
developer with recent no 1 product in every country re leased. Modern, purpose buill Technical Producer Ollicial~ licensed sports title. Highly prolilable company. 
open plan environment. .......................................... £25-35k + bonuses (North East) Established 15 years ................................................... £28·32k • royalties (London) Other 
Lead PC & PlayStation Programmers Games and educalional multimedia company External Producer Proven l' party record and good contacts needed, tor UK and General Manager, Programmers East coast USA g,mes company urgently requi1es 

;;m;~rgr:iyvt;~ii;~ ~~f;:i:~~,:~~op1::e:ep\~r~:1i:1p~o1;S;rect X and PSX ~~roo:~c· eP:rtonoet UO~l:eg:ao~gpe.sl .. developers ·,n Europe. ··,ea···m····l·e··a··d··e··r·s··h·•,·p·,··S£13ro0n·g35PJkM(Ssoku,111: ) experienced stall lor new UK ollice. Well established company with successtul product 
............................ .............................................................. .......... £25-35k (Surrey) required. Top class working environment. · " portlolio. Option to work in States on lemporary or tult time basis. 18-10 vacancies. 
PlayStation Programmer Hands on lechnical role and opportunity to develop .................................................... £25-35k • benelits • location package (South) Exclusive lo ourselves ..................................................... •·· ····· ·· · (Manchester/Leeds) 
managerial skills by assisting new graduate programmers in their career development. Project Manager Team player wanted with scheduling experience. PJM tools and Games Designers Dedicated gamers with knowledge ol games mechanics across 
Leading edge 30 product with unique in house technology ........... £25-30k • benelits lime management usetut. .................... £30·35k + excellent benetits (South East) many genres required. Several opporlunities nalionwide ..................... (North & South) 

Graduate Programmers PC & PlaySlalion development studio seek enthusiastic QA Manager Major global interactive torce. Absolute passion tor games needed. Hot Level Designers(x2) Progressive new developer. Racing game lor tale ·99 release. PC 
talented programmers with C/C++ looking for tirst break. Company renowned tor ils new releases lined up tor '98.... . ................ .£neg (South) & Katana plattorms. Level edilor experience helplul. (eg Quake, Duke Nukem) 
stunning 30 graphics and special etlects .......................................... .£16-lSk (Surrey) Lead Game/Concept Designer Minimum one publishej product. Company 
C,C++, Windows '95, Direct X Programmers Lots ot opportunities. diversilying into other protilab'esectors. Creativemanagemint role. ······························· ·· ···· ·······························································.£15•18k (Lond0n) 
............................................................................ £25-35k • benelits (Nationwide) .......................... ...................................................... .£22·28k + benetits (Midlands) Project Team Rare opportunicy to obtain linance and put ideas into practice with 
C Programmers Two enthusiastic graduates sought tor Fl drriing product tor PC Assistant Producer liaise with America, Japan, 3•parties. Source and acquire current colleagues. Complete development team with track record required. Our client 
and PSX .......................................................................................... £18·22k (London) sottware titles. Well known company. . . ........... .£16-20k (London) will help you establish, locate suitable local premises etc ........................... (Anywhere) 

~ More opportunities in the USA, CANADA, AUSTRALIA, S. IRELAND, and for 1998 graduates. 
More vacancies at www.ardswift.co.uk 

Many above (plus our unadver tised vacancies) are not available through any other agency. 
Why not utilise our experience and contacts. It's often who you know that counts, so make friends with an Aardvark today! 

Register by sending a CV (& examples where possible) to: 
Aard vark Swift Consulting Ltd, Sil icon House, Farfield Park, Wath upon Dearne, Rotherham, South Yorkshire S63 70B 

Tel: (01709) 876877 Fax: (01709) 760134 Email: SLD@ardswift.demon.co.uk 

PERFEGr 
ENTERTAINMENT 

Perfect Entertainment Ltd. is the largest fully independent games development 
house in Europe, with offices in London, Manchester and Melbourne, Australia. 
Creators of the popular Discworld series and numerous prestigious third-party 
conversions (House of the Dead, Fifa '97, Manx IT, Maximum Force, Wipeout, 
Destruction Derby, etc.) we are currently looking for new recruits to join us on 4 
original products and forthcoming top-class conversions for high-end PC, PSX 
and next gen consoles. 

2 x Lead Programmers 
Games experience essential. Fluency in C, 3D knowledge, good maths skills, assembler, 
Direct X and Win'95 are all advantageous. 

4 x Assistant or Trainee Programmers 
Some games experience or University grade 2.1 upward essential. Sound maths, 
assembler knowledge or Access database skills advantageous. 

5 x Low•poly 3D Graphic Artist s - Australia (for approx. 2 yrs) 
Proven games experience a distinct advantage. Softtmage or 3DS Max modelling, textures 
or animation essential. Send showreet and CV. 

3 x Low -poly 3D Graphic Artists • London 
Games experience an advantage but not essential. 3DS Max or Softlmage knowledge 
appreciated. Send showreel or samples and CV. 

2 x Hi-poly 3D Artists • London 
Game, film or animation experience, or excellent art college graduate. 3DS Max, Alias or 
Softlmage essential. Send showreel and CV. 

Art Director 
A graphic visionary, responsible for world-wide product image. All aspects of original 
artwork, from layout, storyboard, character design and supervising freelance and in
house teams, to co-ordination of all art production for each project and liaison with 
Games Directors. Experience from TV, theatre, film, animation or games industry 
essential. Interest in games advantageous, but not essential. 

Successful candidates tor all positions will be talented and dedicated team players, 
able to work to deadlines and accept occasional long hours. In return, we offer very 
competitive packages which include bonus structures, pensions, travel, etc. 

Please send CVs and, where appropriate, examples of your work to: 

Louisa Ardtey, Perfect Entertainment, 
1393A London Road, Norbury, 
London SW16 4AJ 
(Fax: 0181 679 3588) 

Recruiting now and for the next 3 months. 



www. climax c .uR 

Climax is a ten-year-old, privately 
owned international development company. Working with the 

best publishers in the world, across all formats, we have established a 
reputation for excellence. Some of our titles this year include versions of 

Warcraft 11, Diablo, SF Rush and Fifa '98. Our line up for next year is even more 
impressive, demonstrating original technology and content that will help redefine 

our industry. 

Whilst we are probably the world's largest independent game development studios, we still 
maintain a small company ideology. People and Product first. We pride ourselves on our 

understanding of the development process ( everyone at Climax from the MD down has come 
from either a games programmer or artist background) and maintain an incredible record of 

rapid, high quality development. 

Sure we have an excellent remuneration package for the right people. Of course 
we are always interested in talking with people who want to go places and do 
things. We believe in helping people to realise their full potential and have 

positions available at all levels within the company. 

Interested in finding out if we can work together? 

Then in the UK contact: 

Climax Europe 
North Park Studios, 

Wickham, Fareham, Hampshire, 
England PO 1 7 5LE 

And in the US contact: 

Climax America, 
Suite 7, 1007 Haight Street, 

San Francisco, California, 
CA94117 

Tel: +44 (0) 1329 835000 Ext. 225 
Fax: +44 (0) 1329 835001 

Email: personnel@climax.co.uk 

--personnel@climax co.ul< 
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Do you fancy some '17'~? 
4Play Enterta inment is a small , but perfectly fo rmed, games development 

company headed up by industry veterans Paul Chamberlain and Kevin 
Holloway. We are about to open a new studio in North London, and would 
like to hear from experienced developers fitting the following description : 

Programmers 
Console experience (particularly PlayStation), strong CIC++, 3D, 

Win95, Al , Scripting. 

Artists 
3D Modelling/AnimationfTexturing, 30S Max, Photoshop. 

Please submit CVs and examples of your work, with a covering letter telling us 
what makes you special, to: 

4Play Entertainment Ltd., 9 Avocet Close, Kelvedon, Essex C05 9PD 
4play @dial.pipex.com 

We are seeking A Few Good Men, 3D & I Programmers with many years' game industry experience to work on a 
new generation console which is at the extreme forefront of console technology. This position requires the best 
programmers in the business. (Salaries from £32K to £40K + benefits, bonuses, royalty shares, relocation 
assistance & company car.) Openings now also available in the USA, this applies to applicants with 4yrs+ 
in the games industry. 

Artists needed for 20/3D games development, minimum 1 or 2+ years in the games industry or 1 game credit or 
better. Candidate must have High & Low polygon skills, video tape is compulsory. Also seeking 3D artists 
special ising in FMV. Skills modelling characters/environments/special effects etc & animation. (Salary £18K to 
£40K+) University graduates: call first before sending. 

.Programmers Required , • , 
We have immediate openings for 20, 3D & Al Programmers w~h at least 12 to 36 months+ experience or at least 
one game credit or better. Knowledge of 3Dfx Voodoo, VR, etc is a bonus. Also openings for Lead & Senior positions. 
(Salary starts £18K to £32K + bonuses and benefits.) 

Must have a minimum of at least 12 to 24 months programming these consoles or at least 1 game credit or better. 

Games Teams Wanted 
Serious Programmers & Artists with track records. £25K/30K+, bonuses and profit shares of sale 
of game. (Deal of a lifetime! Don't waste your time, talk to us and make that excellent career 
move.) 

University graduates who are seeking employment in the games industry and have a passion for 3D 
game development. We have clients who are seeking graduates that have the ability to program in 3D 
under DOS/Win95/NT. Knowledge or use of 3Dfx Voodoo, 8 render or any 3D card is a bonus. 
3D programming demo work is compulsory - no 3D demonstrat ion .. . no interview. 

Tel: 0181 599 8691 Fax: 0181 262 8696 
Email: krystal@panther.netmania.co.uk 
Submit CV, Salary Details & SAE to: Kassey Chand Jr 

( USE KRYSTAL RECRUITMENT SERVICES (KRS) EXCLUSIVELY ) 

Krystal Recruitment - we are the only establishment in the UK who recruit for many clients around the UK using our 
own consultants who are involved in games design and development for PC and Next Generation consoles. So you 
can be sure we talk on your level. KRS wi ll assist game people, whether in the game industry or not, to find the 
right placements you are seeking. ESTABLISHED TO SERVE GAME LOVERS 

11 Goodmayes Ave., Goodmayes, llford, Essex IG3 8TN London UK. 
Register Now, service to all applicants is free of charge 
More openings WS: http://jaguar.netmania.co.uk/krystal 

Specialist consultants to the Games Industry fo r experienced and Senior staff 
-ttjRE S1'4 · ~1fliiil ~~ ~~ 
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Lead Producer £35k + bonuses 
Nintendo &4 Progra £neg 
PlayStation Progra anada £high 
3D Programmers £20-35k 
Producers (Internal £2Z•37k 
Direct X Programm £25•3Sk 

\ 
P£11s0NN£\-"~ 

PlayStation Programmer • Flight Fantasy game 
$7Sk + Bonuses West Coast USA 

FAST FORWARD ► ► ► CV or Business Card to: 

Ell 

Dave Hilh Interactive Pm o,meh 7-11 Kensingto11 High Street, Lo11do11 WB 5NP 
Tel: (0171) 411 3184 Fax: (0171) 937 2579 

Be part of 
• our expans1on 

XX CAL is one of the leading 
independent testing companies 

for PC software . 
We already have an impressive list of 
clients but we are looking to recruit 

someone to make it even better . 
So if you have experience of the 
industry , t he cont acts and the 

enthusiasm to promote our quality service 
to a wider audience contact : 

John Remingt on 
XXCAL Limited 

5 Vi ewpoint , Babbage Road, 
Stevenage , He rts SGl 2EQ 

Tel : 01438 311996 Fax : 01438 312112 
email : 100070. 72@compuserve.com 
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ANS RS RECRUITMENT 
Question (n): Is your career important to you? 

Answer (n): Of course it is, and to us too, that is why we are the only agency that will advise you and send your 
details to companies which YOU tell us to . 

Solution (n): If you are an experienced programmer, artist, or producer then contact Answers and direct 
your next career move, our service to you is free. 

Please send c. v., salary & location preferences to Pascal Cranney at: Answers Recruitment, The Old Rectory, Holdenby, Northants, NN6 8DJ 

Tel 01604 771 122 Fax O 1604 77 1 I 72 email : recruit@answers.u-net.com http://www.answers-recru itment.com 

Due to continuing expansion, 
Impossible Television requ1Te more 

JDS MAX artists to work on a raft 
of exciting TV pro1ects for almost 

every ma1or UK broadcaster. L..;;;:=::-.-:-:-'.":-:7.'--:'.' ... 

Character Studio experience, as 
well as red-hot animation skills 
preferred. A competitive salary 
awaits the nght candidate, as 
well as a position ,nan afhhate 
company of Planet 24, one of the 
UK' s biggest TV producers. 

We're looking for all levels of staff, 
so what are you waiting for? 

CVs, CDs and showreels to1 
EDGEM98, Impossible Telev1s1on, 

The Planet Bmldmg. 
Thames Quay, 195 Marsh Wall, 

London E14 9SG. 

lJMPO~ti\fJ-! 
Some d a y all good te le v1S1on will b e Impossible 

www.1mposs1ble.co.uk 

Programmers Wanted 
PC/MMX (Win95/DirectX/3DJ PlayStation, Nintendo 64 

Clients offering top pay deals and benefits. All applicants will be answered and dealt with in strict confidence. Applicants must have at least 
a minimum 12 to 36 months+ 2D, 3D or AI game programming or one game credit or better. Graduates must demonstrate an ability to 
prngram in 3D in Win95, {3D-demo compu lsory for graduates). Salaries vary accord ing to experience. Open ings now in the USA. 

Programmers' Dominion: recruiting programmers with a passion for 3D game development. 
Tel 01815988711 Fax 01812628696. Game programming, it's not just a job, it's a FXXXing Adventure! 

Submit CV to Paul at Programmers' Dominion Email: progdomin@panther.netmania.co.uk 
Snail Mail: 11 Goodmayes Avenue, Goodmayes, llford, Essex IG3 BTN UK. Now also working on Saturday 1 pm to 5pm 





WE'VE GOT SOME GREAT JOBS, 
DO YA WANT ONE? 

Producers - Lead Programmers - Lead Artists - Playstation, PC and N64 Programmers 
3DSMax, Softimage, Animators and Artists 

£ Highly competitive + Substantial royalty bonuses + Personal Pension + PHI + Relocation Assistance 

Silicon Dreams and Attention to Detail have a unique proposition for you - a working environment where creative people can develop their ideas 
into great games .... without corporate bul ls**t! Part of the successful GBH group, we have stability and prestigious facilities in Banbury and 

Warwick. These are two of the best in the business with a friendly, focused and creative atmosphere, a culture you'll find refreshing (Especial ly if 
you've worked for a large corporate juggernaut). We have a series of quality showcase products and unique licences, utilising leading edge 

in-house technology. Don't worry about the money - it's very competitive and includes profit share schemes and milestone bonuses. 

Want to advance your career? Come and see us. 

For more information on this outstanding opportunity, send a CV or contact our consultants at-

Aardvark Swift Consulting Limited 

Silicon House, Farfield Park, Wath-upon-Dearne, Rotherham. S63 7DB 

Tel: 01709 876877 Fax: 01709 760134 Email : SLD@a rdswift.demon.co.uk 

GEOFF BROWN HOLDINGS LTD 







Simple 
http: / /www.herecomesthelongbit/ -interesting / okmaybe/ 
notsoin teres ting /bettercheck / youve-typed/ this_all_in/ 
properly / oryouwill/have-wasted/ allthattime/ ohforgetit/ 
lets go / lookfor / pamela.anderson-pics.htm 

If this is the kind of complexity you're faced with every day, 
you need to speak to an agency with a refreshing approach. 

We've an established reputation as a professional company 
who truly listen - whether you're looking for a job or looking 
to hire the best talent available. All you need to know is that 
we produce the results you need - good people, good jobs, 
good thinking. Simple. 

For more information, please contact us: 

Pelican Consultants International Ltd, 104-106 High Street, 
· Harrow-on-the-Hill, Middlesex. HA1 3LP. 
TEL: (+44) 181 423 3400 Fax: (+44) 1814231117 
E-mail: online@pelican-consultants.co.uk 

http://www. pelican-consul tants.com 

Pelican 
CONSULTANTS 

Bored .. 
... with dul l Agency adverts which promise a dull future? All that old cliched 

nonsense like 'We've been around since before the Ark' & 'We know more people 

than you do'. 

Interested .. 
... in an Agency that talks your language? Straight talking JOBS language. 

The break you 've dreamed of .. 
... Zodiac Pursuit. 

At Zodiac, we specialise in finding the jobs that correspond with '!2.!!,!! requirements. 

And yes .. 
... we've been around for years and speak to most publishers and development 

teams, throughout the UK. We also have an International and European Division. 

But hey .. 
... we don't have to profess about how good we are, we'll prove it. 

It won't even cost you anything! 

Jobs .. 
... well, here's an indication of current national requirements: 

Programmers, Lead Programmers, 3D Gurus, Team Leaders, Internet Developers, 

Graduates, N64, PlayStation, Win95, Saturn, C/C++, Al, DirectX/3 D. 

Artist - 3DS Max, Lightwave, Photoshop, DPaint, Alias, Softimage. 

Reward .. 
... £16-S0k (UK), $55-l00k+ (US), but on some £NAME YOUR PRICE! 

Plus the chance to work on some of the best products ever created. 

Confidential .. 
. .. we are, so send your CV to: Marie Harris at Zodiac Pursuit, Raines House, 

9 Edgerton Court, Tadcaster, LS24 9NZ. Tel: 01937 835700 Fax: 01937 531986 

e-mail: marie@zodiacl .demon.co.uk 

Smart Move! 

( e d g e 

Contact 
Jane Geddes 

Kin g sgate House , 

536 Kings Road , 

London , SW10 OTX 

m o v ·e s ) 

Rates 
Double-page spread (4,000 

Full page £7.000 

Half page (1 000 

Quarter page rsoo 

free design t typesetting service avail a ble 

Jf you_have experience of Ila , Softlmage, Llghtwave, 3DSMax, Multlgen, 
Flame -or Cl neon & are pul"i'e'nfly perma nt,.q,ntract or freelance within 
the SFX/Fllm, TV or Ga-•~,,111u,1t11,.,,.th contact us~y,emall1;fax 
or phone, ·:;,; 

We would like to hear from: Freelance 1-oducers with s· ... ·--~·-
Games Producers/ Project Manage~ems Su rt· 

lntereality also has a division dedicated to high gra , freelance 
programmers working within the Games, SFX & Real-time sector. 
Applicants must have 3-5 yrs mln exp, plus severaL;ames/ roJects to 
their credit. 

I 
INTEREALITY 18 DUFFERIN ST LONDON EC1Y 8PD 

II 
T. 0171 490 1692/0181 681 6479 

~ 



']J.m.Lta. 
:f ~\!f ruitment 
ata 

Tel: 0181 541 5455 
Fax: 0181 549 8034 

Seriously Addicted to Games? 
WE HAVE A CAREER FOR YOU! 

We have requirements in the UK for the following skills: 

Experienced PlayStation Programmers • C, C++ & Assembler Programmers 
3D Artists • 3D Programmers • Web Designers • HTML Authors 

If you can cope with being driven by your work then please send your CV to: 

PHIL GLEN 
Data Recruitment Ltd 

Data House, 34 Market Place, Kingston, Surrey KTI IJH 
email: alancorb @dmarecruit.com web: http://www.datarecruit.com 

lM@w 
C .2:::: 

/ ~o 

e require ~@©1®11"' l\li\?m\;lhl ~®IF.il®Jlil©®, 

@©!@IT' l\li\?D~lhl ~!~ □ IT' ~~Oi!ll"'®® ~~fr~~ to tak 
dvantage of ou No Restrictions' games 
ack of age o ~ xperience wjll o~ e a ba 
pplicants w· ( imagination~~@r . 

Contact Lisa at S S ""1, 
20 Emm-Lane, 
Bradforci'l3D9 4-d 

Tel: 01274 480 

ComputAer.Grap.h i cs 
and ""n1mat1on 

School of Computing & Mathematics 

Study for a qualification at the forefront of exciting and 
innovative developments in computer graphics and animation . 

We have degrees at undergraduate and postgraduate level 
designed to lead to careers in areas ranging from the computer 
entertainment industry and TV and film production to research 
and development. 

BSc (Hons) Multimedia 
BSc (Hons) Visualisation 
BA (Hons) Creative 
Visualisation 
MSc Computer Aided 
Graphical Technology 
Applications 
MSc MultimediaApplications 
Our fac il ities include Silicon 
Graphics workstations, 
industry standard animation 
software SOFTIMAGE 3D, 
state-of-the-art YR Centre. 
For further information contact 
Hilary Reynolds on O 1642 342639, 
e-mail: h.j .reynolds@tees.ac.uk. 
School of Computing & Mathematics, 
University ofTeesside, 
Middlesbrough TS I 3 BA UNIVERSITY OF 

TEESSIDE 
The Opportunity University 

Providing access to opportunities in higher Education 



At last, university courses 
in Virtual Reality are a reality. 

Ahead of the game, as usual, the University of Abertay 

Dundee's internationally respected compu ting schoo l is one 

of the first to offer these new courses: 

BSc (Hons) in COMPUTER GAMES TECHNOLOGY 

and VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS. A four year degree, 

it gives you all the weapons you'll need for a career in the 

latest technologies. 

MSc in SOFTWARE ENGINEERING (GAMES and 

VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS TECHNOLOGY). A one year 

course to maximise your current ability and experience. 

Both courses were designed to reflect not only where 

the industry is at the moment but where it will be in the future. 

That's down to the , fact that some of the biggest names 

in the business helped us develop them - DMA Design, 

VIS Interactive, GEC-Marcon i and Virtech Systems. 

As you'd expect, our University has faci lities right at 

the cu tt ing edge, from a state-of-the-art library to our new 

virtual laboratory. 

With computers the possibilities are endless. And while 

you may end up programming the latest best selling game, 

you could easily find yourself designing airline simulators 

or helping surgeons practise their skills without drawing blood. 

And Scotland already has a reputation for excellence 

in computing. Over 500 companies take on the world from 

here. You could too. 

For furth er information, call us on 01382 308080, 

fax 01382 308937. Or e-mail us on iro@abertay-dundee.ac.uk 

UNIVERSITY 
of-- - - - - --

ABERTAY DUNDEE 

GET A HEAD START IN LIFE 
Bell Street , Dundee, Scotland D01 lHG 
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Directory 
Contact Tarik Browne 

DEDICATED TO GAM ERS AND COLLECTORS 
W E L COME T O TH E TIME-M ACHI NE 

A monthly fanzine packed with information and 
reviews. RC brings you the fascinat ing World of 
Retro. All class ic micro/consoles and games 
covered, ic. Arcade. Strategy and Adventure 
together wi th user in fo' and values. Plus classic 

1 
fantasy/Sc i-fi role playing games. Included also is 
a computer repair service and a catalogue listing 
thousands of items fo r sale 

ISSUE SIX OUT NOW 

X-RATED ATARI! 
(REA D IT, BELIEVE IT! 

& MFX PART /I 
& THE LOKI STORY) 

Send cheque or PO for £2-50 ( incl p&p) for latest 
issue plus buck copy. cata logue a nd subscription 
offer, payab le to G. Howden care of: 

RETRO CLASSIX (EG), 
4 CI-IATTE H.TON AVENUE, 

LI NCOLN LN I 3TB 

tel: 01225 442244 

We stock a huge range of 
NEW AND USED 

game consoles & accessories, 
including many rare or old 
items from Japan and the 

USA, as well as all the 
latest UK, USA & Japanese 

PlayStation, Saturn & N64 Games 
TEHHEN 3 PSX £59.99 

OUAHE US N64 £59.99 
HING OF FIGHTERS '97 SAT £49.99 

3 WONDERS SAT £59.99 
SEND S.A.E. FOR LISTS 
TEU FAX: 01 202 527314 

888 Wimborne Rd lliiiiiiil 
VJS4 Bournemouth, BH9 2DR ~ 

:;rEe:·:-of6i-f256 -3479 ~ .£"M[E IERnlNIT www.gamefront.co.uk 
FAX: 0161 256 0706 \\JIR U- ,U Email: mail@gamefront.co.uk 

rM0BIL:E:-0370915210 PO BOX 83, MANCHESTER M14 6ET 
~ .. ~~~·~ ........ ~ .. ,::;~ •• ' •• t.,:, • - ..,_ _ - • - - - - -

HK White VCD Machine 
PAL Universal 
Dual Shock Pad 
Original Joypad 
Hyper Controller (various colours) 
Eraser Light Gun 
Real Arcade Gun 
Scart Lead 
Scart Lead (Guncon Compatible) 
PAL Booster 
VCD Adaptor Card 
S-VHS Cable 
Link Cable 
Extender Cable 
Action Replay 
1 Mb Memory Card 
30 Block Memory Card 
120 Block Memory Card 
240 Block Memory Card 
480 Block Memory Card 

£280 
£150 

£40 
£16 

£9 
£23 
£40 

£6 
£8 

£20 
£89 
£18 
£10 

£8 
£15 

£9 
£15 
£18 
£25 
£30 

HK 240v RGB Converted 
Original Joypad (various colours) 
Original 256k Memory Card 
256k Memory Card 
1 M (4x) Memory Card 
Original Rumble Pak 
Rumble Pak with 256k Memory 
Universal Adaptor 
AV Cable 
S-VHS Cable 
RGB Lead 
RGB Conversion Lead 
Extender Cable 

JAP Sega White or JVC 
JAP HITACHI with VCD 
RGBCable 
S-VHS Cable 
Extension Cable 
Eraser Light Gun 
Real Arcade Gun 
Action Replay 
Action Replay with 4M Ram 
4M Ram Card (X-Men etc) 
Action Replay PLUS 
CD+ Universal Adaptor 

£130 
£22 
£12 

£7 
£10 
£15 
£15 
£12 

£8 
£10 
£10 
£25 

£8 

CALL 
CALL 

£10 
£10 

£8 
£23 
£40 
£16 
£19 
£16 
£22 
£12 

t~ II~~ ~ ·=== 
Pioneer DVL-9 (Codeless) £780 
Panasonic A310 (Codeless) £550 
Sony S7000 (Codeless) £720 
SNES Disk Drive £130 
128M Memory £45 
N64 Keychain with LCD Clock £8 
N64 Joypad Keychain with LCD Clock £8 
Recordable Voice Units £8 
Scart Selector Box £15 
AV Selector Box £20 
Pocket Camera £55 
Pocket Camera Printer £60 
Printer Paper ,----- ............. £1 O 
* We can obtain any DVD Player you wish . 

All we need is Make & Model number. 
We wi ll then get a price for you 

**TRADERS** 
We welcome trade orders, small or large. We also offer 
products direct from Hong Kong at unbeatable prices. 

Please fax for full price list, inc. conditions of trade 

Why not visit our sho~ NEW EAST GAMES at 87 Princes StreeJ, Manchester M1 4MT 
_ __ TE:UFAX: 0161-228 0070 (SHOP PRICES MAY VARY) 

,.... - -- - -- - -- - - - -
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NINTENDO 
V G R 

A PC 

COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES 
IMPORTS AND EXCHANGE 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

Est 1992 

9 Wilton Parade, High Street, Feltham, Middx. TW I 3 4BU 
* Open I 0-6 Monday-Saturday * Closed Wednesday * Open I 2-4 Sunday 

"B' 0181 893 2100/844 2S7S ~ 0181 844 1944 
AFTER HOURS LINE 6PM-I0PM 0973 SS2398 

l=OR CASH OR EXCHANGE 
CONSOLES 

COMPUTERS 
GAMES 

RETRO & MODERN 
Bring (& official ID with address and signature) 

or send by post with SAE for cash to: 

COMPUTER& 
GAMES EXCHANGE 
65 Notting Hill Gate, London W11 3JS 

OPEN 7 DAYS ff 0171 221 112:S 
NOTHING LEGAL REl=USED! 

Also buy, sell, trade at MVE, Manchester 
Arndale centre <by High St entrance> 

ff 0161 859 0677 
LARGE SELECTION ON SALE 

a JAPAN USA ~~ UK 

MAIL ORDER ADDRESS: 26 EAST VIEW, 
STOKE ON TRENT, N . STAFFS, ST6 3LX 

EMAlL' US: OAKLAND@NETCOMUK.CO.UK 

Tel/Fai 01 7[82 857624 
HOURS: 10AM • 10PM 7 DAYS A WEEK 

SEE US ON THE WORLD WIDE WES!!! · WWW.NETCOMUK.CO.UK/~OAKLAND 

Nintendo 64 (import) ____ £1SO Nintendojoypads _____ £25 
includes a flicker free scarf conversion blue, red, black, yellow, green 
C(l 64 (new) _____ £200 PrV64 £250 

Fighters (lestiny £SO Baruo Kazooie _____ £SO 
1080 Snowboarding ____ £SO 

Yoshls Story £35 
Plddy Kong £35 

Zelda _ _,_ ___ out late April Mortal Kombat Sub Zero £30 

TELEPHONE: 01296 331354 
~ ~ Next day delivery available ~ • ----------------------

1 M PO RT"/ EXPORT"/ WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES 
~ Fax: 00852 8101 8816 ~ EMail: fusion@pacific.abel.co.uk 

TEKKEN 3 HOUSE OF DEAD 1080 SNOWBOARD 

XMEN VS STREET VAMPIRE SAVIOUR YOSHl'S STORY US 

CHORO Q3 BURNING RANGER ZELDA 

PARASITE EVE K OF FIGHTER 97 IN THE ZONE 98 

XENOGEARS BATTLE GALLEGA BANJO & KAJOOIE 

METAL GEAR SOLID POWERDRIFT BRAVE SPIRITS 

NECTARIS 3 WONDERS HIREYU NO KEN 

NINJA TENCHU BUBBLE SYMPHONY VIRT PRO WREST 

GAME PARADISE AZEL RPG QUAKE 64 

BUSHIDO BLADE 2 THUNDERFORCES F-ZERO 

DEAD OR ALIVE COTTON 2 SNOWBOW KIDS 

R-TYPES TIGER PLUS 11 AUGUSTA GOLF 

GAME MUSIC CD'S ANIME WALLSCROLLS FF7KEYS 

JA PANESE / US PLAY STATION IN DUAL SHOCK PAD 
JAPA N ESE WHITE U N IVERSAL SATURN 

JAPANESE / US N64 'S 
1000'5 OF USED PS X, SATUR N, N 64 , SN ES , MEGADRIVE , 

. GAMEBO Y FOR PA RT EXCHA N GE 1 

ANOTHER WORLD NOTIS 11 MARKET ST 0115 948 4122 

ANOTHER WORLD DERBY 43 CASTLEFIELDS MAINCENTRE 01332 206606 

ANOTHER WORLD LEICESTER 23 SILVER ST 01 16 251 5266 



age consoles 
Light years ahead of the competition 

N64 Specialists 
Import Specialists 
We're the cheapest 

for any products • phone us and see! 

N64 (JAP) Plays us & JAP Games £145.00 
N64 Add-ons £275.00 
Yoshi's Island £59.99 

Large selection of second hand 
games ayallable • cam 

We will try to undercut anyone. 
Give us a try. 

Call 

0956 945 165 anyt ime 

0181 6543130 

R~TR~c@.-.es 
( The World's first classic Software & Hardware retailer ) 

PC ENGINE, WHAT$ SO SPECIAL? 
EPOCH'S FIRST CARTRID GES · 

MORE UNBELIEVABLE RARE MACHINES 
ISSUE "IS OUT NOW 
For over r.vo years Retrogames has been covering rare and classic 
consoles ignored by every other magazine. vVhere else could you 

have found out about the Sega S0000, Epoch GPC. Coleco Telstar 
Arcade, Novex,. Handheld Nes, Rowtron 2000, Nintendo 15, Casio 
PV\000, and countless more. Rare Games, fOf"gonen facts, dassic 
games companies, handheld games. we cover virtUolly every 8-bit 

format. Our intelligent magazine, writlen by the author of N64 
magazine's "RetroWorld", has become a bible to classic console and 

games co'lectors across the wood. 

~ned h:r~'laa~t:~~ :i~1:m r~~~~~~~~ta1~tt~~17h~f~~~i: 
each month. 

Over 400 Atari 2600 cartridges • from 25p 

Ov~~~~i>2~~~o~~~ f4a~:~~:r~ro~~Sp 
Over 120 Megadrive games • from 25p 

Over 45 Formats Stocked 
3D0, VIRTUAL BOY, AMIGA, MASTERSYSTEM. MSX 

NES, VECTREX, COLECO, ST, BBC, G&W, HANDHELDS ++ 
RETROGAMES £2-50 <incl PB.P> 

Back Issues Available, full fi rst Volume directory in Issue 12 
GAMEFINDER £ 1 ·00 Cincl PB.P> 

Full price list of our current stock of over 3000 items, 
updated monthly 

Cheques or Postal Orders made payable to 'J.M oore' at:

Retrogames: 61 Bacca ra Grove : Bletddey 
Milton K eynes : MK2 lAS 0181 203 8868 

Bevva,-e of ln,it:atio n s 

3D tutorial 
Model this eye in Bryce 30 

-1-

t 

Photoshop skills 
Resizing images in our Photoshop series 

Typography special 
Exclusive update with type guru Neville 
Brody, plus Fontogropher demo & tutorial 

On sale ~~udJ &[J)uO 
Packed CD 
Every month the Computer Arts CD is 
packed with the latest software, tutoria 
elements, images and movies 
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DEVE 
Videogame creation under the microscope 

varoze competition results 

s initially reported in ESS, Sony celebrated the first 
anniversary of Net Yaroze's release in Europe by 
organising a game creation competition. Edge and Sony 

acted as judges in the contest for SCEE Net Yaroze members, and 
titles across a broad variety of genres were entered. 

The overall standard of the entrants wasn't quite up to that 
of Yaroze efforts from Japan (which approach the quality of 
commercial PlayStation games) but this reflects the relatively short 
time that competitors have had with the system and that most of 
the titles were created by teams of only one or two people. 
Games were roughly split into those that modelled themselves on 
simplistic 16bit titles in 2D (notably a James Shaughnessy's Thrust 
variant, Gravitation, and a couple of Boulderdash clones) and 
more ambitious attempts to harness the PlayStation's 3D power. 

The winner, however, was an original arcade title, 8/itter Boy, 
coded by Chris Chadwick from Yeovil (Chris wins a Sony DSC-Fl 
digital still camera). It reminded Edge of William's Robotron and 
LucasArt's Zombies on the SNES. Excellent graphics, coupled with 
good animation and use of colour, marked 8/itter Boy out, and 
though lacking sound, it was otherwise technically accomplished 
with a huge amount of sprite movement and no discernable 
slowdown (Chris talks about his experiences of programming on 
Net Yaroze below). James Pitts placed second with l2, an 
imaginative design inspired by Paradroid and Quazatron's blend 
of exploration and robot grappling. Third was Scott Evans' 
Bouncer, an innovative slant on Breakout using a seesaw platform 
to bounce shells up at the target wall. - .. - - - - ·. - - ------------= ~-:; ; : - . "; :; ==-=-=--::-:::==-

DEVELOP 

Edge looks forward to an even higher standard for next 

year's competition as Europe's budding community of Net £ 
Yaroze users gain more experience with the system. 

Chris Chadwick's winning Slitter Boy (top left), was followed by Z2 (above left) and in 
third place, Bouncer (top right). Gravitation and Rocks and Gems (right. centre right) 

varoze winner speaks 
resh from his deserved win 
at Sony's fi rst ever Net_Yaroze 
game creation compet1t1on, 

Chris Chadwick related his personal 
experiences of the system to Edge .. 

Edge: When did you start working 
on the game? 
Chris Chadwick: I'm not sure, as 8/itter 
Boy evolved from my very first Yaroze 
program which simply displayed a single 
sprite onscreen. I then just kept building 
on this - make the sprite controllable, 
then animated, make it fire bullets, add 
background graphics, implement a 
scrolling play field, and so on. 
Edge: What was the hardest part? 
CC: Getting used to Yaroze was the 
hardest thing to overcome. Ordering 
tables, double buffering and parallel 
processing were all new to me. The fact 
that I was starting out with only a bare 
bones knowledge of C didn't help, either. 
Edge: What was the inspiration behind it? 
CC: When I reached the stage where I 
could start developing some kind of 

game, I originally thought of doing a 
Robotron-type affair - graphically very 
simple and not too taxing for a fi rst project 
- but I got carried away and started 
introducing more complex graphics and 
game elements. 
Edge: What do you think of the Yaroze? 
CC: It's something of a godsend to 
someone like me, who was really keen to 

developing gameplay, that all-important 
aspect of any game, which no dedicated 
hardware exists to help you with! 

Also, being able to communicate 
with other members via the news groups 
and Website is something I consider 
nothing short of essential. Of course, not 
everybody is completely satisfied -
complaints abound about poor 

The Yaroze is everything the PC is not - a stable, 
dedicated game development environment 

get into 'serious' game development, but 
was finding the PC too much. Things like 
the horrid memory model, confusion over 
graphics APls and the ever-changing 
'minimum specification' makes the PC -
in my mind - a very non-standard, 
standard, if that makes sense. 

By contrast, the Yaroze is everything 
the PC is not - a stable, dedicated game 
development environment. The library 
functions coupled to dedicated hardware 
take much of the hard work out of 
rea lising quality game presentation. This 
means more effort can be spent on 

documentation, not being given libraries 
from the full kit, and disgust has even been 
voiced at the colour of the boot CD-ROM. 
Edge: What do you plan to do after 
this? You must be hoping to forge a 
career in the games industy? 
CC: First, I'm going to finish 8/itter Boy. 
There's quite a bit I've yet to add to it. I 
haven't thought much about what I'll do 
after this, except that I want to try 
something more original. As for a career 
in the games industry, I'm sure that's the 
aim of the majority - if not all - of £ 
the Yaroze members, myse~ included. 

Chris' technically 
sound B/itter Boy 
requires the player to 
shootthe ghosts and 
save the babies 

129 
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